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Deregulation of the Telephone Industry
Implications for Texas Consumers
Gail Odell
Judy Spurlock Poole
The settlement of the U.S. Justice Department's anti
trust suit against American Telephone and Telegraph
(AT&T) on January 8, 1982, brought the issue of telephone
industry deregulation to the attention of the U.S. public.
The divestiture agreement led to worries about impending
increases in local telephone rates, and many consumers
wondered what benefits, if any, would accrue to them from
the antitrust settlement. The deregulation process, however,
had really begun in the 1960s and was being played out
simultaneously in the U.S. Congress, the courts, and the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

jurisdictional settlements process. A joint board , composed
of representatives of the FCC and the state commissions, is
responsible for allocating revenues and costs between inter
state and intrastate jurisdictions. The settlements process,
or the distribution of toll revenues to the independent tele
phone companies, is extremely important to these com
panies. Toll settlements frequently make up well over 50
Table 1
The Telephone Industry in Texas :
Statistical Highlights

Overview of the Texas Telephone Industry
The telecommunications industry in Texas is strongly
affected by two rather distinctive features of the state: its
immense area (containing several large urban populations
separated by hundreds of miles of low population density)
and its healthy and growing economic environment. These
two factors will influence the manner in which deregulation
of the telephone industry affects Texas consumers.
Seventy-three telephone utilities operate in the state,
and, although Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
operates approximately four out of five of the state's
telephones, the other seventy-two independent companies
serve more than half of the 250,000 square miles of certi
ficated service territory (see table 1). One small utility (Big
Bend Telephone Company) serves only 2,100 customers in
a service area that covers 18,000 square miles.
All of these utilities are regulated by the Texas Public
Utility Commission (PUC), which is responsible for the
regulation of local exchange and intrastate toll rates; the
FCC is responsible for the regulation of interstate toll
rates. Because the same facilities are used for both intra
state and interstate toll calls, the common costs and reve
nues associated with toll service are divided through the

Gill"Odell is Senior Financial Analyst, Economic Research Division,
Public Utility Commission of Texas. Judy Spurlock Poole is Regu
latory Accountant, Accounting Division, Public Utility Commission
of Texas.
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Co mpany
All sevent y-t h ree Texas companies
So uth western Be ll Tele p hone Co.
Inde pen d en t co mpa n ies
T h irt y-t wo compa n ies w ith opera ting
revenu es u nder $ 1 m illi on

Operating reve nues
Less t ha n $25 0 ,000
$ 2 50,0 0 0 t o $ 1 m illi on
$ 1 m ill ion t o $5 millio n
$ 5 m illi on t o $ 1 0 milli on
$ 10 m illio n t o $1 00 m illion
More than $ 10 0 m illio n
Number of telep hones

N u mbe r of
t elep h o n es
1 1, 53 1 ,0 00
9,2 12,60 0
2,3 18,400
44 ,500
Numbe r of
compan ies
11
21
27
6
6
2•
N u mber of
compan ies

Oto 1,0 00
1,000 t o 2,500

13 t
19

2 , 500 to 5,000
5,000 to 10,000
l o,ooo t o 50,000
More th an 50 ,000

11

12
13

5••

*I n cl ud es So ut hwes tern Be ll Te lep ho ne Co. (more th a n $3.8 bil
lion) a nd Gen eral Tele ph one Co . o f t he Southwest (more t h an
$ 50 0 m illio n ).
tT he sm all es t co mpan y is K.nippa Telep ho n e Co. (2 64) in Uva lde
Co unt y .
• •Includes Sou th wes te rn Bell Telep hone Co. ( 9,2 12 ,64 4) , Gen eral
Telep ho n e Co. of th e Southwest ( l ,44 0 ,000) , Contin en t al
Telep ho n e Co . of Tex as (186 ,726), United Telephone Co .
o f Texas ( 133 ,528), and Ce ntral Tele pho ne Co . o f Texas
( 100 ,393) .
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percent of the operating revenues of independent telephone
companies. Under the formula for allocating joint costs, toll
service has generally been said to subsidize local rates.
The telephone industry today is dual in nature. Basic
telephone service remains, for the time being at least, a
natural monopoly and is regulated by the FCC and the
PUC. The high-technology aspects of the industry (manu
facture and sale of terminal equipment, mobile telephone
service, long haul transmission, and data processing), how
ever, are subject to more competition and are being deregu
lated.

AT&T has agreed
to divest itself
of about two-thirds
of its total assets.
Specialized common carriers, like MCI, Southern Pacific,
Western Union, and International Telephone and Telegraph,
provide toll services alternative to those offered by AT&T
and pay an access charge to the telephone companies for
the use of the local exchange facilities. This charge is cur
rently regulated by the FCC under a tariff called Exchange
Network Facilities for Interstate Access . Twelve specialized
common carriers now operate in the state, and these com
panies compete with AT&T for the long distance market.
While their precise share of the state's toll market is un
known, it is probably equivalent to the specialized common
carriers' share of the national long distance market (between
1 percent and 4 percent).
The interconnect industry encompasses all of the state's
several hundred terminal equipment vendors, which range
from purveyors of basic telephone sets (Montgomery Ward
and Radio Shack) to marketers of highly sophisticated PBX
and key systems (Fisk and Modcom) and data-processing
equipment (Datapoint). Southwestern Bell and the large
independent telephone companies, like General Telephone
and Central Telephone, are, of course, major participants in
this rapidly growing market. Texas is an attractive market
for both the specialized common carriers and the intercon
nect industry. The oil and gas, insurance, and computer in
dustries are receptive consumers of new types of telecom
munications technology.

History of Deregulation

Science and technology have transformed the telephone
utility business into the telecommunications industry. The
convergence of the communications and computer indus
tries, in addition to other scientific advances like microwave
technology, prompted the federal government to begin de
regulating the telephone industry in the 1960s on the as
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sumption that the public interest would be best served by
removing regulatory restrictions on the industry and that
competition would further promote technological develop
ment and cost advantages. Deregulation was also considered
necessary to help U.S. industry maintain its international
preeminence in the telecommunications and computer
fields .
In recent years the U.S. Congress, the FCC, and the De
partment of Justice have been pursuing independent paths
to deregulation. The complexity of the industry and of cur
rent regulation means that the process of deregulation will
be difficult . One thing now seems fairly certain : the Bell
system, which serves 80 percent of the nation's telephones
and is responsible for the world's most efficient national
telecommunications network, will be dismembered.
AT&T had, since its formation in the nineteenth cen
tury, pursued a policy of expansion, acquiring other tele
phone companies and establishing itself as a national mono
poly. In 1913 the Department of Justice tacitly approved
of AT &T's expansionary practices, and until 1949, when
the Justice Department sought to divest the company of its
manufacturing subsidiary (the Western Electric Company),
the federal government did not protest AT&T's monopoly
power. This suit was settled in 19 5 6 by a consent decree
that barred AT&T from engaging in nonregulated communi
cations businesses, thereby preventing the company from
entering the fields of computer technology and data proces
sing.
By the spring of 1980, Congress was attempting to pass a
new communications act, and the Justice Department
seemed bogged down in its second lengthy antitrust suit
against AT&T, which had begun in 1974. In April of 1980,
however, the FCC surprised the industry with the resolu
tion of its second computer inquiry. (The FCC had initiated
the inquiry in 1976 to investigate the issues and problems
brought about by the merging of telecommunications and
computer technologies.) The decision effectively rescinded
the 1956 consent decree by allowing AT&T to compete in
unregulated markets through a separate subsidiary. The
FCC also effectively deregulated all equipment used on cus
tomer premises and enhanced communications services.
In addition to the 1980 decision, a series of FCC actions
fostered competition within the telephone industry. These
include decisions on accelerated capital recovery methods
and the expensing of certain costs associated with the in
stallation of telephones or station connection costs (which
had previously been capitalized by the telephone compa
nies). All of these decisions significantly affect telephone
rates and the way consumers purchase and use telecommu
nications services.
While the FCC was pursuing this course of action, both
branches of Congress were coming closer to passing a new
communications act. Senate Bill 898 was overwhelmingly
passed by the Senate in October 1981, and House Bill 5158
was introduced to the House Telecommunications Sub
committee in December 1981. Both bills permitted AT&T
to offer competitive services through subsidiary organiza
tions and relied on the subsidiary relationship to solve two
problems: how to prevent AT&T from using its size and reTEXAS BUSINESS REVIEW

sources to smother competition and how to prevent AT&T
from using its profits from regulated services to subsidize
its competitive operations. In both pieces of legislation,
basic local and toll telephone service would continue to be
regulated, while other types of services (enhanced tele
phone services, data transmission, videotext and viewdata
services, and the manufacture and sale of terminal equip
ment) would be deregulated. AT&T and the Bell system
would have remained largely intact under both pieces of
legislation.
On January 8, 1982, the Justice Department and AT&T
announced that a settlement had been reached in the gov
ernment's seven-year-old antitrust suit against the giant
company. The settlement dismembered the Bell System
and, thereby, solved the problems of anticompetitive abuses
and cross-subsidization. AT&T agreed to divest itself of its
twenty-two operating companies (representing approxi
mately two-thirds of its assets) while retaining Western
Electric, Bell Laboratories, the Long Lines division, the cus
tomer equipment business, and responsibility for all long
distance services. The divestiture will be accomplished by
issuing proportional shares of stock in the newly indepen
dent operating companies to AT &T shareholders. The spun
off Bell operating companies would be prohibited from of
fering any competitive services themselves. Independent
telephone companies, like General Telephone and Central
Telephone, would continue to provide terminal equipment
as well as interexchange services within their contiguous
operating territories. The new AT&T may compete with the
local companies by offering substitutes for local exchange
service like digital termination systems, but the operating
companies would be prevented from offering any services
that compete with AT&T. (The settlement defines an
exchange service area as being limited to a single standard
metropolitan statistical area-SMSA-and to parts of ad
jacent SMSAs in which a community of interest exists. The
operating companies would be limited to providing local
telephone service within these exchange service areas.)
The present system of dividing toll revenues between
AT&T and the independent telephone companies and the
spun-<>ff Bell operating companies would be replaced by a
system of exchange access charges that would be applied to
AT&T and other common carriers on an equal basis. The
local telephone companies and AT&T would be required to
provide, over a phase-in period of five years, equal access ar
rangements to all long distance carriers in terms of cost,
quality, and number of coding digits.
By keeping its Western Electric, Bell Laboratories, and
Long Lines divisions, AT&T remains a considerable power
in the telecommunications industry because it keeps its
profitable long distance, terminal equipment, and yellow
pages businesses. Under a complete modification of the
1956 consent decree, the new AT&T would be free to offer
(probably through a separate subsidiary arrangement) en
hanced voice services, videotext services, a packetswitching
data communications network, and any other products or
services it may desire. Indeed, many industry analysts fore
see AT&T competing with International Business Machines
(IBM) for the data-processing and computer markets.
JULY-AUGUST 1982

The relatively brief agreement between the Justice De
partment and AT&T leaves many questions unanswered.
Under the terms of the accord, AT&T has six months to
draw up its divestiture plans and eighteen months for im
plementation. AT&T has recently proposed plans dividing
the twenty-two operating companies into seven regional
corporations. Southwestern Bell would remain largely in
tact and would encompass Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Mis
souri, and Arkansas. Interested parties had until April 20,
1982, to file written comments on the proposed settlement
of the antitrust suit with the presiding judge. Many of the
state commissions, AT&T competitors, and members of
Congress expressed reservations about various aspects of the
agreement. On May 25, Judge Harold H. Greene ordered
public hearings to be held beginning June 28 to explore cer
tain controversial issues of the accord. In addition to filing
written comments on the divestiture agreement with Judge
Greene, Commissioner H. M. Rollins testified on behalf of
the Texas PUC before the House Telecommunications
Subcommittee in February of 1982.
In March 1982, the House Telecommunications Subcom
mittee, chaired by Representative Timothy Wirth (D., Colo
rado) reported H.R. 5158 out to the full House Energy and
Commerce Committee by a unanimous vote of the fifteen
subcommittee members. (The bill is currently being marked
up by the full committee.) H.R. 5158, the House version of
a new communications act, incorporates many of the con
cerns expressed by the state commissions. The twenty-two
local exchange companies would be permitted to retain
ownership of existing equipment used on consumer pre
mises and to sell such equipment for five years after the re
organization. The local companies would also retain the yel
low pages business, a lucrative operation that currently
generates about $173 million of annual revenues for South
western Bell in Texas. Furthermore, the local companies
would be divested from AT&T before assets and revenues
are divided and, thus, would have more independence in
negotiating with the parent AT&T about the valuation of
the assets to be transferred and in ensuring that fair com
pensation is provided to local ratepayers for the investment
in local telephone plant. Other provisions prohibit the new
AT&T from establishing any new local exchange networks
for at least six years after the reorganization and require
that AT&T continue to license new patents received by Bell
Labs for two years after the divestiture.
While many questions about the antitrust settlement re
main unresolved, industry analysts currently expect that if
no major changes are made by Judge Greene or by Congress
causing AT&T or the Justice Department to abandon the
settlement, the newly organized operating companies prob
ably will be split off in January 1984. The toll separations
procedures will be replaced by a system of access charges,
and the local operating companies will charge AT&T and its
long distance competitors for access to the local switching
facilities. In 1983 Congress will probably enact legislation
to give the FCC jurisdiction over intrastate and interstate
toll access charges (despite the concerns of Texas and many
other state commissions that favor retaining state jurisdic
tion over intrastate toll). The portion of the access charge
155

recently ordered that station connection costs will be ex
pensed rather than capitalized and allowed the telephone
companies to use certain forms of accelerated depreciation
and shorter depreciation schedules. These changes in capital
recovery alone will probably increase AT &T's revenue re
quirements by about $5 .5 billion between 1981 and 1984.
Residential service is also subsidized by business service.
Currently, in Texas the Southwestern Bell business custom
er in Rate Group 8 (which includes the Houston exchange)
pays $27.45 a month for local service, while the residential
customer in the same rate band pays $9 .90 a month. To
justify this disparity between rates, telephone service has
been said to be worth more to a business customer than to
a residential customer.
The subsidization of intrastate service by interstate ser
vice is another price subsidy that will be affected by deregu
lation. The process of allocating joint costs through the
separations and settlements process has already been dis
cussed . The present separations formula is said to allocate
a greater proportion of joint costs to interstate toll, causing
interstate toll prices to be substantially greater than they
would be had they been based on use alone.
The loss of support of interstate and intrastate toll sepa
rations will severely affect local rates in Texas (see table 2).
The toll contribution to operating companies' revenues is
quite significant. Under the terms of the divestiture agree
ment, the local operating companies will charge the Long
Lines division of AT&T and AT&T competitors for access
to the local switching facilities. During a five-year period,
equal access charge arrangements will be phased in, and the
subsidy portion of the access charges will probably be elimi-

that is said to subsidize local service is likely to be gradually
eliminated between 1984 and 1989 .
Potential Effect on Rates
In the past, pricing strategies permitted telephone com
panies to provide modern telephone service at reasonable
rates to all customers , regardless of the actual costs of such
services. These strategies were developed, in part, to pro
mote the goals stated in the Communications Act of 1934.
One goal, generally known as universal service (whereby all
Americans have access to the telephone network at a rea
sonable cost) , is still considered an essential part of our
modern life . The new communications act proposals
reaffirm the concept of universal service but also include
additional goals ; competition, rather than regulation , is
supposed to determine the variety, quality , and cost of
telecommunications services.
The entire evolution of the telephone industry over the
years was based on universal service. The separations and
settlements process, rate design methodologies, and indus
try accounting procedures resulted in cost allocations
that made basic telephone service affordable for almost
everyone. The introduction of deregulation and competi
tion has resulted in the need for cost-based pricing to
replace the price subsidies that were built into the system.
Several types of price subsidies will be affected by de
regulation . Now, present service is subsidized by future
service because of the way capitalization of station connec
tion costs is handled and because the depreciation lives ex
ceed the economic lives of many plant items. The FCC has

Table 2
Potential Effects of Divestiture on Local Rates of Selected Telephone Companies
Large companies
Category
Loss of interstate separations support from
elimination of toll contributions (in dollars)
Loss of intrastate separations support from
elimination of toll contributions (in dollars)
Loss of separations support from detariffing
of consumer equipment (in dollars)
Loss of Yellow Pages contribution (in dollars)
Total revenue requirement effect (in dollars)
Percentage of total revenues
Number of customers
Resulting average monthly increase in local
rates due to loss of interstate and intrastate
toll separations support (in dollars)
Resulting average monthly increase in local
rates due to loss of consumer equipment
separations support (in dollars)
Resulting average monthly increase in local
rates due to loss of yellow pages
contributions (in dollars)
Present average monthly residential
local rates (in dollars)
Potential residential local rates (in dollars)
Ratio of potential residential rates
to present rates (percentage)

Southwestern Bell
- 183,765,000

Small companies•

Medium-sized companies
General
56,494,000

Kerrville

-

Sugarland

Class A

Class B

361,143

786 ,863

-

58,826,000

499,987

373,790

- 148,075

-

19,041,000
7,100,000
-141 ,461,000
35
737,716

362 ,523
114,261
-1 ,337,914
30
10,002

-

-36,184

-1,160,653
19
7,853

31,161
5,603
-233,307
57
986

8 .76

13.03

7.18

12 .32

16.60

7.49

3.65

2 . 15

3.02

n .a.

2.63

5.20

3.35

0 .80

0 .95

n.a .

0.47

8.40
24.16

10.65
26 .63

7.40
18.55

10.25
22.57

9.38
29 .08

7. 10
19.79

288

250

251

220

310

279

-267 ,306 ,000

-

-187,813,000
-173,000 ,000
-811,844,000
24
4,293 ,098

-

t
n .a.

48,368

-43,390
8,743

••

-88,317
27
580

n.a.

•The small companies requested to remain unidentified.
tLoss of separations support from the detariffing of consumer equipment is included in the elimination of toll contribution calculations.
••company has no yellow pages revenue .
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nated beginning in 1984. Nationally, this arrangement is
expected to result in increased local rate requirements for
the Bell operating companies of about 15 percent a year
from 1984 to 1988, and local rate increases of about 18
percent to 22 percent a year are expected for the indepen
dent (non-Bell) telephone companies. Toll rates, on the
other hand, are expected to decline about 2 percent a year
because of deregulation .
Texas consumers will be affected by the way the access
charges are determined. Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio
are more than two hundred miles from each other. El Paso
is more than eight hundred miles from the eastern part of
the state. Therefore , intrastate toll revenues contribute sig
nificantly to the joint operations costs even though the
intrastate toll rates set by the PUC are fairly comparable to
the interstate toll rates set by the FCC.
In the areas of Texas made up of small towns and rural
agricultural and ranching settlements, where local telephone
service is more a necessity of life than a luxury , the costs of
operating telephone systems are quite high. To maintain
telephone service in these areas at a reasonable price, the
special problems of these systems with low density and high
costs must be recognized in the access charge formulation.
In Texas, revenue from the yellow pages contributed
about $173 million to Southwestern Bell and $7 .l million
to General Telephone of the Southwest in 1980. Deregula
tion of consumer telephone equipment and loss of direc
tory advertising revenue, when the divestiture agreement
goes into effect and gives AT&T revenue from the yellow
pages business, will increase the monthly bill of the cus
tomers of the local companies. If these changes had been in
effect in 1980, the monthly bill of the Southwestern Bell
customer would have increased by $3 .35 and that for the
General Telephone customer by $0 .80. The Texas PUC, as
well as many other state commissions, has strongly pro
tested the loss of this revenue without fair compensation to
local ratepayers.
In its second computer decision the FCC determined
that all customer premises equipment installed after Janu
ary 1, 1983, would be deregulated, while equipment that
was in place before that date would remain under state
regulation for an indefinite period. The agreement between
AT&T and the Justice Department provides for the transfer
of all consumer equipment business to AT&T. Local
operating companies would be deprived of a significant
revenue source, and this loss would also have to be made up
from local rates.
The transfer of assets from the local operating compa
nies to AT&T is one of the most controversial issues in the
divestiture accord. Under the terms of the agreement, local
operating companies will be required to transfer to AT&T
a significant portion of their more than $85 billion in as
sets, including their interexchange facilities, customer pre
mises equipment and associated wiring, and all their inter
ests in unregulated activities like directory advertising. The
state commissions have urged that the local operating com
panies be given fair compensation for their investment and
that provisions be made so that the local companies are not
stranded with obsolete, nonproductive equipment.
JULY-AUGUST 1982

The local operating companies will be able to continue
to provide good service if their financial integrity and eco
nomic viability are preserved . The future health of the
operating companies will depend in large part on how assets
are transferred to AT&T and on the types of services that
the local companies are allowed to provide. Under the
present divestiture terms, local operating companies cannot
offer any of the high-growth, high-profit, high-technology
businesses like directory advertising, terminal equipment,
information services, and intrastate and interstate long dis
tance and interexchange private line services. AT&T retains
that part of the business with the most growth potential,
while the local operating companies are left with the part
of the business characterized by low profit potential and
moderate growth prospects. The courts , the Congress, and
the regulatory authorities, however, could change this
aspect of the divestiture agreement .
AT&T and the independents will most likely provide an
increasing array of telecommunications products and ser
vices for the residential and business markets. Telecom
munications may be used to switch lights and sprinkler
systems on and off, control fire and burglar alarms, read
electric and water meters , control energy systems, and
provide videotext and viewdata services. Customers will
be able to do their banking as well as shop and select
restaurants through telecommunications. Cellular mobile
telephone service, which can serve a larger market than is
now served by conventional mobile means , should become
an increasingly widespread offering. Phone marts could also
become computer stores selling data sets, software, data
base services, and personal computers. Consumers, however,
will have to accustom themselves to dealing with a number
of companies to obtain telecommunications services and
products. While obtaining local exchange service from the
local operating telephone company, a consumer might
purchase long distance service from another company and
videotext services from a third , purchase equipment from a
fourth , and hire a fifth to wire the home and install the
equipment.
Effect on Stockholders

Divestiture will also affect AT&T stockholders. With 3. l
million shareholders, AT&T is the most widely held stock
in the country in addition to having more shares outstand
ing (about 800 million) and greater book value (over $5 5
billion) than any other corporation. On the whole, invest
ment analysts' initial reaction to the divestiture agreement
was positive ; AT&T's ability to enter fast-growing, high
technology, unregulated businesses was considered to be
favorable . Also, the agreement removed the uncertainty
over antitrust actions, and the newly restructured AT&T
was thought to be in a better position to compete in the
long distance market because the Long Lines department
will eventually be able to price its services on the basis of
cost rather than distance and because the subsidization of
local service by toll service will be phased out.
AT&T shareholders will receive proportional shares in
the newly formed operating companies based on each
157

company's share of the total assets, but the prospect of
owning shares in these wholly regulated entities may not
seem attractive to many AT&T investors. The local operat
ing companies will no longer enjoy the financing, manage
rial, and other advantages of the AT&T umbrella, nor will
they be allowed to participate in any nonregulated busi
nesses under the present terms of the divestiture agreement.
Some analysts view the settlement as having negative
implications for current AT&T stockholders, particularly
over the next few years. In fact, the price of AT&T stock
has suffered during the last few months, and it seems that
investors are wary about the effects of the divestiture and
the many unresolved issues in the deregulation of the in
dustry . Under the terms of the agreement, the local operat
ing companies, with two-thirds of all AT&T assets, will be
under the jurisdiction of the state regulatory commissions
and will be faced with ever-increasing requests for local rate
hikes as the toll subsidization of local service is phased out,
the yellow page contribution is lost, and consumer equip
ment is deregulated . From the AT&T shareholder's point of
view, any beneficial results to be derived from the modified
consent decree will likely be realized only over the long
term.

will undoubtedly result in a somewhat difficult period of
adjustment.
Note

This paper does not represent a policy statement of the Public
Utility Commission of Texas or a consensus view of the commission
staff. It was prepared for discussion purposes only. No part of this
paper should be reproduced, nor should any statements or conclu
sions expressed herein be quoted, without reference to this dis
claimer. Individuals with questions or comments regarding this
report should contact the authors at the Public Utility Commission.

Atlases.
For research, reference,
or just plain curiosity.
Atlas of Texas
Stanley A. Arbingast et al. 1976. 179 pages.
11" x 14" spiral bound. Sketches by Buck Schiwetz
and Charles Beckendorf; many color maps. $29.95.

Effect on State Regulation
The Justice Department specified that the divestiture
settlement would neither limit nor expand present federal
and state regulatory authority . Therefore, any changes in
the regulatory role of the FCC and state commissions
would have to be made by the Congress or by the regula
tory authorities themselves. While it is conceivable that the
state commissions could expand their roles, many industry
analysts expect Congress to enact legislation giving author
ity over intrastate toll rates to the FCC.
The state commissions will have a particularly crucial
role to play during the implementation period of the agree
ment . State regulators may well have to help resolve ques
tions concerning financial arrangements, the proper valua
tion and treatment of assets, expenses and liabilities, cost
allocations, depreciation practices, and the dissolution of
the Bell license contracts. Furthermore, state regulators
may be called upon to scrutinize transactions between
AT&T and the operating companies to ensure that the
interests of the ratepayers are protected. After the divesti
ture is implemented, state regulators will undoubtedly have
to make sure that AT&T and the operating companies are
fulfilling their specified requirements.
Texas telephone consumers may well feel powerless to
affect the future course of the telephone industry . While
the Texas PUC currently plays a significant role in the
regulation of Texas telephone rates and services, the deregu
lation of the industry is largely being enacted at the federal
level, and the state commissions can only attempt to in
fluence federal policy. In a long-range view, the course of
deregulation is supposed ultimately to have positive effects
on telecommunications consumers and the national econo
my. Over the short range, however, the complexity of the
industry and of the regulatory structure that encompasses it
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"Among state atlases, this volume is second to
none."
-Southwestern Historical Quarterly
"An almost inexhaustible mine of factual informa
tion about the state, its history, its development,
-The Cattleman
its resources, and its people."

Atlas of Mexico
Stanley A. Arbingast et al. 1975. 164 pages.
11" x 14" spiral bound. $20.
"An excellent compilation of over 200 maps plus
-The American Cartographer
tables."
"All school libraries should have it and all Mexi
canists will want it."
-journal of Geography

Atlas of Central America
Stanley A. Arbingast et al. 1979. 70 pages.
11" x 14" spiral bound. $18.
"Very well done."
-North American Congress on Latin America
"The only cartographic treatment of the Central
American region published in English since 1955."
-The American Cartographer
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Growth of the Beer Industry in the South

Joseph E. Pluta

Concentration in the brewing industry has increased re
cently both nationally and regionally. Nationally, major de
velopments include a drastic fall in the number-of breweries
operated, the emergence of two major producers (Anheuser
Busch and Miller) whose market shares are growing rapidly
while most other brewers struggle to maintain their market
shares, and fairly sizeable increases in beer production and
brewery sales. The demand for malt beverages nationally
has grown because of a number of demographic, legal, and
cultural changes.
Regionally, a primary development has been the emer
gence of the South (especially the states of Texas and
Florida) as a major beer-producing and beer-consuming
region. 1 The significant national trends can also be seen in
the South but with important modifications. While the
number of breweries operated in the South has fallen , the
decline has been less pronounced than the national trend so
that a much larger percentage of U.S. breweries are now lo
cated in the South. While the southern and national mar
kets are both dominated by Anheuser-Busch and Miller,
other brewers (notably Schlitz and Coors) are stronger in
selected portions of the South than they are nationally. In
fact, a major consideration in the Stroh-Schlitz merger, an
nounced in April of 1982, was the market strength of
Schlitz in the South and its well-established system of
southern distributors. In a similar effort aimed at the rapid
ly growing southern market, Pabst, attracted largely by
Olympia's Lone Star brewery in Texas, announced a merger
with Olympia in June of 1982. During the 1970s, beer pro
duction and brewery sales grew more rapidly in Florida and
in Texas than in any other states in the nation.
Since 1940, the demand for beer has grown faster in the
South than in any other region. Led by dramatic increases
in a number of southeastern states, per capita beer conJoseph E. Pluta is an economist at the Bureau of Business Research,
University of Texas at Austin, and Editor, Texas Business Review.
He would like to thank numerous representatives of the brewing
industry for providing valuable information and Mildred Anderson
for preparing much of the statistical material.
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sumption in the South has risen from less than half the U.S .
average in 1940 to just below the U.S. average in 1980. The
beer industry has prospered in the South despite heavier
taxation of the industry there than in any other region of
the country. For example, Texas breweries in recent years
have expanded plant capacity and have had a considerable
economic effect on the local and state economies.

Major National Brewers: Some Recent Developments

Although historically characterized by many small re
gional producers, the U.S. brewing industry today may be
classified as an emerging oligopoly, a market structure dom
inated by only a few firms. In 1876, there were 2,685 oper
ating breweries in the United States.2 By 194 7, fewer than
500 breweries were operated by about 400 independent
companies; in 1980 fewer than 90 plants were operated by
only 41 independent companies. Equally dramatic has been
the increased concentration of the business done by major
beer companies. In 194 7, the five largest brewers combined
for 19 percent of industry sales; by 1980, their share had
grown to 75 percent and the share of the top two had
reached 50 percent .3
Ranked according to 1981 sales, the top five brewers in
the nation were Anheuser-Busch of St. Louis; Miller Brew
ing Company of Milwaukee (a subsidiary of Philip Morris,
Inc., of New York City); Joseph Schlitz of Milwaukee; G.
Heileman Brewing Company of La Crosse, Wisconsin; and
Pabst of Milwaukee. A 1982 estimate of national market
share places Anheuser-Busch at 30.4 percent and Miller at
22 .5 percent. 4 Their combined share is expected to grow
largely at the expense of other producers. Schlitz and Pabst
have both suffered declining market shares in recent years.
In fact, other than the top two producers , only Heileman
among the top ten gained market share between 1979 and
1981 .
The second five brewers in 1981 were Adolph Coors of
Golden, Colorado; Stroh Brewery of Detroit; Olympia
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Brewing of Tumwater, Washington; Genesee Brewing of
Rochester, New York; and C. Schmidt and Sons of Philadel
phia. Brands produced by this second group (either directly
or through subsidiary companies) include such previously
independently produced names as Hamms and Lone Star
(now produced by Olympia) and Schaefer (by Stroh);
among the first five brewers , Heileman, in addition to its
famed Old Style, currently produces Blatz, Black Label,
Pfeiffer, and Colt 45. 5 As an illustration of the extent of

nearly 13 percent of the U.S. market while the combined
sales of Heileman and Schlitz at the time of their proposed
merger was about 16 percent. The differences in combined
market share hardly appear sufficient to justify approval of
a Stroh-Schlitz merger and opposition to a Heileman acqui
sition. A Heileman-Schlitz merger would have resulted in a
combined 67 percent market share for the top four firms, a
concentration level the Justice Department claimed would
be too high. The Stroh-Schlitz merger (and growing sales by

When 1982 sales figures are released, the combined
market share of the top five firms could reach 86% to 87%,
while that of the top two should exceed 55%.
concentration in the brewing industry, the 1981 sales of
Anheuser-Busch were roughly equal to the combined sales
of Schlitz, Heileman, Pabst, and Coors, and the 1981 sales
of Miller were greater than the combined sales of the entire
second group of five. 6
As more recent official figures became available, some
changes among the top ten brewers will become apparent .
The 1982 acquisition of Schlitz by Stroh brewery, which
was ranked seventh, will make Stroh the third largest
brewer in the United States.7 The Pabst-Olympia merger, if
approved by the Justice Department and Olympia stock
holders, would create the nation's fourth largest brewer.
Heileman, which had offered to buy Pabst before the latter
bought Olympia, was rumored to be interested in purchas
ing the newly merged combination of Pabst and Olympia.8
Because both Heileman and Pabst are strong in the Mid
west, however, the Justice Department ruled against any
proposed Heileman-Pabst merger on antitrust grounds,
effectively ending such speculation.
Despite a history of Justice Department opposition to
mergers involving relatively large brewers, 9 the department
approved the Stroh purchase under the condition that
Stroh sell within two years one of two Schlitz breweries in
the Southeast to a buyer other than Anheuser-Busch or
10
Miller.
Without such divestiture, anitrust laws in the
southeastern market would have been violated, according to
Justice Department interpretation .
This sudden reversal in federal merger policy came short
ly after a proposed 1981 Heileman-Schlitz merger was re
jected on antitrust grounds, an action that both brewers
decided not to fight. Schlitz's southern breweries were also
attractive to Heileman, which, although a growing firm,
consists largely of a collection of regionally brewed brands
in the Midwest that are fairly difficult to market in the
South. Although other factors were important in both rul
ings, it is difficult to find any thread of regulatory consis
tency on the basis of differences in combined market share
in the Heileman-Schlitz and Stroh-Schlitz cases. The com
bined sales of Stroh and Schlitz in 1981 accounted for
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Anheuser-Busch and Miller) gives the top four firms an
estimated market share of over 72 percent, a concentration
level the department is now mysteriously willing to toler
ate.
Whether Stroh, with its newly acquired subsidiary, will
be able to challenge the positions of Anheuser-Busch and
Miller, even within selected southern states, remains to be
seen. When 1982 sales figures are released, the combined
market share of the top five firms could very likely reach
86 percent to 87 percent, while that of the top two should
exceed 55 percent.
What caused this pronounced and relatively rapid con
centration? Although Stroh more than doubled market
share and vaulted from seventh place to third place among
the nation's brewers by acquiring Schlitz, large increases in
market share by merger have actually been more the
exception than the rule. Historically, both mergers and
pricing rivalries have contributed only a limited amount, if
at all, to the present concentration. Brewery mergers have
been numerous in the past, but, since none of the industry
leaders (before the Stroh-Schlitz merger) have gained much
in market share by merger, such combinations have had, at
best , minimal influence. While price cutting has occurred in
the past , there is little evidence that it alone has produced a
price-cost squeeze severe enough to harm the small brewer.
Moreover, the solid performance of Anheuser-Busch and
Miller during the past decade occurred without price
reductions for their products. Miller's success, in fact, is due
largely to its Lite brand, which is priced as a premium beer
even though it costs considerably less to produce (because
it contains less of all ingredients except water) than popu
larly priced beer.
The major causes of the national beer industry oligopoly
appear to be economies of scale and product differentia
tion. 11 Economies of scale, which occur if large plants pro
duce at lower unit costs than small ones, appear to exist in
the beer industry where brewing and bottling processes
have become increasingly mechanized . The increased capa
city attained by many individual breweries over the past
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twenty years has forced the closing or sale of numerous
small regional producers.
Successful product differentiation occurs when a firm
is able to convince customers that real or imagined dif
ferences in its beer render it preferable to that of rivals .
This process has a number of dimensions and subtleties. 12
One dimension is the fostering of an attractive or "high
quality" image. Large brewers with national sales and
multiplant operations can often more easily capture this
image than can local or regional brewers with single brew
eries. A second dimension is escalating advertising expendi
ture: if the largest brewers can induce their smaller com
petitors to expend huge amounts for media advertising, the
former should be better able to withstand the resulting
cost-price squeeze because of their superior financial
resources. A third and related possibility is economies of
scale in advertising. Large brewers can carry out brand
proliferation more easily because the high fixed costs
associated with advertising new brands can be spread
over a larger sales volume that smaller brewers do not have .
Large firms , therefore, can realize lower advertising cost per
barrel than can small firms. A fourth possibility is stepped
up advertising funded by an outside source . All four forms
of product differentiation have accelerated concentration in
the beer industry, especially since the mid-l 970s. The
fourth possibility merits further discussion .
Acquired by Philip Morris in 1970, Miller Brewing Com
pany has since that time experienced a turnaround in per
formance that is generally credited to the marketing exper
tise of the parent cigarette company. Recognizing that 30
percent of the American population drinks 80 percent of all
beer, 13 Philip Morris repositioned its Miller High Life brand
through an advertising appeal to the blue-collar consumer.
A similar strategy was used with Miller Lite. Aimed largely
at the same group of consumers, Miller Lite was advertised
by former athletes to dispel the view that low-calorie beer
was for "sissies." 14 Both efforts have been remarkable suc
cesses. Miller rose from seventh in 1970 to the nation's
number two brewer in only seven years; Lite, " the most
popular new product in the history of the beer industry ," 15
is now the third largest-selling national brand. The light
beer market is the one area where Miller has been able to
outperform Anheuser-Busch.
Even though the industry's two leading firms increased
both profit per barrel and market share at a time when their
advertising expenditures per barrel increased , the evidence
that high advertising expenditures and high profit levels are
positively correlated is somewhat mixed (see table 1). (The
standard measurement in the brewing industry is the barrel ,
which consists of thirty-one gallons.) At Schlitz, for exam
ple, advertising expenditures per barrel rose dramatically at
a time when sales and operating profit per barrel both fell .
Similarly, Coors had higher profit figures when advertising
expenditure levels were extremely low and lower profit
figures when advertising outlays accelerated . Both of these,
however, may be special cases since Schlitz's boosted ad
budgets were an effort to rebound from a previous sales
slide and Coors increased its advertising spending to widen
its geographical market. Whatever the precise link to
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profits, the fact remains that advertising expenditures have
grown considerably in the beer industry, and most industry
analysts contend this trend will continue.
Among the top five 1980 brewers, only Anheuser-Busch
and Miller had operating profit per barrel that rose appre
ciably between 1975 and 1980. While profit per barrel fell
over the period for Coors, its 1980 figure was still the high
est among the top five . Profit per barrel has fallen in recent
years for both Schlitz and Pabst, while the figure has also
declined for the brewing industry as a whole.
The home offices of major brewers remain in such tradi
tionally famous brewing cities as St. Louis and Milwaukee,
but the major firms have become increasingly conscious of
the need to serve the southern market. High transportation
costs have always encouraged brewers to locate near centers
of high beer consumption. As population has migrated to
the South and as per capita beer consumption levels there
have risen, added incentives have been created for breweries
to locate in such rapidly growing states as Texas and Flori
da. Large brewers have, therefore, been willing to purchase
the breweries of struggling regional brewers in the South.
As a result , substantially greater portions of major brewers'
operations are now located in the southern states than was
the case, say, thirty years ago . Of the ten breweries current
ly operated by Anheuser-Busch, for example, four are lo
cated in the South: two in Florida, one in Texas, and one in
Virginia. Three of six existing Miller breweries 16 are located
in the South (in Texas, Georgia, and North Carolina).
Four of the five breweries owned by Schlitz are located in
the South (in Texas, Florida, Tennessee, and North Caro
lina) ; the other is in Los Angeles. 17 (With the 1981 closing
of the Schlitz Milwaukee brewery and the 1982 Stroh an
nouncement to relocate Schlitz's home office to Detroit,
"the beer that made Milwaukee famous" is no longer
brewed there and soon may no longer be headquartered
there.) Although Coors continues to brew beer only in its
Table 1
Profit and Advertising Trends: Top Five 1980 Brewers
(In dollars)
Operating profit per barrel
Brewer

1975

1977

1979

1980

Anheuser-Busch
Miller
Pabst
Schlitz
Coors
Industry average

4 .98
2 .24
2 .28
3. 59
9.95
4.47

S.04
4.42
2.36
2 .75
8 . 50
4.46

S.35
S.06
1.31
-0.46
7 .59
4 .24

5 .73
3.88
1.45
2.00
6 .75
4 . 17

Advertising expenditures per barrel

Anheuser-Busch
Miller
Pabst
Schlitz
Coors
Industry average•

1975

1977

1979

1980

o.ss

1.24
l.74
0 .68
l.85
0 .31
1.28

1.89
2 . 10
1.22
2 .8 7
l.16
l.92

1.87
2 .37
l.17
2 .95
l.57
2 .02

l.62
0 .57
0 .99
0 .07
0.74

*Weighted by estimated sales volume.
Source : Goldman Sachs Research as reported in Beverage World,
May 1981 and July 1981.
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Colorado brewery , the largest in the country, the company
recently purchased land in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley for
construction of a second brewery to serve the East Coast
and South but has since decided to delay construction.
Market Structure: The South and Texas
Number of Breweries

Nationally , the geography of the beer industry shows
concentrations of breweries in Pennsylvania and New York,
in southern Minnesota and Wisconsin , in California and
Washington, and in Texas and Florida. A number of
western states in the Rocky Mountain region and states in
the Deep South now have no breweries at all, despite the
recent emergence of the South and West in beer produc
tion .
Even though the South has only half as many breweries
as it had in 1952, brewery closings have occurred at a
slower pace in the South than they have in the United
States as a whole. As a result, the share of U.S. breweries
located in southern states has been increasing (see table 2).
In 1952, the South had 12 percent of all U.S. breweries; by
1980, it had 24 percent. Texas, which has a larger number
Table 2
Number of Breweries Operated in Southern States
Region
State
South Atlantic
Florida
Georgia
Maryland
North Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia
East South Central
Kentucky
Tennessee
West South Central
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas
Total South
Total United States

1952

1960

1970

6
1
7
1
4
1

7
1
6
0
2
1

4
1
5
1
1
1

6
2

5
0

2
0

s

4
1
6
33
229

1
7
41
357

3
1
7
26
154

1980

1
2
2
0

Central region, for example, consists of combined figures
for Texas and Arkansas only and excludes Oklahoma and
Louisiana (for a complete listing of the states selected to
represent each region, see table 3). The states included,
however, are reasonably representative of market share
throughout each region because of the large percentage of
the total population they contain. While the combined
1981 national market share of Anheuser-Busch and Miller
has been estimated at nearly 53 percent, this combined
share is even greater in selected portions of the South. In
fact, the figure is rapidly approaching 70 percent in the
South Atlantic and East South Central regions.
In Texas and Arkansas, both Coors and Schlitz still have
large shares of the market, but both have been losing
ground rapidly to the industry leaders. As recently as 1979,
Texas and Arkansas markets were split fairly evenly beTable 4
Texas Beer Industry Market Shares by Company and Brand
(In percentage I
Company
Brand

1
0
7

21
88

Regional Mari<et Share of Leading Brewers, December 1981 *
(In percentage I
Anheuser·
Busch

Miller

Schlitz

Coors

Pabst

43 .0
30.8
24.2

25.4
38 .3
26 .5

14 .6
8.0
13.9

4.9t
21.5

4.8
6.5
1.0

•sampled states for each region are as follows: South Atlantic
(Florida, Georgia, South Carolina) ; East South Central (Tennes
see, Alabama, Mississippi) ; West South Central (Arkansas Texas)
tCoors not sold in Alabama.
'
·
Source : Modem Brewery Age, selected issues.
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Recent regional data on market share are based on sales
in sample states within each census region; the West South

2

Table 3

South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

Market Share

4

Source: United States Brewers Association, Brewers Almanac (Wash
ington, D.C.: USBA, selected issues).

Region

of breweries than any other southern state, had 8 percent
of all U.S. breweries in 1980. While the number of brewer
ies has declined fairly rapidly over the past three decades in
such southern states as Maryland, Kentucky, and Louisiana,
Texas had the same number of breweries (seven) in 1980 as
it had in 1952. (One of the state's breweries in Galveston
has since closed so that the number operating in Texas in
1982 is six.) Florida's four operating breweries rank the
state second in the South.

Anheuser-Busch
Budweiser
Michelob
Michelob Light
A-B Natural Light
Total
Miller
Lite
Miller High Life
Lowenbrau
Total
Adolph Coors
Coors
Coors Light
Total
Joseph Schlitz
Old Milwaukee
Old Milwaukee Light
Schlitz
Schlitz Light
Total
Lone Star
Pearl products
Falstaff, Ballantine, Lucky Lager
Pabst
Others

1980

1981

16.1
3.3
1.6
0.9
21.9

18.S
3.3
1.7
0.6
24.4

12.3
7.5
0.4
20.2

17.5
7.6
0 .5
25.6

20.3
4 .7
25.0

16.4
5.8
22.2

2.9
0.2
14.2
0.3
17.6
6.0
4.9
1.1
0.8
2.5

2.8
0.4
10.3
0.2
13.7
5.4
4.0
0.7
0.6
3.4

Source : Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb Research, Industry Comment,
February 26, 1982, p . 5.
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tween the four brewers. Industry analysts predict continued
gains in market shares for Anheuser-Busch and Miller at the
expense of Coors and Schlitz in this region. 18 Anheuser
Busch's market share has grown very quickly in the South
Atlantic states, largely at the expense of Pabst , which re
mains a much stronger seller in the North Central region.
Miller has outsold Anheuser-Busch in portions of the coun
try, including the East South Central region. The value of
Schlitz's southern distribution and breweries to Stroh is
quite evident from the relative strength of Schlitz and the
virtual absence of Stroh in the South.
Fairly detailed market share data are available for the
state of Texas alone (see table 4 ). Between 19 80 and 19 81 ,

More beer is now

pro~uced

in the South than in either
the North Central or
Northeast census regions.
the Texas market share of both Anheuser-Busch and Miller
increased considerably, while that of Coors and Schlitz fell .
Regarding specific brands, Miller Lite and Budweiser were
the big gainers, while Coors Banquet and Schlitz premium
suffered major losses in the state . The Texas market share
of Coors Light, however, increased slightly between 1980
and 1981. Popular brands with virtually the same Texas
market share in 1981 and 1980 include Miller High Life,
Lowenbrau, Michelob, Michelob Light , and Old Milwaukee.
Other brands which dropped slightly in Texas market share
between 1980 and 1981 were Anheuser-Busch Natural
Light, Lone Star, Pearl, Pabst , and the combination of
Falstaff-Ballantine-Lucky Lager.
Beer Production and Brewery Sales

ly, these groupings consist of states from more than one
census region. 19 As a result, it is no longer possible to
compare malt beverage production and brewery sales
figures for entire census regions using these data . Only
totals for the major beer-producing states within each re
gion can be compared . Accurate comparisons among entire
regions are possible only for data before the early 1960s.
In 1980, breweries located in Texas produced nearly 17
million barrels of malt beverages-a larger amount than that
produced in any other state except Wisconsin, which pro
duced almost 23 million barrels. Florida ranked second
among southern states and fifth nationally with nearly 11
million barrels. About 9 percent of malt beverages pro
duced in the United States in 1980 were brewed in Texas
and about 6 percent were brewed in Florida. Among major
beer-producing states, production during the 1970s rose by
108 percent in Florida and 86 percent in Texas-the two
most rapid rates of growth in the nation.20 Although
disclosure problems make precise figures unavailable, a
larger quantity of malt beverages is apparently produced in
the South than in either the North Central or Northeast
census regions. 21 Included in these two regions are the
states that traditionally have been the major beer producers
in the United States.
Actual sales of malt beverages by Texas breweries ex
ceeded 15 million barrels in 1980 (see table 5). Nearly 95
percent of this total consisted of packaged beer. In general,
the production of draught beer is a more important com
ponent of total malt beverage production in states outside
the South. Both Texas and Florida, as well as other beer
producing states in the South, have tended to concentrate
fairly heavily on production for the packaged beer market.
Disclosure problems make it difficult to determine con
tributions to beer production of individual states in the
South besides Texas and Florida. The combined 1980 pro
duction of seven states (Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia), which
includes the output of ten breweries, was over 26 million
barrels, an amount slightly greater than the combined pro
duction of Texas and Florida. Because the combined pro
duction of these seven states increased more rapidly during
the 1970s than the combined production of Texas and
Florida, the " little seven" are likely to be as important a

Because the production capacities of individual brewer
ies often differ substantially, data on malt beverage produc
tion and brewery sales are
Table 5
necessary to complement the re
gional picture given by data on
Brewery Sales of Malt Beverages in Southern States, 1970 and 1980
number of breweries. The fact
(In millions of barrels*)
that the number of breweries has
declined so rapidly in a number
Draught beer
Total malt
Packaged beer
of states, however, has created a
centage
Per
Percentage
change
ch an ge
data disclosure problem that
1980
l 970- l 980t 1970
1980
Stat e
1970
1980
l 97 0 -l 98 0 t 1970
prohibits accurate comparisons
of malt beverage production Flo rida
85.8
4.8
9.0
0.7
4.4
8 .3
89.3
0.4
73.2
8.2
14 .5
0.5
0.9
1 5 .4
7.7
87.8
between regions. Since some Texas
2 .3
0.7
228.3
9.3
26.3
8.6
24 .0
178.2
th ers+
states have only a single brewery, O
14 .9
122.6
U.S. t o t al 10 5. l
14 8 .7
41.5
17.5
20. l
168 .8
the U.S. Brewers Association in
recent years has begun recording •A barrel con t ains t hirt y-on e ga ll o ns.
tPe rce nt ages b ased o n unro unded fig ures .
malt beverage production totals :j:Georgia, Ke ntucky, Lo uisia n a, Mar yla n d, Nort h Carolina , Te nnessee , Virgi nia, and West
for groups of states. Occasional- So urce : See t ab le 2 .
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beverages
Pe rcent age
change
l 970-l 980t
89.0
86 .9
181.9
37 .7

Virginia.

•
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factor as the "big two" in both the regional and national
beer markets of the 1980s.

Shipments Received and Beer Consumption

people (as a result of the post-World War II baby boom),
the lowering of age requirements for drinking in many large
states, and a reduction in the officially "dry" population in
many states.22 Data for Texas support these points fairly
convincingly. The proportion of Texans who are between
the ages of 18 and 33 has risen from 23. 7 percent in 1970
to 29 .7 percent in 1980, 23 the legal drinking age was

In 1980, Texas received more shipments of malt bever
ages ( 13.8 million barrels) than any other state in the na
tion except California. Ship
Table6
ments received is an important
proxy measure for the amount
Shipments of Malt Beverages, States in the South Census Region
of beer actually purchased with
(In millions of barrels*)
in each state. The South in 1980
received over 5 6 million barrels
Region
Percentage change
State
1973
1980
1975
1973-1980
of malt beverages, nearly one
third the amount received by all South Atlantic
Delaware
states in the nation (see table 6).
0.4
0.4
0 .5
25.0
Florida
5.8
6.5
9.2
58.6
After Texas, Florida received the
Georgia
2.4
3.4
2.6
41.7
largest quantity of malt beverage
Maryland
3.1
2 .8
3.4
21.4
North Carolina
2.5
2 .8
3.7
shipments in 1980-9.2 million
48.0
South Carolina
1.4
1.6
2.1
50.0
barrels. Most of the other
Virginia
2.7
3.1
3.8
40.7
southern states that received
West Virginia
0.9
0 .9
1.1
22.2
Total
19 .5
23 .0
27 .8
42.6
fairly sizeable shipments are
East South Central
located in the South Atlantic
Alabama
1.5
1.7
2.1
40.0
region, including Virginia, North
Kentucky
1.8
1.9
2. 2
22.2
Mississippi
1.2
1.3
1.5
25.0
Carolina, Georgia, and Maryland.
Tennessee
2.3
2.5
2.9
26.1
Over the 1973-1980 period,
Total
6.8
7.4
8.7
27.9
shipments received grew at a rate West South Central
Arkansas
0 .9
1.0
1.3
44.4
faster than the national average
Louisiana
2.4
2 .6
3.2
33.3
in ten of the sixteen southern
Oklahoma
1.3
1.5
1.9
46.2
Texas
9 .1
10.4
states.
13.8
51.7
Total
13 .8
15 .5
20.2
46.4
Although per capita beer Total
South
40 .1
45.9
56 .7
41.4
consumption in the South is Total United States
136 .8
148.3
177.8
30.0
still below the U.S. average, it
•A barrel contains thirty-one gallons.
has grown over three times
Source: See table 2.
more rapidly than the U.S.
figure over the past forty years
Table 7
(see table 7). In 1980, Texas
ranked sixth nationally in per
Per Capita Consumption of Malt Beverages, States in the South Census Region
capita beer consumption and
(In gallons)
had the highest figure among
Region
southern states. Nationally, the
Percentage change
State
1940
1970
1980
five states with fastest growing
1940-1980
beer consumption per capita South Atlantic
Delaware
12 .9
over the past forty years were all
18.7
25 .5
97.7
Florida
8. 1
18.4
29.4
263.0
located in the South: Mississippi,
Georgia
1.7
12.7
19 .5
1047.1
Georgia, South Carolina, North
Maryland
19 .0
21.1
25.2
32.6
North Carolina
2.6
11.7
Carolina, and Alabama. Although
19.4
646.2
South Carolina
2.8
12 .7
21.1
653 .6
all these states started from rela
Virginia
6.7
18 .2
21.8
225.4
West
Virginia
tively low per capita bases forty
9 .0
14.4
17.5
94.4
East
South
Central
years ago, their rapidly expand
Alabama
2 .3
9 .6
16.4
626.1
ing markets are still noteworthy.
Kentucky
6.9
15.3
18.5
168.1
Mississippi
The growth in beer consumption
1.6
12.9
19.0
1087.5
Tennessee
3.9
14 .3
19.3
394.9
in the South has certainly been a West South Central
contributing factor in the shift
Arkansas
2.7
11.6
17.5
548.2
Louisiana
6.9
ing regional importance of the
18.8
23.4
239 .1
Oklahoma
4 .1
13.0
19.8
382.9
beer industry .
Texas
7 .5
21.1
30.1
301.3
Total
South
Increased per capita consump
5.7
16.3
23 .3
308.8
12.1
18.6
24.3
100.8
tion of beer nationally is due to Total United States
the growing number of young Source: See table 2 .
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South Carolina, Alabama, Florida, and North Carolina.
lowered from 21 to 18 in 1971 (but was raised to 19 in
These states, along with Georgia, predictably also had the
1981 ), and the proportion of people living in wholly dry
highest state and local per capita tax collections in the
counties has fallen from 16.2 percent in 1968 to 8.5
percent in 1981. 24
nation. In Texas, the state tax on each barrel of beer with
over 4 percent alcohol content was identical to the U.S.
This last figure requires some elaboration. As of August
31, 1981, 74 of the 254 counties in Texas were still wholly
average . The effect of per capita federal tax collections
dry, while 71 additional counties were dry in part because
varies substantially across states, including states in the
southern region .
of local options. While the wholly dry counties constitute
Compared to most consumer products, beer is certainly
nearly 30 percent of Texas counties, they contain only
about 8.5 percent of the state's population. Together the
not undertaxed. Taxes are the largest single cost item in a
wholly dry and the partially dry counties constitute about
glass of beer. According to one estimate, the federal excise
57 percent of Texas counties and just over 20 percent of
tax and the average state excise tax combined make up ap
the state's population. Although it is difficult to determine
proximately 35 percent of the brewery sale price on beer. 26
what percentage of a partially dry county's population
Early discussions of the Reagan administration tax and
actually lives in dry or wet parts of the county (especially
expenditure proposals included some support for raising
given the tendency of liquor stores to locate just across
federal excise taxes on alcoholic beverages. While the presi
boundary lines), it is probably safe to assume that substan
dent has said there will be no increase in federal excise
tially less than 20 percent of the Texas population current
taxes this year, a large number of state legislatures will at
ly lives in dry areas. 25
least consider such measures.
Changes in attitudes and other institutional or cultural
factors have also contributed to the growing demand for
The Texas Breweries
beer both nationally and in the South. Although hard num
bers are lacking, industry analysts generally concede grow
ing female acceptance of the beverage has been an impor
Anheuser-Busch
tant part of increased beer demand . It has also become eas
ier to purchase beer in the take-out market, more accept
Since its opening in 1966, the Anheuser-Busch brewery
able to use beer in cooking, and more common to drink
in Houston has nearly quadrupled its original capacity of
beer with meals. In a similar vein, it is now more acceptable
900,000 barrels to 3.5 million barrels in 1982. Major expan
(especially for men) to drink light beer in public. Finally,
sions occurred in 1968, 1980, and 1981. In the spring of
while the lowering of the drinking age and the reduction in
1982 preliminary excavation began on a construction pro
dry localities are, technically, legal phenomena, they re
ject intended to increase plant capacity to 8.6 million bar
flect larger changes in the cultural milieu . The declining in
rels by 1985. A final decision on this project is scheduled
fluence of the temperance move
Table 8
ment, and its lessening influence
on religious groups, has also
Selected Tax Data on Malt Beverages, States in the South Census Region
helped the beer industry.
(In dollars)

Ta><es on Beer in the South

Beer is taxed by the federal
government, by state govern
ments, and, in some cases, by
local governments. The major
taxes are the federal excise tax
of $9.00 a barrel and state
excise taxes, which in 1980
averaged slightly over $5 .00 a
barrel (see table 8). As a region,
the South's average state tax on
a barrel and average per capita
state and local tax collections
are well above comparable fig
ures for the United States as a
whole, a fact that has not
deterred the growth of the beer
industry in the region. In 1980,
the highest state taxes on beer in
the nation were to be found in
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State tax on each barrel
State
Alabama
Arkansas
3.2 percent or less
Between 3.2 percent
and 5 .0 percent
Over 5.0 percent
Delaware
F1orida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland•
Mississippi
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Texas
4 .0 percent or less
Over 4.0 percent
Virginia
West Virginia
Total South
Total United States

State and local tax
collection per capita

1970

1980

1970

1980

16.53

16.53

5.12

14.23

5.09

5.09

2.79

4.17

7.51
2 .00
13.23
14.88
2.50
10.00
0.93
13.23
16.53
10.00
23.81

7.51
6.20
2.00
16.53
14.88
2.50
10.00
2.79
13 .23
16.53
10.00
23.81

1.25
7.52
6.39
1.24
6.18
0 .81
5.73
5.45
4.09
8.43

2 .07
14.47
18.52
1.53
8.81
3.23
7.74
9.41
6.26
15.30

4 .30
5.12
6.61
5.51
9.49
4.88

5.00
5.12
8.76
5.51
9.73
5.12

2.99

5.27

3.43
2. 80
4.49
2 .59

6 .09
3.41
8.99
4.82

"Tax per capita figures include taxes in the District of Columbia.
Source: See table 2.
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to be made in the autumn of 1982. An expansion of this
magnitude would make the Houston brewery the largest
in the state. Located on a 126-acre site, the brewery houses
highly automated processes capable of precision brewing ac
cording to traditional natural carbonation, slow fermenta
tion, and beachwood ageing procedures as well as rapid and
efficient bottling and canning operations. As an example of
the latter, the Houston brewery can produce 2,200 twelve
ounce cans a minute and 2,100 twelve-ounce disposable
bottles a minute. Strict quality control measures are used,
including daily taste testing by brewmasters and assistants.
The brewery currently employs approximately 500 workers
and provides for the Texas and southern Louisiana markets.
Brands brewed at the facility include Budweiser, Budweiser
Light, Michelob, Michelob Light, and Natural Light.
In addition to the brewery, Houston is also the home of
a company trucking subsidiary that provides warehousing
services to the brewery and its suppliers. Thirty-one inde
pendent wholesalers constitute the warehousing and distri
bution system that operates from fifty-one locations across
the state and employs over 1,600 people. Although a pre
cise estimate of total economic impact on the state is un
available, some specific figures for 1981 include payments
of $19 million for Texas-produced rice for use in the brew
ing process, $21 million in wages and salaries for all
Anheuser-Busch facilities in the state, and $13 million in
state and local taxes .
Miller

The Miller Brewing Company purchased its Fort Worth
facility from the Carling Brewing Company in 1966. The
plant currently produces 8.2 million barrels annually, up
from a capacity of 300,000 barrels at the time of purchase.
Miller invested an initial $12 million to increase the plant's
output to I million barrels and began brewing beer in Fort
Worth in 1969. In 1975, an expansion program to increase
capacity to 6 million barrels a year was completed, making
this the largest brewery in Texas. The expansion added
400,000 square feet to the facility in a construction pro
gram that resulted in a new six-story brewhouse, fermenting
and beer storage tanks, new high-speed packaging lines for
bottles and cans, and a new warehouse to improve shipping
efficiency. Further expansion increased production to 7
million barrels by 1977 and 8 million by 1979. Since the
acquisition, expansion and modernization projects at the
Fort Worth site have totaled $114 million.
Located on a 150-acre site south of downtown Fort
Worth, the Miller facility employs about 1,600 hourly and
salaried workers and annually injects $188 .7 million into
the state of Texas in salaries, wages, material purchases, and
other production costs. Brands brewed include Miller High
Life, Miller Lite, Lowenbrau, and Magnum Malt Liquor.
Products of the Fort Worth brewery are currently received
by twelve states (Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado,
Hawaii, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico, Okla
homa, Texas, and Utah). In Fort Worth Miller also operates
a $17 million can-manufacturing plant that provides the
brewery with a portion of its container needs.
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Schlitz
In 1966, the Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company opened
its Longview brewery with an original capacity of 1 million
barrels. Two major expansions have occurred since that
time. Capacity was increased to 2.3 million barrels in 1970
and to 3.8 million barrels in 1976. Schlitz opened an alumi
num can plant in Longview in 1974. About 740 salaried
and hourly employees work at the brewery and the can
plant, and the two operations in 1981 accounted for more
than $24.3 million in payroll and fringe benefits alone. In
1981, the total economic impact of both facilities was esti
mated at $162 million and improvements at both plants
totaled $1.3 million. In the same year, an estimated 8,200
truckloads and 3,700 railcars of Schlitz products were
shipped to wholesalers throughout Texas and neighboring
states. Known for efficiency in both its brewing process and
its distribution system, the company sells its products to
consumers through fifty-two independent Texas beer
wholesalers whose payrolls, expenditures, and taxes also
add substantially to the state's economy. National brands
brewed and packaged by Schlitz at Longview include
Schlitz premium beer, Schlitz Light, Old Milwaukee, Old
Milwaukee Light, Schlitz Malt Liquor, and Erlanger super
premium beer.
It is unknown how the Stroh acquisition of Schlitz will
affect brewery operations in Longview. Stroh management
indicated in late April that it does not intend to change the
formula of Schlitz brands; presumably, therefore, the Texas
brewery will continue to produce the familiar line of
Schlitz products. Stroh management has also stated, how
ever, that some Schlitz breweries will be converted to
Stroh's fire-brewing process over a period of time. While
such a move would probably involve major changes in brew
ing operations, the specific breweries to be affected have
yet to be named.

Lone Star
Since 1976, Lone Star, "the national beer of Texas," has
been owned by the Olympia Brewing Company of Tum
water, Washington . The Lone Star Brewing Company, its
principal beverage subsidiary, began operations in San Anto
nio in 1940 and produced 39 ,000 barrels that year. Early
growth was noteworthy; production doubled the next year
and doubled again three years later. The brewery is current
ly expanding to increase capacity to 1.5 million barrels by
the fall of 1982. In 1940, the Lone Star sales area covered
only a few South Texas counties; today the beer is marketed
extensively throughout Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, and
New Mexico and has recently been introduced into selected
areas of California, Montana, and Idaho. 27 The brewery
currently employs approximately 500 people.
Lone Star claims to have made a number of brewing and
packaging innovations over the years. One of the more sig
nificant was the milipore filter system that made nonrefrig
erated draught beer possible. Lone Star was also first in the
Southwest with such innovations as packaged draught beer
in quart containers, in cans, and in nonreturnable bottles;
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the soft aluminum top; and opaque onyx protective glass.
More recently, Lone Star brought back the longneck bottle
in a move to capture the youth market, pioneered the use
of resealable caps, and introduced in 1979 a plastic bottle
covering previously used only in the soft drink industry. 28
Artesian wells from the underground Edwards reservoir
supply the brewer with its water. Brands currently brewed
include Long Star, Lone Star Light, and Buckhorn. In addi
tion to the brewery, San Antonio is also the home of com
pany headquarters and a can factory .
Pearl

In 1886, the San Antonio Brewing Association began
producing Pearl Beer. The firm changed its name to the
Pearl Brewing Company in 1952. A number of important
consolidations followed . In 1961, Pearl acquired another
famous old brewery, the Goetz Brewing Company of St .
Joseph, Missouri, and , with it , nationally distributed
Country Club Malt Liquor. In 1970, the Pearl Brewing
Company merged with the Southdown Corporation of
Houston. Since that time, the Pearl Aluminum Can Recy
cling Center was built adjacent to the San Antonio brewery
and the Pearl Container Company, an aluminum can
manufacturing center, was opened. After the closing of the
Jackson Brewing Company in New Orleans, Pearl acquired
the rights to the formula and label of Jax beer and has since
produced this popular southern beer in San Antonio. In
1977, Pearl Brewing Company became a subsidiary of the
General Brewing Company of Vancouver, Washington;
another subsidiary of this group is the Falstaff Brewing
Company of Corte Madera, California. General recently
made an offer to acquire Schlitz before the latter accepted
the terms of Stroh.
During the 1970s, Pearl engaged in extensive moderniza
tion and expansion, including construction of a modern dis
tribution center to expedite shipments of Pearl products
both inside and outside of Texas. All fifty states receive
some type of Pearl product; beer and malt liquor products
are currently marketed in approximately forty-five states.
Pearl has recently expanded the size of its can plant and its
warehousing facilities. The brewery employs approximately
535 employees and has a current brewing capacity of 1.8
million barrels. Brands brewed in San Antonio include Pearl
premium beer, Pearl Light, Texas Pride, Jax, Country Club
Malt Liquor, 900 Malt Liquor, and Falstaff. Pearl manage
ment has been especially pleased in recent years with sales
of their Light brand, at 68 calories the lightest of the light
beers, and attributes this success to an advertising campaign
that emphasizes the beer's low calorie and carbohydrate
composition.

Spoetzl
The state's smallest and only independent brewery was
originally founded to produce beer for the largely German
and Czech population of a small town. In 1909, a group of
local farmers and businessmen organized a stock company,
the Shiner Brewing Association, and constructed a brewery
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that began brewing beer that same year in Shiner, Texas. In
1915, the brewery was sold to Kosmas Spoetzl, a native of
Bavaria and former brewmaster in Cairo, Egypt. For the
next fifty-two years, the brewery was operated by the
Spoetzl family until its sale in 1966 to a San Antonio brew
master. 29 Although other changes in ownership and in head
brewmasters have occurred since that time, the enterprise is
still known as the Spoetzl Brewery, Inc.30
Brewing capacity has grown from about 3,000 barrels in
1915 to about 60,000 barrels today, although 1981 sales
were only about 34,000 barrels, making Spoetzl the sixth
smallest brewery in the nation .31 Market share remains
small. According to an official company estimate, Spoetzl
sales are approximately 0.3 percent of the total beer vol
ume in Texas. In an age of high-technology brewing opera
tions, manual labor is still surprisingly important in the
brewing of Shiner beer. Continuous mechanization changes,
however, are being implemented and more are being
planned in the future. Largely in an effort to attract
younger buyers, the brewing formula was changed in 1972,
making the beer much lighter than it previously had been.
In addition to Shiner, the brewery currently produces
Shiner Bock, a dark beer, and is considering a possible ven
ture into the light beer process. Spoetzl Brewery currently
employs approximately forty people and still markets its
beer primarily in South Central Texas, although aggressive
campaigns for widening sales distribution have been major
managerial objectives of the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Although differing in size, production levels, and eco
nomic impact on the state, the Texas breweries as a group
represent in a larger sense what is going on in the industry
nationally . The highly mechanized large breweries are ex
ploiting economies of scale and national advertising net
works to brew products that serve growing regional mar
kets . Competition among such firms as Anheuser-Busch,
Miller, and Schlitz is very intense in the state and in the sur
rounding market area. Rich in history, the smaller regional
producers continue to serve a loyal clientele even though
their market shares and advertising budgets are small com
pared to those of larger producers. Lone Star, Pearl, and
Shiner each claim followings of both older and younger
Texans, and all but Shiner have enjoyed some marketing
success outside the state. Despite the large number of re
cent failures among smaller breweries, selected small pro
ducers may face markets of sufficient size to allow them to
remain in operation for some time . By confining their focus
to well-defined market areas close to home, regional brew
ers are able to brew a distinctive beer attuned to local tastes
without having to appeal to a national audience. Given cur
rent industry trends, however, the long-term prospect,
while not necessarily bleak for small producers, indicates
that they will continue to struggle to maintain their market
shares.
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Irrigation and Playa Lakes
on the Texas High Plains
Otis W. Templer
The High Plains of Texas is one of the most extensive
and productive irrigated agricultural areas on earth. Because
the semiarid climate of the region makes dry farming risky,
crops are irrigated with groundwater pumped from the
Ogallala Formation, one of the nation's most extensive
aquifers. The use of water from the Ogallala constitutes a
mining operation, however, and withdrawals greatly exceed
recharge. Thus, the groundwater supply on which the
region's predominantly agricultural economy is based is
rapidly diminishing. Supplemental water supplies must be
sought, and a frequently suggested source is the playa, or
wet weather, lakes that dot the area . 1
High Plains irrigated agriculture probably peaked around
1980 and will continue its present gradual decline unless
supplemental imported surface water can be obtained. 2
The recent draft revision of the Texas Water Plan concludes
that without water importation the irrigated acreage on the
High Plains will decrease to about one-third its present 6 .4
million acres by the year 2030 and that the groundwater
reserves of the more intensively developed southern portion
will be near depletion by the year 2000 .3 Kenneth Fred
erick has noted that "The belief that water imports will
eventually provide relief has detracted from measures for
increasing the efficiency with which water resources are
used over time." 4 Water importation, of course, faces many
physical, economic, and political obstacles and may never
be successfully accomplished; therefore, it is imperative
that all the remaining water resources of the region (sur
face water, atmospheric moisture, and so forth) be used as
fully and efficiently as possible to lessen the dependence
on, and prolong the life of, the dwindling aquifer.

Playa Lakes on the Texas High Plains
Limited precipitation and the nature of terrain on the
High Plains make surface runoff meager. Only a few stream
valleys, or draws, dissect the High Plains, and most of the
Otis W. Templer is Professor of Geography. Texas Tech University.
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runoff accumulates in small depressions of interior drain
age, the playa lakes. These small basins are a major relief
feature of the otherwise monotonously flat region and are
about the only semblance of a surface drainage network.
It has been estimated that there are as many as 3 7 ,000
playa lakes on the Texas High Plains, where they average
one every square mile .5 Playas are especially numerous on
the Llano Estacado, that portion of the plains to the south
of the Canadian River. Recent studies conclude that most
of the more typical playa basins were formed by deflation
during dry periods, in some cases aided by alternate periods
of leaching that destroyed the calcareous cement of the
underlying caliche. 6
The playas range in size from one foot deep and ten
feet in diameter to scores of feet deep and several miles
across. A typical playa basin is about 1, 100 feet in diam
eter, contains an average of 22 acres, and collects about 38
acre-feet of runoff annually. 7 It is estimated that 19 ,000
to 20,000 of these basins are of sufficient size to collect
and to hold briefly a significant amount of runoff water.
The playa Jake basins are the only places on the High Plains
where surface water collects and stands for any appreciable
time, but the lakes are ephemeral and the water soon
vanishes . It has been variously estimated that runoff collect
ing in the playas amounts to an average of 1.8 million to
5.7 million acre-feet a year.8 An acceptable median figure
of about 2 million to 3 million acre-feet a year would be
about one-fourth to one-third the water pumped annually
for irrigation from the Ogallala Formation. 9 The Jakes also
serve as the major source of natural recharge to the under
lying Ogallala aquifer.
Over most of the Llano Estacado, only about 10 percent
to 15 percent of the water from the playas percolates
underground because of the relative impermeability of the
lake bottoms. 10 Shallow depths and large surface areas
make the basins very inefficient for water storage, and most
of the collected water is Jost to evaporation. An estimated
50 percent or more of the playa water evaporates even
when the lakes are pumped for irrigation during the grow
ing season. 11 Most of the playa runoff accumulates during
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the peak precipitation seasons in spring and summer , when
evaporation rates are particularly high. According to one
calculation, a I 00-acre playa lake in the High Plains could
lose an average of 600 gallons of water a minute during a
typical July day . 12
A major difficulty in relying on playa lakes for water is
that it is impossible to predict when they will contain
water. For example, no lake water was available for use
during the 1974 growing season because there was little
13
rainfall and no runoff during the early part of that year.
The lakes normally must be integrated with a more depend
able source, such as groundwater. The timing of playa lake
filling during the year also presents problems. The lakes
normally fill after heavy rains or a series of moderate
storms, and the stored water is not needed immediately
for irrigation . When the playas are full, the surface area

"held in trust for the benefit of the people." As presently
codified , the broad language of the Texas law could be
interpreted to include the waters of playa lakes as the
property of the state and, thus, subject to state manage
ment and control. This interpretation, however, has not
been made in Texas, and playa water is generally placed
under the legal category of diffused surface water-surface
drainage over the face of a tract that has not yet been con
centrated into a channel or watercourse. Flows of diffused
surface water are relatively short lived . 15 Diffused surface
water remains as such until it reaches a watercourse or sinks
into the ground or evaporates.
Most of the law on rights and duties regarding diffused
surface water has to do with avoiding it and was primarily
developed in humid areas where excessive runoff is a prob
lem . In West Texas, however, where runoff is minimal and

About 37,000 playa lakes dot the Texas High Plains,
and perhaps half of these collect and hold briefly
a significant amount of runoff water.
of the shallow lakes is greatest and evaporation rates are
especially high.

Playa Lakes and the Law

Water rights law determines who is entitled to use
available water, in what quantities , for what purposes , and,
often, where and when. Legal institutions can therefore
put constraints on the use and management of water
resources. 14 Since law recognizes both public and private
rights to water, ownership rights must be established in
determining how playa water may be used.
While scientists generally distinguish between the atmo
spheric, surface , soil, and groundwater phases of the hydro
logic cycle but do not separate and assign each to perma
nent classes, the law divides water in the hydrologic cycle
into several different legal classes based on real or supposed
physical differences. Each legal class of water is treated
separately , without recognition of the relations within the
cycle , and different rules of law have arisen concerning the
ownership and use of each of the various classes.
This legal compartmentalization of water in the hydro
logic cycle has frequently been criticized because of the
widespread connections between the various phases; human
interference with water at one point can significantly affect
opportunities for use and control at another point.

Texas Water Law
Since the appropriation acts of 1889 to 1895 , most sur
face waters in Texas have been owned by the state and
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properties are large, the chief concern is with the right to
use diffused surface water . In Texas, it is generally estab
lished that landowners have the right to intercept and use
diffused surface water on their own lands. Their rights are
superior to those of adjacent lower landowners and to per
sons holding surface water rights on streams into which
the runoff might eventually flow . A Texas statute provides
that diffused surface water can be impounded by the land
owner on his own property without the necessity of secur
ing a state permit so long as the reservoirs, including stock
tanks and farm ponds, do not exceed 200 acre-feet in
capacity. Because the collection of runoff water in the
playa lake basins of the Texas High Plains usually does not
involve construction of a dam and the water does not
normally make its way to a stream, the playas are outside
the scope of this permit requirement .
For many years the question of whether playa water was
included under the state surface water appropriation statute
remained unanswered . Landowners used the water, when it
was put to any beneficial use, as if it were their private
property and for any purpose they chose. Considering that
many lakes and most playa watersheds cross property lines,
it seems unusual that no water disputes involving playa
water use have reached Texas appellate courts, but there
are still no reported cases on the question of ownership,
nor is the term playa lake mentioned in the cases or in
water statutes.
In 1963, the ownership issue was clarified somewhat
when an opinion by the legal counsel for the Texas Water
Rights Commission recognized the rights of landowners
to playa water and declared it private property. 16 The cur
rent rules and regulations of the Texas Department of
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Water Resources continue this interpretation by including
playa lakes under the definition of diffused surface water.
In 1974 the commission dismissed as unnecessary a land
owner's application for a permit to use playa lake water. 17
Thus, it is reasonably well established by custom and
administrative acquiescence, if not by case law or statute,
that Texas landowners may use playa water as they see fit,
without regulation by any state agency.
Federal Regulation of Water

Despite the absence of state regulation, the federal
government appears to be trying to regulate some aspects
of playa lake use . A recent federal enactment (Sect. 404,
Federal Water Control Act Amendments of 1974) gives
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Environmental
Protection Agency wide authority over surface water and
may apply to some types of diffused surface water as
defined by Texas law. At a Lubbock hearing to explain the
new regulations, a representative of the Corps of Engineers
expressed concern that the definitions of lakes and wet
lands in the regulations might include the playa lakes and
might affect playa modifications for water collection and
groundwater recharge. 18
If the playas were classified as wetlands, they would be
part of the navigable waters of the United States and would
come under the jurisdiction of these federal agencies. Be
fore they could assume jurisdiction, the Corps of Engineers
and the Environmental Protection Agency would have to
show that the loss or degradation of the playas would affect
interstate commerce. Possible, though tenuous, connections
between the ephemeral lakes and interstate commerce in
clude the use of the playa lakes as wintering grounds for
migratory waterfowl, the interstate aspects of waterfowl
hunting and sale of hunting equipment, and the use of
playa water to irrigate crops shipped in interstate com
merce.19 In 1975, High Plains Underground Water Conser
vation District No. 1, which extends over much of the
South Plains and represents local landowner opinion,
petitioned the Corps of Engineers not to extend regulation
to the playas, maintaining that their ephemeral nature and
the fact that they are considered private property by the
state makes it unreasonable to interpret them as navigable
waters subject to regulation. 20 In any event, the possible
role of federal agencies in regulating playa lakes in Texas
remains unclear at this time.

Playa Lake Water Use

The playa lakes once provided an invaluable, though
fickle, source of water for Indians, explorers, and early
settlers on the trackless High Plains. Later, during the
ranching era, the lakes were used primarily for livestock
watering. When the shift to irrigated agriculture largely
eliminated this use, the playa lakes began to be considered
by most High Plains landowners as more of a nuisance than
a benefit. Generally the water they collected was not effec
tively used, and large tracts of land in the lake basins re
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mained essentially unproductive because cultivated lake
bottoms are subject to intermittent flooding.
Agricultural Uses of Playa Water

Several different land management approaches have been
considered for better use of the runoff that collects in the
playa lakes: bench leveling, furrow diking, and other culti
vation techniques designed to increase percolation and soil
moisture storage in the watershed have been tried. Another
technique would use water harvesting to increase storm
runoff so that the volume of playa lake water would be
greater and more dependable .21 At present, direct pumping
from the playas continues to be the most efficient and
feasible method of water use .
In the 1960s, multipurpose modification of playa lake
bottoms was heavily researched . Several health-related
investigations were concerned with modifying playas to
control mosquitoes, which are vectors of encephalitis. 22
Most of the research focused on reducing evaporation losses
and increasing groundwater recharge through modifying lake
bottoms to confine accumulated water in small impound
ments. Projects in Lubbock County indicated that water
losses could be reduced to less than one-sixth of the losses
before modification and that an average of 10.5 acres of
land in the playa basin could be reclaimed for cultivation;
the costs of modifications, however, were found to be quite
high in relation to the quantity of water saved. 23
Subsequent studies have shown that low dikes concen
trating the runoff in a portion of the original lake bottom
are more economical, can store more water, and cost much
less to build than other modifications. A method has been
devised for calculating the best dike system for each playa
situation, giving the greatest amount of storage for each
unit of earth moved and achieving the best cost-benefit
ratio.24 At least 3,000 playa lakes on the South Plains have
been modified to improve water storage, and the number
continues to increase. In 1969, 14 7 lake basins had been
modified in Castro County on the South Plains; in 1970,
there were 206 modifications, an increase of 40 percent in
the three-year period. 25
On the High Plains, surplus irrigation water, or tailwater
(mostly pumped groundwater that collects at the lower end
of irrigation furrows), is commonly intercepted and re
tained for further use. Though tailwater is not legally classi
fied as diffused surface water, playa lake modifications and
tailwater recovery systems are often operated in conjunc
tion . Occasionally, modified playa lake systems are used as
catchment basins for tailwater. It is certainly much less
expensive to pump water from playas than from the Ogal
lala aquifer, which is 200 to 300 feet deep. 26
Playa lake water can also be used to recharge the under
lying Ogallala Formation. Artificial recharging can stabilize
and replenish groundwater supplies, eliminate evaporation
losses, and help to reclaim low-lying playa basins from in
termittent flooding. Demand on the Ogallala could be
reduced almost 30 percent by direct irrigation from playas
in combination with recycling irrigation tailwater and
artificially recharging the aquifer with playa water.27 The
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formation can be recharged through pits dug into the lake
bottoms and through injection wells; most recent research
has been directed toward the latter method. Though
groundwater recharge from playas has been considered a
possibility for years , the problem of preventing or remedy
ing clogging of the aquifer by sediment in the injected
water has been insoluble. In 1969, about two hundred
recharge wells were reported in operation; 28 the number
has probably not increased dramatically since then.
The most optimistic research on artificial recharge oc
curred in the mid-J 970s; one study involved experiments
in which 60 percent of the water pumped for irrigation
from two wells was replaced by playa lake water . Despite
the problem of clogging, one High Plains farmer is reported
to have used a recharge well continuously since 1960. Exist
ing irrigation wells can be modified to pump and to re
charge . An estimated 10 million acre-feet of water could be
recharged into the Ogallala in just four months if all 67 ,000
29
irrigation wells on the High Plains had this dual capacity.
Research by Texas Tech University engineers using injec
tion methods similar to secondary recovery operations
used in oil fields also produced favorable results. 30 These
experimental developments , however, came just as fuel
costs were beginning to rise significantly, thus hampering
further experimentation and application .
Recreational Uses of Playa Water

Playas also offer recreational opportunities. Most High
Plains cities and towns have several playa lake basins within
their limits . These low-lying floodplain areas, where build
ing is usually prohibited, are often made into urban parks,
and the lake basins are modified to provide smaller, more
permanent lakes. Flood water from city streets is often
collected in the basins, and lake water is sometimes used to
irrigate the landscaped area of the parks. 31
The value of playa lakes as wintering grounds for migra
tory waterfowl and for waterfowl hunting is being investi
gated by researchers at Texas Tech University. 32
Some playa basins are being converted into pheasant
hunting areas, which are neither cultivated nor grazed.
Natural vegetation in the basins provides excellent nesting
and wintering habitat, and Texas Tech scientists have found
that a twenty-five acre flaya will support a population of
I 00 to 150 pheasants.3 Costs include the loss of play a
acreage for farming or grazing, the necessity of growing
Jess profitable grain crops for pheasant feed, and the loss
of farming efficiency because of smaller fields. Comparative
economic benefits of using the playas for waterfowl or
pheasant hunting or for irrigation and water conservation
have yet to be established . Recreational values may, how
ever, exceed those of direct use of the ephemeral playa
waters .

Prospective Problems of Playa Use
As playa lake water becomes more intensively used,
uncertainties and disputes will probably increase ; and if the
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lakes are to be effectively integrated into the regional water
resource, these prospective water use problems should be
identified . The recent draft revision of the Texas Water Plan
envisions that the playas will be incorporated into the sub
distribution system for imported surface water, though the
playa-studded terrain will probably complicate design of
delivery systems. The playas, as basins of interior drainage,
differ from stock tanks or farm ponds, which usually in
tercept runoff running toward stream courses. Only rarely
does overflow from a playa reach a lower lake basin or
stream. Thus, persons holding downstream surface water
rights would not normally be adversely affected by playa
water use. Competition for water in playa lakes would,
therefore, be limited to a few neighboring landowners
occupying the common watershed.
The drainage area of many playa lakes encompasses the
land of more than one owner. Agricultural land use prac
tices, such as bench leveling or furrow diking, on one
property can significantly lessen the inflow of water into a
playa lake on the property of another. Since each land
owner may intercept and use the diffused surface water on
his or her own property, landowners planning to develop
playa lakes can only depend on the water yield from that
portion of the drainage basin on their own property. The
low order of relief associated with typical playa basins
means that minor drainage modifications, such as the con
struction of public highways and farm roads, can also divert
playa inflow . Most of the road and highway network on
the High Plains is laid out without regard for drainage lines
and follows survey boundaries.
Since a number of playa lakes are situated on or near
property lines, the problem of dividing the waters of these
jointly owned lakes arises, and the share of water to which
each landowner is entitled must be determined. Modifica
tion of the lake bottom to concentrate runoff by either of
the adjacent landowners could drain most or all of the
collected water to a single property. A relatively inexpen
sive low dike constructed along or near the property line
could probably accomplish an equitable division of water in
most cases.
If recharge wells are located near jointly owned lakes
or near property lines, other legal problems may arise.
Once recharged water is injected underground it becomes
groundwater. In Texas, percolating groundwater is the
property of the overlying landowner, who may pump and
use the water with very few restrictions, regardless of the
effect on other landowners. About the only statutory con
trol over groundwater use is exercised by local underground
water conservation districts. Though several districts on
the High Plains actively administer and enforce some con·
servation rules, they have never attempted to enforce their
statutory authority to control groundwater use on indi·
vidual farms and ranches. A study by Texas Tech engineers
concluded that recharged water from the playa lakes (or
possibly imported surface water) would probably diffuse
through the Ogallala aquifer to such an extent that land·
owners who refused to cooperate in financing recharge
could pump water put underground by their neighbors or
an import authority. 34 Recharge through dual-purpose
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irrigation wells far removed from property lines and clear
rules regarding the spacing of wells from the conservation
districts should help prevent conflict.
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Severance Taxes
and Interstate Fiscal Conflicts

Charles E. McLure, Jr.

In recent years fiscal disparities between individual states
in the country have grown (or at least their geographic pat
tern has shifted) because increases in energy prices, precipi
tated by the actions of the Organization of Petroleum Ex
porting Countries (OPEC) , have resulted in enormous wind
fall gains to owners of energy resources. Though much of
these gains have been taxed away by the federal windfall
profit tax, a substantial portion remains to be taxed by the
governments of the states and localities in which the re
sources are located. Moreover, several states directly own
important resources on which they receive royalties, and
some receive a share of royalties from production on fed
eral lands. 1
Representatives of consuming states have found this sit
uation unsatisfactory for a number of reasons that are not
always well articulated. They argue that taxes levied in pro
ducing states are exported to nonresident consumers, that
fiscal disparities produce unacceptable differences in the
abilities of different states to fund public services, and that
revenues from natural resources, which are not distributed
evenly across the country, provide resource-rich states with
the opportunity of bidding for industry and jobs by provid
ing lower taxes or higher levels of public services than can
be provided by states without equal access to revenues from
natural resources. Though dissension in this country has not
reached the same level as it has in Canada, where the very
unequal distribution of petroleum resources threatens to
join with the "Quebec problem" in tearing the country

-
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apart, one sees and hears increasing references to "the new
war between the states."

The Fiscal Landscape
Collections from severance taxes have risen enormously
in recent years. From under $800 million in 1972, the year
before the Arab oil boycott, they had more than doubled
by 1975 and had tripled by 1978. Collections for 1981 are
estimated at over eight times 1972 collections. Even if one
allows for inflation, the increase in severance tax collections
was more than fourfold between 1972 and 1981. As a re
sult, the percentage of total state tax revenue accounted for
by severance taxes has roughly tripled since the early
1970s. 2 To a large degree these increases reflect increases in
the value, not the volume, of output.
Severance tax collections are concentrated geographical
ly. Texas receives by far the largest share of severance tax
revenues, just under 40 percent in 1978. Louisiana, at 19
percent in 1978, and Oklahoma, at about 9 percent, have
also outdistanced other states. One estimate indicates that
North Slope production should increase Alaska's share in
total severance tax collections fourfold between 1978 and
1981. The 1981 Alaskan revenues from severance taxes will
be half those of Texas. By comparison, the severance taxes
that have drawn most public attention, litigation , and
legislative proposals for limitations- those levied on coal by
Montana, Wyoming, and North Dakota-are relatively
modest in the aggregate, amounting to substantially less
than 10 percent of total national revenues from this
source. 3
Important as they are, severance taxes are only one way
in which governments in producing states benefit directly
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from higher energy prices. The state of Alaska owns all the
lands in the state now producing oil. In addition to bonus
payments of almost $1 billion received when land was
leased, Alaska annually collects over $2 billion in royalties
on production. This amount is more than Alaska receives
from its severance tax and is approximately equal to the
amount of severance tax Texas is expected to have received
in 1981. Texas, for its part, also receives royalties on land
owned directly by the state or by the University of Texas;
in fiscal year 1981 these amounted to over $500 million . A
few other states also receive substantial royalties from pro
duction on either state or federal lands.
Local governments in several states also collect property
taxes on deposits of natural resources. The data on this

and Wisconsin, have been interpreted as giving states
considerable latitude in applying the unitary approach, even
against a corporation's defense that each function or
affiliated firm used separate accounting data. 4
Many nonproducing states are apparently also casting
about to see what else they could tax in order to shift their
tax burdens to nonresidents. Among the ideas are a kind of
severance tax based on soil depletion to be levied on farm
output and special taxes on railroads, particularly those
carrying coal. This effort to find means of levying retalia
tory taxes that have no other clear justification reflects not
so much a healthy exercise of states' rights as the degenera
tion of legitimate fiscal federalism in this country.

The percentage of state t.a x

Effects of Fiscal Disparities

revenue accounted for by
severance taxes has tripled
since the early 1970s.
source of revenue are scarce, but it appears that local prop
erty taxes on deposits of energy reserves are significant only
in Texas, Montana, and Wyoming. Finally, some state gov
ernments also use corporation income taxes to siphon off
part of increased profits from natural resources. Of particu
lar note is Alaska, which seems to have modified its taxing
pattern to increase revenues first at the stage of exploration
and development and then at the production stage.
Consuming states have also attempted to garner revenues
from natural resources, essentially in two ways. New York
and Connecticut have both imposed gross receipts taxes on
the major oil companies operating within their boundaries
and have prohibited price increases intended to prevent the
tax from being shifted forward to consumers in the states.
The price controls have, however, been found to violate
federal energy policy and, therefore, to be unconstitutional.
Similar plans considered by other states seem, thus, to be in
abeyance.
The second approach has involved unitary taxation of
corporate income, at least for oil companies. States general
ly use a formula based on a state's share in a company's na
tional sales, payroll, and property to apportion the national
income of the firm among the states. Most states do this on
a company-by-company basis, even for groups of affiliated
firms, but California, Oregon, and Alaska have "combined"
both the income and the factors in the apportionment for
mula for groups of affiliated firms deemed to be engaged in
a unitary business. This combining allows a state in which
only the relatively unprofitable marketing operations of an
oil company occur to apportion to itself part of the more
substantial profits originating in exploration, development,
and production, including foreign operations. Recent court
cases, involving Mobil and Exxon and decided in Vermont
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Differences in access to revenues from natural resources,
which are available to a substantial degree only in a handful
of states, result in large and growing disparities in the fiscal
position of various states. Furthermore, although the "new
war between the states" is often billed as a regional con
flict, regional issues are not always neat and clear-cut. For
example, the South produces much of the nation's oil, gas,
and coal, but these resources are unevenly distributed with
in the region. (Indeed, Texas, the state that has historically
collected the greatest amount of severance tax revenue, ac
tually joined the lawsuit against the Montana severance tax
on coal.) It would not be surprising if the resource-poor
states within a given region were to break with the resource
rich states and favor federal limits on state taxation of nat
ural resources.
Figures on actual collections are only one way of
looking at fiscal disparities. Another is to ask how taxable
capacity would differ across states if all used a representa
tive tax system. 6 Preliminary data for 1980 from a study
by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela
tions suggest that such a representative tax system would
yield just under $1,200 a person annually. Only Alaska,
California, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Wy
oming have fiscal capacity more than 15 percent above this
average level. Not surprisingly, most of those are resource
rich states that have already been mentioned and the others
are easily explained. Particularly noteworthy is Alaska's fis
cal capacity of over 500 percent of the national average and
Wyoming's index of roughly 200 percent. By comparison,
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Ver
mont have less than 85 percent of national average fiscal
capacity.
The federal government's revenue-sharing program ac
centuates the fiscal disparities just described because the
formula on which revenue sharing is based takes into ac
count the tax effort of state and local governments. Thus
an increase in resource taxation increases a state's revenue
sharing funds from Washington, as well as its tax receipts.
Some representatives of consuming states note that such
taxes may entail less real tax effort than other types of
taxes, expecially if they are exported to nonresidents.
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States can, and have, made a variety of uses of the extra
ordinary revenues they receive from natural resources. They
can reduce or eliminate various nonresource taxes; indeed,
elimination of all other taxes is a theme heard repeatedly in
Alberta and Alaska and even raised by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the case involving the Montana severance tax on
coal. Alternatively, resource revenues can be used to pro
vide higher levels of public services than found elsewhere,
either to households or to firms. Either of these approaches
is likely to make the resource-rich states relatively more
attractive than the consuming states. The possibility of
overallocation of capital and human resources to producing
states has worried economists, as well as representatives of
consuming states, who fear unequal competition for jobs,
falling wage rates, and deterioration of property values. 7
Economists worry not only about the potential misuse of
scarce economic resources that would result (for example,
Alaska could use oil revenues to develop private industries
for which the state has no natural comparative economic
advantage), but also about the outright waste that could
result if abundant tax revenues were squandered on public
projects with no real prospect of being economical.
Such considerations can easily lead one to believe that
the founders of the nation should have reserved revenues
from natural resources for the federal government. Whether
federal limits should be placed on state taxes on natural re
sources at this late date is less clear. To some extent taxes
on natural resources only compensate for various kinds of
environmental damage associated with the exploitation of
these resources. One can hardly begrudge producing states
the funds they need to reclaim land that has been strip
mined, to eliminate or disguise damage done by mine tail
ings, and so forth. 8 Similarly, state and local governments
might need some resource revenues to finance increased
public expenditures on services to the resource industry and
to invest adequately in public infrastructure in the boom
towns often associated with development and exploitation
of natural resources. Certainly, if federal limits are to be
put on resource taxes, these costs must be considered in
setting the limitations. Present levels of resource taxes,
however, probably cannot generally be explained by bene
fits provided or costs associated with resource activities.

Other Considerations
Much has been made of the exporting of energy taxes,
both in the popular press and in the dissenting opinion to
the Supreme Court's decision in Commonwealth Edison et
al. v. Montana (July 1981), which found the state's 30 per
cent severance tax to be constitutional. Untrained observers
appear to believe that any tax levied on a commodity that
is sold largely to nonresidents of the taxing state will
automatically be exported out of the taxing state through
higher prices. As a result, they both complain about higher
taxes on energy and reflect fondly on the possibility of
using schemes, such as the tax on soil depletion, to export
their own taxes. The complex technical issue of tax export
ing cannot be adequately covered here, but it should be
JULY-AUGUST 1982

noted that the fact that a commodity is exported does not
mean that a tax on it will also be exported .9 Prices for most
commodities are set in world or national markets and are,
therefore, beyond the influence of any individual state.
Petroleum prices, for example, are now set by OPEC. If
Texas were to raise its severance tax, owners of petroleum
reserves, rather than consumers, would probably bear most
of the increased tax burden. The tax may, of course, be
borne largely by nonresidents, if they are owners of such
resources; but it is not likely to be paid by nonresident
consumers. The most important exceptions to this general
rule occur if one state dominates the national market for a
given commodity or a few states, setting taxes cooperative
ly, do so, or if long-term contracts allow pass-through of tax
increases, as do many for coal. In these cases forward
shifting and exporting to nonresident consumers can occur.
Attempting to use a soil depletion tax to export fiscal
burdens would appear to be futile in most instances. Since
no state dominates the relevant market, a tax on land used
to raise cotton, for example, would have little effect on the
price of cotton but would simply reduce the income to be
gained from growing the crop. Ultimately, it would probab
ly be reflected in reduced rents for the land subject to tax.
Such a tax intended to "beggar thy neighbor" will more
probably "beggar thy farmer."
Finally, it seems to make little sense to limit state taxa
tion of coal without also considering limits on taxes on oil
and gas and on hard minerals. Little would be gained from
imposing a federal limitation only on severance taxes. The
study by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations suggests that only about 30 percent of tax capaci
ty from energy resources comes from severance taxes. Since
property taxes and corporate income taxes are already be
ing used to supplement or replace severance taxes to raise
tax revenues from natural resources, a limitation on sever
ance taxes would simply result in increased reliance on
these other fiscal devices and, perhaps, on other taxes simi
lar to severance taxes in effect, but not in name or law. It
would be senseless to think of limiting severance taxes
without also reexamining rules for the sharing of royalties
from federal lands. Finally, the most important source of
fiscal disparities would simply lie beyond the scope of any
federal limitation on state taxes. The state government
owns all Alaskan lands now producing oil and receives sub
stantial royalties from production, and those royalties
w~uld not be affected by any limitation on state taxes.
Whether the Supreme Court would uphold extension of the
federal windfall profit tax to production on state land, an
important revenue source in Texas as well as Alaska, re
mains to be seen. 10
Notes

l. For more on this entire subject, see the collection of papers edit
ed by Charles E. McLure, Jr., and Peter Mieszkowski, Fiscal Federal
ism and the Taxation of Natural Resources: Proceedings of the Con·
ference of the Committee on Taxation, Resources, and Economic
Development, Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 11-12, 1981 (Lexington,
Mass. : Lexington Books, forthcoming) .
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2. See Peggy Cuciti, Harvey Galper, and
Robert Lucke in "State Energy Revenues : A
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Intergovernmental
Problem,"
Mclure and Mieszkowski, eds., Fiscal
Federalism and Taxation.
3. The figures reported here are taken from
Peter Mieszkowski and Eric Toder, "Taxa
tion of Energy Resources: Implications for
Intergovernmental Relations and Economic
Efficiency," Mc Lure and Mieszkowski, eds.,
Fiscal Federalism and Taxation .
4. For further description of state practice
in this area and appraisal of proposals for
federal legislation limiting the latitude of
states, see Charles E. Mclure, Jr., "Toward
Uniformity in Interstate Taxation : A
Further Analysis," Tax Notes 12 (July 13 ,

1981) : 51-63.
5. See Mieszkowski and Toder, "Taxation of
Energy Resources."
6. Most of the data in this section are from
Cuciti, Galper, and Lucke, "State Energy
Revenues," and are for the expanded repre
sentative tax system, which includes royalty
payments from energy production on state
and federal lands.
7. For further development of this theme,
see Charles E. Mclure, Jr., "Fiscal Federal
ism and the Taxation of Economic Rents,"
presented at the 1980 Taxation, Resources,
and Economic Development conference and
forthcoming in a volume edited by George
Break and to be published by the University
of Wisconsin Press.
8. See William D. Schulze, David S. Brook
shire, and Ralph d'Arge, "Local Taxation
for Boom-Town and Environmental Effects
Resulting from Natural Resource Extrac
tion," paper presented at the Conference of
the Committee on Taxation, Resources, and
Economic Development, Cambridge, Mass.,
Sept. 11-12, 1981.
9. See also Charles E. Mclure, Jr., "Tax
Exporting and the Commerce Clause : Re
flections on Commonwealth Edison," in Mc
Lure and Mieszkowski, eds., Fiscal Federal
ism and Taxation; and idem , "Incidence
Analysis and the Supreme Court: An Exami
nation of Four 1981 Cases," Supreme Court
Economic Review (in press). The latter ex
amines three taxes, including the Montana
severance tax on coal and the Louisiana first
use tax on natural gas (which was found
to be unconstitutional). An excellent dis
cussion of tax ex porting is co ntained in
Walter Hellerstein, "Constitutional Limita
tions on State Tax Exportation," American
Bar Foundation Research Journal 1982, no .
1, especially pp. 1-77 .
10. For an excellent discussion of constitu
tional issues in this area, see Walter Heller
stein. "Legal Constraints on State Taxation
of Natural Resources in the America n
Federal System," in Mc Lure and Mieszkow
ski, eds., Fiscal Federalism and Taxation .
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A Review of State Severance Taxes
•

Ill

the United States
James A. Richardson
Loren C. Scott

The energy crisis of the early 1970s turned the attention
of state legislatures toward severance taxes as a means of
regulating the extraction rates of natural resources and as a
means of raising revenues. State severance taxes vary greatly
in rates, in products taxed, and in size and occurrence. 1

Diversity of Tax Rates and Bases
As of August 1981, thirty-three states levied severance
taxes; fuel products (oil, gas, coal, uranium , and lignite) are
the most frequently taxed resources (see table l). Items
taxed, however, range from such very expensive products as
gold and diamonds to inexpensive items like sand and salt.
Most products taxed are nonrenewable resources, but ten
states levy taxes on the timber or fish extracted from their
lands or waters. Four states-Colorado, Florida, Kentucky,
and Wisconsin-have very general severance tax laws that al
low them to tax virtually any natural resource severed with
in their boundaries.
Tax rates also diverge widely. For a given product, such
as oil, one will find some rates based on a percentage of the
value of the product, some levied on a unit basis, and others
graduated depending on gross income from the product.
Taxes range from one-tenth of a cent on each barrel in Kan
sas to 15 percent of value in Alaska (see table 2). Surpris
ingly, several states (including North Dakota and Alabama)
with relatively high taxes are not major producers. Even
among states with appreciable resource endowments, rates
vary considerably, from Alaska's 15 percent on oil to 4.6
percent in Texas.
States generally levy severance taxes for one of three
reasons: to support conservation, to compensate the state
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for environmental damage , or to finance public services.
Many states have departments of conservation that regulate
the spacing of oil and gas wells in a geographic unit, deter
mine maximum allowable production from a well in a given
year, and handle leasing activities on state-owned lands.
These activities assure maximum output of the product
from a given field . The operations of such departments
must be financed, often by a small levy on the severed pro
duct, usually by the production unit. These taxes are often
called "conservation taxes"; some or all of the tax on oil in
Arkansas, Colorado, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, and
North Carolina is for conservation purposes. 2
The most obvious example of taxing to compensate for
environmental damage is Montana's severance tax on
surface-mined coal. Montana's tax rate on surface-mined
Table 1
States with Selected Severance Taxes, August 1981
Items taxed
Fuel products (oil, natural gas, coal , uranium, and
lignite)
Iron ore (including !aconite, semitaconites, iron
sulphid es, and agg lomerates)
Precious metals (gold, silver, diamonds, pearls , and
precious sto nes)
Other stones and ores (sand and gravel , crush ed
st o ne, gypsum , limesto ne , silica sa nd , dimension
st o ne, bauxite, tit anium, manganese, zinc, c in
nabar , lead , co pper , nickle, fuller 's earth , oc her ,
asp h alt , sulphur , salt, wh etstone, novaculite,
molybdenum, ph osph ate, m arble, shell s, ce ment,
potash , thorium , rare earth , pumice, fluorspan ,
jack, tungsten, trona, and dolomite)
Renewab le resources (timber and fish)
Salt water

Number of
taxing states
30

10
8

17

10
1

Note: In all, thirty-three states currently levy severance taxes.
Source: State Tax Guide: Topical Law Reports (Chicago: Co m 
merce Clearing House, Inc. , August 1981). section 45.
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coal (up to 30 percent of value) is very different from its
rate on coal mined underground (up to only 4 percent of
value). In hearings before the U.S . Congress to justify this
rate on surface-mined coal, Montana's representatives based
3
their testimony on environmental reclamation factors .

taxing power since a large part of the tax will be absorbed
by the extracting companies within any reasonable time
horizon. Higher and higher tax rates eventually eliminate
the tax base. Obviously, states with large resource endow
ments and low private extraction costs will have more

States levy seve rance taxes for one of three reasons:
to support conservation, to compensate for environmental
damages, or to finance public services.
State legislators often view the severance tax as an ideal
revenue generator that more often than not can be prolific
and , at the same time, is believed to be exported to other
states. Texas, for example , which generates one-third of to
tal U.S. oil production , will be shipping most of its petro
leum out of state. Consequently , state legislators perceive
that the severance tax burden will be exported along with
the product. This perception may be inaccurate , but it is
apparently widely held. 4 States do not have unlimited
powers to tax since these resources are produced in more
than one state. Competitive forces will check a state's

taxing ability than states with small resource endowments
and high private extraction costs. 5

Variation in Types of Severance Taxes

Substantial variety also exists in the types of severance
taxes levied by states. The most common differential is be
tween unit and percentage-of-value taxes (see table 3). For
oil, gas, and iron ore, percentage-of-value taxes clearly dom
inate, but the two taxes are evenly divided for coal and
Table 2

Ranking of O il, Gas, and Coal Severance Tax Rates among States
State
A laska
Lou isiana
o rth Dakota
·lo rida
A laba ma
Ok lahoma
Mich igan
New Mex ico
Wyoming
Mississippi
Oreg o n
Co lorado
Ar kan a
Texas
o uth Da ko ta
ebra ka
Idaho
Utah
Tennessee
Indiana
Ohio
Californ ia
Geo rgia
Kansas
evada
o rth Caro lina

Tax rate on o il •
(15 %)
(12.5 %)
( 11. 5%)
(8 .0%)
(8.0%)
(7 .0 00 85 %)
(6 .6%)
(6.3%)
(6.08%)
(6.0% plus 8 mills/bb l)
(6%)
(5 %)
(5 %)
(4.6%)
(4.5 %)
(3.0%)
(2 % plus 5 mill s/bb l)
(2 %)
( 1.5%)
( 1.0%)
(3¢/bb l)
(l.6¢/bb l)
(less th an I 4/bbl)
(less t ha n 1¢/bb l)
(less than 1¢/bb l)
(less than 1¢/bb l)

State
Alaska
Alabam a
Texas
Oklahoma
Wy o ming
Oregon
New Mex ico
North Dakota
Michiga n
F lo rida
Co lo rad o
So uth Dako ta
Lo uisiana
Neb ras ka
Mon t ana
Id aho
Uta h
Arkansas
Ten nessee
Ind ia na
Ca lifornia
O hio
Geo rgi a
Kansas
Nevada
No rth Carolina

Tax rate o n gas•

Stat e

(10%)
(8 %)
(7 .5%)
(7 .00085 %)
(6 .08%)
(6.0%)
(2.74% plus 5¢ / mcf)
(5 .0%)
(5.0%)
(5 .0%)
(5 .0 %)
(4 .5%)
(74/ mcf) +
(3.0%)
(2.6%)
(2.0% plus 5 mill s/ m cf)
(2.0%)
(3.5¢/m cf)+
(1.5 %)
( 1.0%)
( 1.6¢/ mcf)
(1¢/ m cf)
(l ess than 1¢/m cf)
(less tha n 1 ¢/ mcf)
(less than 1¢/ m cf)
(less tha n 1¢/mcf)

Montana
Wyo m ing
South Dako t a
Kentu ck y
North Da ko t a
F lo rida
New Mexico
Co lo rado
O hio
A laba m a
Ten nessee
Lou isian a
A r ka nsas

Tax r at e o n coalt
(30%; 4%) §
( 10 .5%)
(4 .5%)
(4. 5%)
(85¢) ..
(8 4¢)
(8 2. 6¢)
(60¢) ..
(404)
( 33.54)
(29 4)tt
( I 04)
(2 .04)

*Percent age of value unless o th erw ise stated.
t Percent age of value o r cen ts a t o n un less o t herwise sta ted.
+co nverted to va lu e bas is.
On_surfa ce-m_ined coal, 30 percent ; 4 percent o n unde rgro und -mined coal.
• • Adiusted for inOation .
tt Schedublbe d ~ obri e to 3d5¢ aft ~ n upon federal_approval of Te nn essee's coa l surface-mining reg ul at io n prog ram
1 - arre 1 an me - th ousand cub ic feet.
o te.
·
So urce: See tabl e I.
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timber. Some of the states that are levying relatively large
percentage-of-value taxes also assess minor unit taxes, most
of which are used to finance conservation operations. In an
expanding economy with a growing demand for energy
sources the percentage-of-value tax will typically generate
more revenue for state treasuries than the unit method .
Under declining market conditions, the opposite results will
be achieved.
A few states have found alternative methods of writing
severance tax legislation so that their tax receipts keep pace
with a changing economic environment. Three states-Colo
rado, New Mexico, and North Dakota-allow their rates to
change with fluctuations in either the consumer price index
or the wholesale price index (now the producer price in
dex) . Three states have progressive rates that depend on
either the gross income (Colorado), gross value (Montana) ,
or average net proceeds (Wisconsin) associated with severing
the product. A state's final choice between taxing methods
depends on its relative holdings of the natural resource and

the market structure of the industry extracting the re
source.6

General and Specific Taxes
Another element of diversity in the levying of state sev
erance taxes is the difference in their specificity. Of the
thirty-three states assessing such taxes the great majority
have separate and individual tax rates on each product sev
ered. Rates in Louisiana are very specific : each of the elev
en different products subject to a severance tax has its own
rate. At the other extreme is Kentucky 's natural resource
severance tax, a 4.5 percent tax on .any resource severed
within its boundaries. The only exceptions are oil and coal,
for which Kentucky has established separate rates (which
are equivalent to the general rate at this writing).
Five other states have laws that fall somewhere between
being completely specific and completely general. Colorado,

Table 3
States Levying Percentage-of-Value Taxes and Unit Taxes for Various Products, August 1981
Prod uct taxed
Natural gas

Oil
St at e

Perce nt age
of-valu e t ax

Un it t ax

•
•

Alaba ma
Alaska
Arka nsas
Califo rnia

•
•
•

Colorado•t
Florida
Georgia
Idaho

•
•
•

•

Indiana
Kansas
Ke ntu cky
Lo uisiana

•
•
•

•

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Montanat

•
•
•

Nebraska
Neva da
New Hamp shire
New Mex ico •

•

North Carolina
North Dakota•
Ohio
Oklahoma
Orego n
So u th Dako t a
Te nnessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Wlaconsint
Wyoming

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Perce nt age
of-value t ax

•

•
•
•
•

•

Unit tax

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Unit t ax

Perce nt age
of-valu e tax

Un it tax

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Unit tax

Perce nt age
of-va lue tax

•
•
•

Iro n

T im ber

Coa l
Pe rcentage
of-valu e tax

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•Has escalator cla use tying t ax to wholesale or co n sum er pr ice in de x.
tProgressive t ax de pending o n leve l of gross in co m e, gross valu e, or average net proceeds.
So urce: See t able 1.
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Florida, Montana, and Wisconsin have laws that apply
generally to metals but not to other severed products. New
Mexico's resource excise tax, on the other hand, tends more
towards generality than the laws of these other four states.
This particular New Mexico tax sets specific rates for three
resources and then assesses a general rate for all other
severed resources.
Theoretically, states that levy a general severance tax for
all resources run a serious risk of driving out those indus
7
tries that produce resources severed in many other states.
All resources are not alike in geographic concentration,
market conditions, cost differentials, and, hence, tax ability.
General taxes fail to make these distinctions, but exemp
tions are frequently found in general laws.

Exemptions to General Taxes

(grant no. G5105026). Any op1mons, findings, conclusions, or
recommendations expressed in this article are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the view of the Office of Surface
Mining, Department of Interior.
2. State Tax Guide: Topical Law Reports (Chicago: Commerce
Clearinghouse, Inc., August 1981), pp. 4501-2.
3. For example, see the statement of John Melcher, Montana state
senator, in "Hearings before the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources," United States Senate, 96th Cong., 2nd sess., August 6,
1980, pp. 121-23.
4. For a discussion of the distribution of the tax burden and how
the tax burden may be exported, see Stephen L. McDonald, "Who
Pays Texas' Oil Severance Tax Now?" Texas Business Review,
November-December 1980, pp. 309-11, and James A. Richardson
and Loren C. Scott, "Accounting for the Diversity in State Taxation
of Natural Resources," mimeographed, 1982.
5. See James A. Richardson and Loren C. Scott, The Taxation of
Natural Resources by States (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Interior, Office of Surface Mining, 1981).
6. See Richardson and Scott, "Accounting for the Diversity in State
Taxation of Natural Resources."
7. See Loren C. Scott and James A. Richardson, "Resource Loca
tion Patterns and State Severance Taxes: Some Empirical Evi
dence," Natural Resources Journal (forthcoming).

Florida's solid minerals tax is a very general severance
tax of 5 percent of value applied to all solid minerals except
phosphate and heavy minerals. Solid minerals includes clay,
gravel, phosphate rock, lime, shells, stone, sand, heavy
minerals, and rare earths. A 5
percent severance tax on stone,
Severance Taxes of Selected States, August 1981
clay, sand, and gravel would
Oil: 15 percent of gross value from property coming into production after
Alaska
appear to be harmful to those
June 30, 1981, 12.25 percent first five years and 15 percent thereafter;
industries and perhaps to drive
plus 1/8</ a barrel conservation tax.
them beyond the state's bound
Gas: 10 percent of gross value .
Fisheries: 4.5 percent of value of salmon; 3 percent of other shore-based
aries. The law, however, exempts
businesses; 5 percent of floating fisheries businesses.
solid minerals that are sold to
governmental agencies within
Arkansas
Oil: 5 percent of value; 4 percent for stripper wells; plus 25 mllls a barrel.
Gas: 0 .3</ a mcf plus 5 mills a mcf.
the state, covered by the state
Coal, lignite, and iron ore: 2</ a ton.
sales tax (except for phosphate
Crushed stone: l</ a ton.
rock and heavy minerals), ex
Gypsum, limestone, silica sand, and dimension stone: 1.5</ a ton.
Barile, bauxite, titanium ore, manganese and manganiferous ores, zinc,
tracted by the owner of the site
cinnabar, and lead: 15</ a ton.
to improve the site, and severed
Diamonds, fuller's earth, ocher, natural asphalt, sulphur, salt, pearls,
solely for direct application in
precious stones, whetstone, and novaculite: 5 percent of value.
Salt water: $2.00 for each 1,000 barrels.
agricultural uses (except for
Sawtimber: pine , $1.25 a mbf; others, 63</ a mbf; pine plywood, 63¢ a
phosphate rock). A tax refund
cord; hardwood pulp , 50</ a cord; various taxes on other timber
is allowed if a reclamation and
products.
restoration program is instituted
Louisiana
Oil: 12 .5 percent of value.
at the site. This list of exemp
Gas: 79 a mcf.
Casinghead gas: 109 a barrel.
tions to the Jaw is so pervasive
Coal: 109 a ton.
that actual assessments turn out
Stone, sand, and gravel: 39 a ton.
to be quite light. Another exam
Marble: 20</ a ton.
Ores: 10¢ a ton.
ple is Oregon, where certain sev
Salt : $.005 a ton.
erance taxes paid on forest prod
Shells: 49 a ton.
ucts can be credited against
Sulphur: $1.03 a ton.
Timber : 6 percent of value; pulpwood, 5 percent of value; others, 2.25
property taxes due on forest
percent of value .
lands. Similar exemptions in
Oklahoma
Asphalt , lead, zinc, jack, gold, silver, and copper: 0.75 percent of value.
other cases reduce the real impact
Oil : 7 .00085 percent of value.
of severance taxes and equalize
Gas : 7 .00085 percent of value.
rates that appear divergent.
Texas
Gas: 7 .5 percent of value.
Oil : 4.6 percent of value.
Sulphur: $1.03 a ton.
Notes
Cement : 2 .759 a ton.
I . This article is part of a larger study
Note: mcf = thousand cubic feet ; mbf = thousand board feet.
Source: See table I.
funded by the Department of the
Interior, Office of Surface Mining
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The Growing Demand for Executives
in the Southwest
Edwin S. Mruk

Thomas S. Tilghman
During the past few years, the demand for business exec
utives in the Southwest has increased considerably. Be
tween the first quarter of 1981 and the first quarter of
1982, for example, this demand increased by 22 percent.
Nationally, demand for executives dropped 2 percent
during the same period. 1 While the demand for unskilled
laborers in the Southwest is much less than that for skilled
workers or for middle and upper-level management, the
relatively high demand for skilled labor and executive talent
is predicted to continue for some time.
A number of factors have, in combination, contributed
to the increase in demand for executives in the region .
First, the Southwest has a lower overall unemployment
rate. Nationally, the unemployment rate is reported to be
approaching 9 percent while Dallas and Houston have
relatively low rates of 3.5 percent and 4 percent. The lower
rate of unemployment, in turn, creates a high demand for
goods and services. Second, the Southwest has been attract
ing more investment capital than the Northeast or Midwest
(although possibly at a slower rate than in earlier years). 2
This influx of additional capital requires executives to
manage it. Third, the region has relatively few regulatory
policies and lower overall taxes in comparison to other
regions. 3 With fewer regulations, the area is perceived as
favorable by business and thus has become highly attractive
to industry.
Although most discussion has centered on the positive
attributes of the migration to the Sunbelt, the region has
had its detractors. In general, a region experiencing such
tremendous growth over a relatively short period of time is
bound to have such significant problems as increased labor
costs, union-organizing efforts, and a housing shortage. 4
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Some observers believe that the growth trend is being
overemphasized and that the South and West are, in reality,
experiencing the same problems as the rest of the country.
For example, low unemployment is not universal in the
Sunbelt; Arkansas and Tennessee, for example, have been
reporting unemployment rates of 10.2 percent and 10.4
percent. Some critics also feel that, in actuality, the North
east and Midwest have not lost their appeal to certain
industries and cite the rapid growth of high-technology
industry in the Boston area as an example.

Executive Demand
Despite potential problems and concerns, the demand
for executives in the Southwest continues to increase at a
rate higher than that in the rest of the country. In the
Executive Demand Index, published quarterly by Arthur
Young Executive Resource Consultants, the data for 1981
showed that demand for executives in the Southwest in
creased 21 percent over 1980 (see table I). Although the
Northeast continues to demand the largest proportion of
total available executives (29 percent)-the proportion for
the Southwest is 13 percent-executive demand decreased
9 percent in the Northeast and increased 21 percent in the
Southwest from 1980 to 1981.
Companies included in the study have been divided into
three groups: manufacturing, general services, and financial
services. Of the three groups, financial services had the
highest increase (23 percent) in national demand for
executives from 1980 to 1981 (see table 2). Demand for
executives in financial services increased 74 percent in the
Southwest and 43 percent in the Northeast, while it de
creased 4 percent in the Midwest (see table 3). In manufac
turing and general services, demand for executives de
creased significantly in most regions. In manufacturing, for
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example, demand decreased 13 percent in the Northeast
and 12 percent in the Midwest. In general services, demand
in both these regions declined (Northeast , 22 percent, and
Midwest, 27 percent). By contrast , the Southwest had
an 8 percent increase in demand for manufacturing execu
tives and a 25 percent increase for executives in general
services.
The executive function can be broken down into seven
categories: general management, finance, operations, mar
keting and sales, engineering and science, personnel, and
administration (see table 4). In 1981, demand for execu
tives in the category of general management declined in all
regions. The Southeast was the least affected, with a de
crease of only 19 percent, while the greatest decline oc
curred in the international region (65 percent). On the
other hand , the Southwest had a 41 percent decrease in
demand for general management executives, which was
about the average for all regions. In the category of engi
neering and science, all regions had increases in executive
demand . The increases were small in the Northeast (7 per
cent) and the Midwest (5 percent). The Southwest, how
ever, had an increase of 114 percent for this category. In
general, across all regions and positions, executive demand
decreased 4 percent nationally but increased in the South
west by 18 percent.

Executive Compensation

Average pay is greater in northeastern companies than it
is in other regions, including the Southwest, primarily be
cause northeastern companies are usually larger than com
panies in other regions. When size and industry are con
sidered, however, the Northeast is not necessarily the
highest-paying region.
Table 1

Proportion
of total
executive
Full year 1981 / 4th quarter 1981 /
demand
~e~~~·---~ year~~ quar~980 ___Q .00=100%)

- 9
-14
- s
21
- 7
-49

Table 2
Percentage Change in Executive Demand
by Industry, 1980 to 1981
Proportion
of total
executive
Full year 1981/ 4th quarter 1981/
demand
full year 1980 4th quarter 1980 (l.00=100%)

Industry
grouping

Percentage Change in Executive Demand by Region, 1980 to 1981

Northeast
Midwest
Southeast
Southwest
West
International

In 1981, Arthur Young conducted and published an ex
ecutive compensation survey of 12,450 executives in
twenty-two positions in 1,425 companies. 5 Among manu
facturing companies with sales between $200 million and
$500 million, cash compensation in southwestern com
panies (salaries and bonuses combined) was only 5 percent
below the national average, while compensation in the
Northeast was at the national average (see table 5). On the
other hand, midwestern compensation was 8 percent below
the national average. Among nonmanufacturing companies
with sales between $200 million and $500 million, south·
western top executives were paid 11 percent below the
national average. In the Northeast, executives in companies
with the same sales volume were paid 2 percent below
average; executives in the Southeast were 12 percent below
average . Paid above average compensation were executives
in the Mideast (6 percent), Midwest (5 percent), and West
(7 percent). Among companies involved in financial ser
vices, the Southwest was compensating at the national aver
age compared to the Northeast (3 percent below average),
the Midwest (21 percent below), and the Mideast (9 percent
above) .
Companies in the Southwest, therefore, are comparable
to those in other regions in executive compensation. In
fact, in the area of financial services, where the greatest
demand for top executives exists, the Southwest is com
pensating its executives at levels that are at least the average
compared to what other companies of similar size are
paying. Further, executive "real" salaries (accounting for
inflation, taxes, and so on) may, in some cases, be higher

-16
-26
-16
- 2
- 1s
-62

0 .29
0.18
0 .08
0.13
0 .17
0.02

Manufacturing
General services
Financial services

-10
-21
23

-21
-26
27

0.57
0 .23
0.12

Note: The three industry groupings are defined as follows: manu
facturing companies produce such tangibles as consumer prod
ucts, basic materials, and machinery; general services companies
provide transportation, health care, publishing services, and
retail trade; financial services companies are involved in banking ,
real estate, insurance, and leasing.

Table 3

----· -· -------· -----· ·--· ----- - -- ---:-:-- - - -- - 

Note : The six geographic regions are defined as follows : Northeast
contains. Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshue, New Jersey, New York , Pennsylvania, Rhode Island ,
and Vermont;. Midwest c?ntains Illinois, Indiana , Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, .M1ch1gan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin; Southeast contains
~labama, Florid~, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, North Caro
h~a, .south Carolin~ , Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and the
District of Columbia ; Southwest contains Arkansas Louisiana
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas; West cont;ins Alaska '
Arizona , California, .Colorado, Hawaii •. Idaho, Montana, Nevada'.
Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming; International contains
any area outside the United States.
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Percentage Change in Executive Demand
by Region and Industry, 1980 to 1981
Region

Manufacturing

General
services

Financial
services

Northeast
Midwest
Southeast
Southwest
West
International

-13
-12
3
8
3
-54

-22
-27
-15
25
-25
-SO

43
-4
10
74
17
20
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in the Southwest than in the
Northeast or other regions.

Table 4
Percentage Change in Executive Function by Region, 1980 to 1981

Relation between Executive
Demand and Compensation
Four key factors determine
how compensation will change
over time: executive demand
relative to supply, rate of
inflation, corporate profitability,
and individual performance.
Executive Demand and Supply

In general, it takes eighteen
months for executive compensa
tion to catch up with demand
that is, for salary levels to begin
to meet the present demand for
executives. This lag is caused by
such internal factors that are
particular to formal organiza
tions as assessing and determin
ing executive requirements and
deciding on a level of competi
tive compensation based on the
industry and area. Also, com
panies must consider the effect
on the salaries of managers
who are already in positions at a
level similar to those that
need to be filled. In the South
west, salary levels will con
tinue to increase for some time.
Inflation

Typically, compensation in
creases for top executives are 25
percent above the rate of infla
tion, but this average did not
hold true in 1980. The Ninth
Biennial Study of Executive
Compensation reported that the
average increase for executives in
all regions was approximately 14
percent. Since the inflation rate
for the same period was 13.6
percent, the average executive
was barely able to keep up with
inflation in 1980. The South
west was no exception, with
average increases in executive
compensation of approximately
13 percent, although executives
in certain southwestern cities
(such as Dallas, where inflation
JULY-AUGUST 1982

Executive function

Northeast

Midwest

Southeast

Southwest

West

International

General management
Finance
Operations
Marketing and sales
Engineering and science
Personnel
Administration

-38
-20
3
-16
7
-33
18

-28
-2S
-IS
-14

-19
- 9

-41
14
21
10
114
3
6

-SI
- 6
-16
6
14
-21

-6S
-63
-29
-78
31

- s

-29

- I

-14
13
- 4
13

s

-

7
6

••

••sample too small for meaningful comparison.
Note: The functional categories are defined as follows: general management includes such positions
as president, executive vice president, and division general manager; finance includes vice presi
dent of finance, controller, and treasurer; operations includes vice president of manufacturing,
manager of quality control, and project manager; marketing and sales includes director of sales
promotion, vice president of marketing, and product manager; engineering and science positions
are director of plant maintenance and vice president of research and development; personnel
includes director of industrial relations, director of compensation, and manager of manpower
planning; and administration positions are vice president of public relations, general counsel, and
manager of office services.
Table 5
Regional Analysis of Executive Compensation by Industry Group, 1981
1Average=1.00I
Manufacturing
Sales (in dollars)
10-2S million
25-SO million
50-100 million
100-200 million
200-SOO million
SOO million-I billion
1-2 billion
Over 2 billion

Northeast
0 .93
I.OS
1.03
0 .9S
0.99
0 .97
1.00
1.06

Mideast
1.04
0 .99
0 .98
0.96
0.97
0.96
1.00
0 .92

Southeast Midwest Southwest Rocky Mountains West
0 .96
0.8S
0.86
1.10
1.06
1.23
1.08
0.6S

1.26
0.92
l.S8
0.97
0.92
1.31
0.80
1.02

0 .99
0 .94
0 .86
0.96
0 .9S
0.87
0.92
0 .92

0.96
0.89
1.01

I.OS
1.04
0.94
1.40
1.13
1.01
1.04
I.OS

Nonmanufacturing
Sales (in dollars)
Under 1 O million
10-2S million
2S-SO million
S0-100 million
I 00-200 million
200-SOO million
SOO million-I billion
1-2 billion
Over 2 billion

Northeast
l.2S
1.10
1.06
0 .87
1.04
0 .98
1.12
0.92
0.98

Mideast
0.89
0.94
1.12
0 .82
1.11
1.06
0.94
0.79
0 .98

Southeast Midwest Southwest Rocky Mountains West

•

•

•

•

0.87
0.88
0.90
0.92
0.88
0 .86
0.98
1.33

0 .84
0 .81
1.47
1.04
I.OS
1.00
1.09
0 .80

1.41
1.14
0.84
1.13
0 .89
O.S2
1.10

1.31
0.70

•

0.88
0.76
1.38

•

•

0.80
1.04
1.15
0 .87
1.07
1.02
1.08
I.OS

Financial services
Assets (in dollars)
Under 2S million
2 S-SO million
50-100 million
100-200 million
200-500 million
500 million- I billion
1-2 billion
2-S billion
5-10 billion
Over 10 billion

Northeast
1.00
0.88
1.04
1.51
0.97
1.04
I.OS
1.09
1.33
1.1 5

Mideast
0 .9S
1.14
0.86
0 .62
1.09
1.11
0.80
I.OS
0.83
0.84

Southeast Midwest Southwest Rocky Mountains West
0.98
0.67
1.08
0.81
0.94
1.00
0.85
0.91
1.00
0.69

1.36

•

1.11
0 .98
0 .79
0 .8S
1.07
0.90
0.68

0.72
0 .98
0.96
0 .82
1.00
0.86
1.42
1.01

0.7S
0 .96
0.87
1.27
0.86

0 .83

•

•

1.01

•

•

l.S3
1.27
0.95
0.81
0.94
1.19
0.86
0.94
0.68
0.86

*Insufficient data.
Note : The seven regions are as follows : Northeast contains Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachu
setts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont; Mideast
contains Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin ; Southeast contains Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia, and the District of Columbia; Midwest contains Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota; Southwest contains Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
and Texas ; Rocky Mountains contains Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, and Wyoming; West contains Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington.
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was at or below 12 percent for most of the year) may have
done slightly better.
Corporate Profitability

After a corporation determines its year-end profits it
begins to determine the size of base salary increases. Merit
increase pools are at least indirectly a function of the
previous year's profits or of expectations for the current
year. Other compensation programs, such as executive in
centives or bonuses and capital accumulation plans, are
often directly related to corporate profitability. In certain
plans, a bonus pool is established by taking a predetermined
percentage of the pretax profits and disbursing it among
executives and other employees in accordance with a specif
ic plan. Other bonus plans, while not tied to a pool, use
corporate performance for establishing the size of individ
ual payments. The payouts from such capital accumulation
programs as performance share plans are usually directly
related to corporate performance. Assuming that the price
of the stock increases with corporate profits, a positive
relation will exist between increasing corporate profitability
and reward to executives in these plans.
Individual Performance

Most companies formally or informally evaluate an
individual executive's performance when adjusting base
salaries and bonus potentials. Even without a formal per
formance appraisal system, most companies adjust base
salaries and bonuses to some kind of evaluation of indi
vidual performance.

dramatically for several years. Executive demand in the
Southwest will probably continue to grow unabated for
some time to come.
Executive salaries will probably increase 10 percent in
the coming year because of the slowing of inflation, moder
ate executive demand, and restricted corporate perfor
mance. The delayed effect of demand should begin to af
fect compensation in the Southwest over the next six
months. Once this process begins to take hold, average
executive compensation in this region should increase by
about 12 percent (slightly higher than the expected na
tional average of 10 percent) and should increase at a rate
higher than the national average.
Notes
1. See "Arthur Young Index Shows Executive Demand in South·
west up 22 percent for the First Quarter 1982," news release from
Arthur Young Executive Resource Consultants, New York, April 2,
1982.
2. Sam Allis, "Sunbelt Investment Will Slow," The Wall Street
Journal, Oct. 28, 1980.
3. James M. Bruce, Jr., "Frostbelt vs. Sunbelt Sites: Avoiding
Misconceptions," Dun's Business Month, November 1981.
4. "Is the Sunbelt Clouding Over?" Management Review, Septem
ber 1980.
5. Edwin S. Mruk and James A. Giardina, The Ninth Biennial Study
of Executive Compensation (New York: Arthur Young & Company
for Financial Executives Institute, 1981).

Conclusion

Nationally, executive demand will be off at the begin
ning of 198 2 but will increase steadily: the first quarter of
1982 will probably be below the first quarter of 1981, the
second quarter will probably be about even with the second
quarter of 1981, and demand in the rest of the year will top
1981 figures. In the Northeast, the 1981 drop in demand
for executives will probably rebound in 1982 in New York
City, because of a return of business confidence there and
in the Boston area, because of a concentration of
technology and defense industries. The drop in executive
demand has been particularly severe in the Midwest. The
decline began in the second quarter of 1980, and the
demand will probably not recover for at least twelve to
eighteen months. The trailing of demand in the Southeast is
a temporary condition that began in the third quarter of
1981. Demand is expected to pick up in 1982, although the
increase is not expected to be dramatic; demand in this
region has been increasing steadily for the last few years
and that should continue. The western United States also
had a drop in demand in 1981. The concentration of
high-technology companies and defense-related industries in
California will probably cause a dramatic upsurge in 1982.
In general, demand in the Southwest has been growing

high
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American Indian Entrepreneurs
in the Southwest
Marie Adele Humphreys
Jacquetta McClung
Many Americans, at some time in their lives, think about
owning their own businesses. This is not surprising. Entre
preneurship, as idealized in the Horatio Alger stories, is
generally associated with freedom, hard work, individuality,
and success-characteristics that are highly valued in the
American culture.
For most people, however, the dream of business owner
ship never becomes a reality. It has been estimated that
only about 10 percent of the adult males in the United
States population ever actually try to start a business, and
most of those businesses fail within the first few years. 1
Nevertheless, those who do succeed have a substantial
effect on our nation's economy, infusing it with new ideas,
vigor, and jobs. Small business firms account for over 95
percent of all businesses in the United States and are viewed
by many as a vital component, if not the cornerstone, of
the free enterprise system. Indeed, Arthur Cole, who
founded and guided the Research Center in Entrepreneurial
History at Harvard, suggested that to study the entrepre
neur was to study the main figure in economic activity.
Most studies of entrepreneurs have dealt almost ex
clusively with white males, who historically have dominated
business ownership in the United States, but increasing
attention is being focused on minority business owners.
To date several studies of women entrepreneurs and black
entrepreneurs have been published.2 To our knowledge,
however, the findings reported here are the first concerning
the American Indian entrepreneur.

A Profile of Businesses Owned by American Indians
The Census Bureau estimates that the 1980 population
of the United States is 226.5 million, of which 1.4 million
are native Americans (American Indians, Eskimos, and
Aleuts). A significant proportion of the American Indian
population resides in the Southwest-approximately 50
Muie Adele Humphreys is Associate Professor of Marketing and
Jacquetta McClung is a doctoral candidate writing her dissertation
in the area ofentrepreneurship, University of Oklahoma.
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percent in the five states of California, Oklahoma, Arizona,
New Mexico, and Texas (see table 1). In Oklahoma, Arizo
na, and New Mexico, native Americans constitute approxi
mately one-third of the minority population. It is not sur
prising, therefore, that a substantial proportion of the
businesses owned by American Indians is concentrated
in the Southwest. In 1977 , the five states contained 44. l
percent of the firms owned by American Indians, and these
firms accounted for 50.2 percent of the total gross receipts
of American Indian businesses (see table 2).

American Indian firms
are more concentrated
in the construction industry
than are other small firms.
In some respects, firms owned by American Indians are
similar to other U.S. small businesses. Approximately 86
percent of all U.S. small businesses operate as sole propri
etorships and approximately 11 percent are partnerships.
Of firms owned by American Indians, 87 .8 percent are
organized as sole proprietorships and 9.0 percent are part
nerships. In general, the gross receipts of such businesses
tend to be low. The most current data show that approxi
mately 71 .6 percent of all U.S. businesses organized as sole
proprietorships or partnerships in 1976 had gross receipts
of less than $25,000 a year ; only 8.9 percent of such busi
nesses had gross receipts of $100,000 or more a year (see
table 3).
The distribution across industries of businesses owned
by American Indians differs in several respects from the
overall distribution of U.S. business firms and from the
distribution of minority-owned businesses in the United
States. The most current U.S. economic census data (for
1977) show that 61.1 percent of the 4 ,263 firms owned by
187

Table 1
Native American Population in Five Southwestern States, 1980

State
California
Oklahoma
Arizona
New Mexico
Texas

Native American
population

Rank order in
United States

201,311
169,464
152,857
104,777
40,074

Percentage of
total native
American population

Percentage of
minority population
in state

14.2
11.9
10 .8
7.4
2.8

3.5
39.6
32.0
32.4
1.3

1
2
3
4
5

Source : U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, unpublished data from 1980 census.
Table 2
Businesses Owned by American Indians in Five Southwestern States

State
California
Oklahoma
Texas
Arizona
New Mexico

Number of
firms
645
575
270
205
191

Rank order in
United States

Percentage
of total

1
2
4
5
6

15 .1
13.5
6.3
4.8
4.4

Gross receipts
(thousands Rank order in
of dollars)
United States
75 ,455
33,758
34,594
12,730
7,474

1
3
2
6
9

Percentage
of total
23.1
10.3
10.6
3.9
2.3

Sources: U.S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 19 77 Survey of Minority-Owned
Business Enterprises: Asian Americans, American Indians, and Others, MB 77-3 (Government Print
ing Office, November 1980), and 1977 Survey of Minority-Owned Businesses: Summary, MB 77-4
(Government Printing Office, December 1980).

Table 3

American Indians are concen
trated in selected services and
wholesale and retail trade (see
table 4), a proportion roughly
comparable to that for all U.S.
small firms in those two catego
ries. Firms owned by American
Indians, however, are more
heavily concentrated in con
struction and substantially less
concentrated in finance, insur
ance, and real estate than U.S.
small firms in general. The pro
portional underrepresentation of
businesses owned by American
Indians in finance, insurance,
and real estate is characteristic
of minority-owned firms in the
United States. The concentra
tion in construction is consistent
with the contract opportunities
for minority small businesses
provided by Sec. 8(a) of the
Small Business Act (as amended
by Public Law 95-507, October
24, 1978).

Business and Demographic
Profile of Respondents

Size of Selected Kinds of Firms According to Gross Receipts
(In percentage)

During the summer of 1980 a
survey was mailed to Oklahoma
u. s.
Respondent
business owners who are Ameri
minority-owned firms
American Indian firms
can
Indians. The survey con
Gross receipts
(1976)
(1977)
(1980)
tained questions on the econom
Less than $ 2 5 ,000
71.6
57.9
22 .8
ic and demographic characteris
$25,000-$49,999
10.9
9.1
8.1
tics of the entrepreneurs and
$50,000-$99,999
8.5
6.8
11.4
$100,000-$499,999
8.0
6.4
35.8
their businesses and on their
$500,000 or more
0.9
0.8
13.8
opinions, attitudes, and experi
Not allocated by size
19.1
8.1
ences as business owners.
Sources: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Business Income Tax Returns:
Thirty-two American Indian
Sole Proprietorships, Partnerships: 1976 Statistics of Income (Government Printing Office, 1979);
female business owners and
and U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1977 Survey of Minority-Owned
Businesses: Summary (Government Printing Office, December 1980).
ninety-one American Indian
male business owners responded
Table 4
to the survey. The ages of the re
spondents were fairly evenly dis
Comparison of Selected Kinds of Firms According to Industry Group
tributed, with similar age distri
(In percentage)
butions for the male and female
Industry
respondents. A higher proporu. s.
Minority-<>wned
Firms owned by
Survey
Group
small firms
firms
American Indians
respondents
tion of the women than the men
had never been married; 25 per
Construction
11.3
9.3
17.6
29.3
Manufacturing
2.9
cent of the women and only 5.6
2.1
4.8
7.3
Wholesale and
percent
of the men were either
retail trade
26.4
27.9
28 .0
21.1
widowed or divorced (see table
Finance, insurance,
and real estate
14.3
5.0
5). Census data indicate that
2 .5
2.4
Selected services
36.8
41.8
33.1
31.7
Indian women are
American
Other
8.3
13.9
14.0
8.1
more likely to have never been
Sources: See table 2.
married and more likely to be
U. S.
sole proprietorships
and partnerships
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separated or divorced than other women in the United
States. 3 In addition, a higher divorce rate has been observed
among female than among male entrepreneurs.
The respondents to this survey were extremely well
educated; over 63 percent of both male and female respon
dents had at least some college, and 42.1 percent of the
men and 34.4 percent of the women were college graduates
(see table 6). According to the Bureau of the Census, 4 7
percent of U.S . men and 42 percent of U.S. women age 25
to 29 had at least some college education in 1978, and
available data suggest that, on average, owners of small
businesses have fewer years of formal schooling than the
general population.4 It is highly probable, given these
statistics, that the respondents to our survey were drawn
disproportionately from highly educated American Indian
business owners.
On the other hand , it should be noted that 1977 eco
nomic census data for businesses owned by women indi
cated that 60 percent of female small business owners in
1977 had at least some college. Thus, at least for that group
of minority entrepreneurs, business ownership is associated
with higher educational levels than those found in the
general population or among business owners in general.
Perhaps social, cultural, legal, and financial problems faced
by women and American Indian potential business owners
suggest to them that they cannot compete as entrepreneurs
unless they have more formal schooling. Whatever the
situation might be, the relation between educational levels
and minority business ownership remains an intriguing
question for further research .
Of the business firms owned by respondents to the sur
vey, 19.5 percent were located in cities with populations
below 25,000, 57 .6 percent were located in cities with
populations between 25,000 and 99,000, and 22.9 percent
were from the two largest cities in Oklahoma, with popula
tions of slightly more than 300,000. Dates when their
current businesses began operating ranged from 1935 to
1980, and 57 .1 percent of the businesses had existed for
five years or less. Because of recent high rates of inflation,
Table 5

absolute dollar comparisons across several years may be
misleading, but the firms in the survey probably con
siderably overrepresent medium-sized American Indian
firms (those with gross receipts between $100,000 and
$499,000). Additional support for this conclusion is ob
tained from the distribution of paid employees among firms
in our sample. Nearly one-half ( 43. 7 percent) of the re
sponding firms had between five and forty-nine paid em
ployees, while only about one-fifth (18.0 percent) of all
U.S. minority-owned firms were of this size (see table 7).

Components of Job Satisfaction
Existing research on the white male entrepreneur indi
cates that, although he takes the risk of business ownership
in anticipation of a monetary return on his investment of
capital, time, and effort, he is often interested in profits
primarily because of the feedback they give him on how
well he is doing, and he attaches a greater importance to
the intangible rewards of independence, recognition, and
self-fulfillment. 5
In this respect, the American Indian entrepreneurs we
surveyed were like other entrepreneurs. Over 80 percent
of the business owners in our survey indicated that a
"feeling of personal achievement" was extremely important
to them as business owners (see table 8). "Being my own
boss" and a "feeling of responsibility" were also seen as
extremely important by a majority of the respondents.
External objective indicators of success were generally of
lesser importance to the American Indian entrepreneurs we
surveyed. "Growth of business" was seen as extremely
Table 7
Siza of U.S. Minority·Owned Firms
and Respondent Firms by Numbar of Paid Employees
(In percentage)

u. s.

Number of
paid employees
1-4
5-9
10-49
SO or more

Marital Status of Survey Respondents
(Percentage of responses)
Marital status

Males

Females

Never married
Married
Once married , now single

4.5
89.9
5.6

6.3
68 .8
25.0

firms

Respondent
firms

63.0
11.1
6 .9
19.0

53.1
26 .0
17 .7
3.1

Source : U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1977
Survey of Minority-Owned Businesses: Summary (Government
Printing Office, December 1980).

Table 8
Table 6

Components of Job Satisfaction for Respondents
(Percentage of responses)

Formal Schooling of Survey Respondents
(Percentage of responses)
Category
High school or less
Vocational or technical school
Some college
College graduate
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Males

Females

28.4
8.0
21.6
42.1

21.9
6.3
37.S
34.4

Factor

Extremely important

Feeling of personal achievement
Being my own boss
Feeling of responsibility
Growth of business
Large profits
Recognition of family, friends

80.8
64.S
63.9
56.8
33.9
27 .7
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important by slightly more than one-half and "large prof
its" by approximately one-third of the respondents.
Previous research has shown that white male entrepre
neurs score lower than men in general on scales reflecting
emphasis on need for support. 6 In their role as business
owners, the American Indian entrepreneurs in this survey
tended to share this characteristic. "Recognition of family
and friends," for example, was seen as least important of
all the factors in providing a source of job satisfaction.
(Since the family is valued extremely highly in the Ameri
can Indian culture, it is highly probable that these responses
do not reflect the importance of the family in the personal
lives of the respondents.)

had presented a major or moderate obstacle to them in
starting or operating their businesses. Second, 27 .8 percent
of the college graduates in the survey had majored in busi
ness or administration. Third, 79.2 percent of the respon
dents had been employed by others for five years or more
before starting their businesses. Thus, the respondents may
believe that their previous lack of experience as business
owners is not a problem since they either had acquired
necessary managerial and financial skills through previous
education or employment or could readily obtain expert
advice.

Differences between Male and Female Respondents
Obstacles Encountered by American Indian Entrepreneurs
American Indian entrepreneurs cited difficulty in ob
taining capital most often as a major or moderate obstacle
to starting or operating their businesses (see table 9). Some
of the problems faced by these business owners in raising
capital are undoubtedly common to those faced by other
entrepreneurs: lack of equity and collateral, lack of pre
vious business experience, and inadequately prepared
financial proposals. Although the problem may be exacer
bated by racial stereotypes some lenders may hold concern
ing an American Indian's ability to run a business, only
15.7 percent of the respondents said that discrimination
was a major or moderate obstacle; 69.4 percent said that
discrimination presented no problems to them in starting or
operating their businesses.
Lack of business experience has often been cited as a
major problem faced by small business owners. Dun and
Bradstreet estimate that inadequate managerial aptitude,
experience, and skills account for almost 90 percent of all
business failures they analyze. 7 When respondents were
asked to rate the importance of various factors to the suc
cess of their businesses, managerial and financial skills were
cited most often as being extremely important, but only
29.2 percent of the respondents cited lack of business ex
perience as a major or moderate obstacle in starting or
operating their businesses.
Additional findings from the survey may help to explain
this apparent inconsistency. First, more than 50 percent of
the respondents reported that they had sought outside ad
vice from experts or professionals in management and
finance regarding their businesses. In addition, only 16.8
percent said that "difficulty in obtaining expert advice"

American Indian female entrepreneurs constitute a mi
nority within a minority. In the United States, women are
far less likely to become entrepreneurs than men. Although
women constitute slightly more than 50 percent of the U.S.
population, only 7 .1 percent of all U.S. firms are owned by
women. When women do choose to start their own busi
nesses, a greater proportion of their firms are in service
industries than are firms owned by men. Businesses owned
by women in this survey were clustered more heavily in
service industries and less heavily in construction industries
than were the businesses owned by men (see table 10).
Among all U.S. women-owned businesses, 45 percent are
found in service industries; in this survey 43.8 percent of
the businesses owned by women were service firms.
Service firms are typically labor intensive and require
low capitalization. The concentration of firms owned by
women in service industries may partially explain why the
women in the sample experienced fewer problems than the
men in raising capital. Two-thirds of the men and only
one-third of the women stated that "difficulty in raising
capital" was a major or minor obstacle in starting or operat
ing their businesses.
Among all U.S. small firms, service businesses also have
the smallest average gross receipts. While the average gross
receipts for all U.S. small firms in 1977 was $64,000, firms
in service industries had average gross receipts of only
$33,000. In comparison, construction industry firms
averaged $66,000, wholesale and retail firms averaged
$112,000, and manufacturing firms averaged $134,000.
Thus, the fact that the firms owned by American Indian
women respondents had substantially lower total yearly
Table 10

Table 9
Obstacles Encountered by Survey Respondents
(Percentage of responses)

Type of obstacle
Difficulty in raising capital
Lack of previous business experience
Difficulty in obtaining expert advice
Discrimination
Lack of self-confidence
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Major or moderate obstacle
58.0
29.2
16.8
15.7
7.5

Respondent Firms by Industry Group end Sex of Owner
(Percentage of responl8S)

Industry group

Firms owned
by men

Firms owned
by women

Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale and retail trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate
Selected services
Other

35.2
8.8
20.9
2.2
27.5
5.5

12.5
3.1
21.9
3.1
43.8
15.6
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sales than those owned by the men was not surprising. In
1979, 34.4 percent of the businesses owned by women and
only 18.7 percent of those owned by men had total sales of
less than $25,000 ; on the other hand , 16.5 percent of the
firms owned by men and only 6.3 percent of those owned
by women had sales of more than $500,000 (see table 11).
The female respondents generally considered salesman
ship skills to be more important to the success of their
businesses than did the male respondents. The male respon
dents, however, were more likely than the female respon
dents to have sought outside advice on salesmanship from
experts or professionals, and a larger proportion of men
than women saw themselves as more competent in this area.
Both the women and men in this survey saw "personal
determination of business owner" as extremely important
and "luck" as not very important to the success of their
businesses. Female respondents, however, generally saw
personal determination as more important than did male
respondents. The high importance given to personal deter
mination and low importance given to luck accord with
previous research on white male entrepreneurs that found
that, compared to other occupational groups, small busi
nessmen are least likely to believe that luck rather than
hard work is important for getting ahead. 8

Observations
Images of American Indians in our society are drawn
from their rich and colorful cultural heritage and often tend
to be formulated in terms of pow wows, tipis, war bonnets,
and traditional Indian arts and crafts. Perhaps this picture
exists because, to a great extent, American Indians have
been outsiders to the white-dominated society in the
United States; on average, Indians have higher unemploy
ment rates, lower levels of educational attainment, and
lower per capita income than other groups in the nation.9
Historical data suggests that often outsiders in a society
will channel their energies into entrepreneurial endeavors
because they have limited access to other occupations in
traditional channels. 10 Historically , Indians have remained
outside the dominant society, yet, in contrast to other
minorities, a smaller proportion have channeled their
energies into entrepreneurial activities.

Table 11
Distribution of Respondent Firms
by 1979 Tote! Seles and Sex of Owner
(Percentage of responses)
Total sales
Less than $25,000
$25,000-$49,000
$50,000-$99,000
$100,000-$499 ,999
$500,000 or more
Not allocated by sales
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Firms owned
by men

Firms owned
by women

18.7
7.7
6.6
42 .9
16.5
1.1

34.4
9.4
25.0
15 .6
6 .3
9.4

One explanation for this phenomenon may be the
cultural heritage of American Indians, which in many
ways is antithetical to the development of entrepreneurial
aspirations. For example, Indian values have not custom
arily included the amassing of valuables for private benefit
because of the ingrained tradition of sharing that is part of
the Indian culture. Motivation, individualism, and drive for
"success," as defined by the standards of the dominant
society in the United States, do not reflect traditional
Indian values. 11
Another explanation may lie outside the Indian culture.
The traditional relation between American Indians and the
federal government has fostered a lack of self-determination
on the part of American Indians. The U.S. government
recognized this lack of self-determination when it passed
the Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Pub
lic Law 93-638) on January 4 , 1975 . The act provided for
tribal management of a tribe's financial and educational
affairs, with a major national goal to provide for Indian
participation in self-government and opportunities to excel
in the "life areas of their choice" and to achieve "the
measure of self-determination essential to their social and
economic well-being." Partially as a consequence of this act
and similar developments, entrepreneurship among both
American Indian tribes and individuals is increasing. Busi
ness enterprises, owned and managed by the tribes, are
being developed on and off the reservations, and many
tribal economic development programs include loans and
management assistance programs for business enterprise
development.
A partial list of the types of businesses owned by the
respondents indicates the diversity of their enterprises: a
pharmacy ; a sawmill ; a personnel agency ; a wholesale
greenhouse ; a beauty salon ; a garage and service station ; a
geological consulting service; legal, medical, and architec
tural services; painting, plumbing, and electrical contracting
firms; bookkeeping and tax preparation firms; abstract,
real estate, and insurance agencies ; and printing and pub
lishing firms. Only 6 of the 123 entrepreneurs in our sample
had businesses associated with traditional Indian arts and
crafts.
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The Effects of Alternative Strategies
for Social Security Reform
David L. Baumer
Robert L. Clark
The social security system will soon become insolvent
unless social security taxes are raised or the current benefit
structure , including cost-of-living adjustments, is changed.
The social security program has been the federal govern
ment's main instrument for transferring payments to the
elderly . Since the population of Texas is significantly
younger than the average of the U.S. population (see table
1), any changes in the system would not affect Texas as
severely as they would parts of the rest of the country.
The incidence of the elderly in Texas is much lower in
metropolitan areas than it is in rural areas, so the aggregate
effects of any changes in the program would be less severe
in Texas cities. The regional effects of cost of living also
indicate that urban and nonmetropolitan living costs of
retired couples at all three levels of income (high , medium,
and low) are lower in the South than they are in the rest of
the country. The cost of living in Dallas and Houston is
lower in all brackets than it is in most other major U.S.
cities (see table 2).

Current Income of the Elderly

The real income of the elderly has improved significantly
during the past two decades . Much of the improvement
is attributable to increased government support, although
liberalization of private pension benefits has also con
tributed. During the 1970s the levels of social security
benefits increased generously. In addition , comparative
measurements of income are likely to understate actual
improvements in standard of living because the government
often makes transfers to the elderly in food, housing,
medical services, or similar items rather than in cash.
The number of individuals age 65 and over who were
below the poverty level declined from 5.5 million in 1959
to 3.9 million in 1980 according to the Social Security
Administration. Given the large increase in the number of

-
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elderly, this 1.6 million drop lowers the percentage of aged
poor from 35 .2 to 15.7 percent. Even 15.7 percent is
likely to be an inflated figure because more than 10 percent
of the income of the aged poor comes from in-kind trans
fers that are not counted in most studies of income distri
bution .1
The median annual income of families headed by some
one 65 and older has increased from $3,514 in 1965 to
$12,881 in 1980. After accounting for inflation, the real
income of the median aged household increased 40 percent.
Also , the real growth in median income of aged families
has been more rapid than the average. The ratio of median
income of elderly families to the median of all families
has risen from 49 .3 percent to 61.3 percent during the
same period. 2
The elderly do not necessarily enjoy an affluent life, but
their relative income position has improved recently . Much
of this improvement is attributable to increased government
support through expansion of existing programs, particu
larly social security , and through the creation of new
programs, such as Medicare and Medicaid. If all transfer
income from governments had been taken away from the
Table 1
Age Distribution of the Population in Selected Sunbelt States
and the United States, 1980
(Percentage of population)
Age gro u p
Area

0- 17

17-3 4

3 5-5 4

55-64 65 and over

Florid a
North Carolina
So uth Carolina
Texas
Nonm et ropoli tan
areas
Met ropolita n areas

23.9
28.0
30 .0
30.0

26.3
30.5
30 .9
31. 1

21.0
22 .0
2 1.0
21.0

1 1. 5
9 .3
8 .9
8.3

17. 3
10. 2
9. 2
9 .6

2 7 .7
30 .6

25 .2
32 .6

20.4
21.l

11. 2
7 .5

I 5.5
8 .2

S un belt to tal
U.S . to tal

28 . 2
27.8

30 .2
29 . 8

2 1.4
2 1. 5

9.2
9 .6

1 1.0
11. 3

Source: Sales an d Mar ket ing Management , Survey of Buying Power

Data Service, I 9 8 1 .
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elderly in 1976, about 60 percent of them would have been
below the poverty level. After adjustments are made for
government transfers in kind, about 6 percent of the
3
elderly fall below the official poverty level. Certainly
without government programs poverty among the aged
would not increase to 60 percent because private measures
would be taken by individuals, their families, and charitable
organizations, but the role of the government is , undeni
ably, quite significant.
Government expenditures on the income maintenance
of the elderly have been increasing. In 1960 an estimated
$12.8 billion was spent on the elderly , but by 1978 such
expenditures had increased ninefold to $112 billion. The
increase in the number of people 65 and over during the
same period was only 43 .6 percent.4 A recent study esti
mated that government expenditures on the elderly will
rise to $187 .2 billion in 1982. 5 Of course the real increase
in expenditures is far less because of inflation. Real ex
penditures (dollar expenditures adjusted for inflation) on
programs to aid the elderly increased about fourfold be
tween 1960 and 1980. The proportion of the federal bud
get devoted to financing these programs increased from 13
percent to 24.8 percent during this same period, while the
proportion of the gross national product (GNP) allocated
to these benefit programs increased from 2.5 percent to
5.6 percent. Clearly these expenditures have raised the real
income of the aged both absolutely and in relation to the
rest of the population.
Social Security Benefit Structure

Social security coverage has increased from 64.5 percent
of the work force in 1950 to 90 percent of the work force
in 197 5. 6 Future expansions of coverage will occur only if
the largest uncovered group, federal civil service employees,
are mandatorily included in the system; these civil servants
and their powerful union have strongly opposed being
Table 2
Metropoli t an Cost-of-Living Indices for Annual Budgets
of a Retired Couple at Three Income Levels, 1980
Area

Low

Medium

High

T o tal Unit ed S ta tes
Me tro polit a n areas
Nonm etro polit an areas

100
102
95

100
103
90

100
104
88

Bos to n
New Yo r k
hi cago
St. Lo uis
Los Ange les
Sa n Francisco

10 8
10 8
95
100
101
108

11 7
11 3
98
100
99
10 7

123
115
100
99
103
107

91
94
97
90

93
95
98
86

92
99
101
85

So uth
Atl ant a
Dall as
Ho usto n
Nonm etropolit an areas

So urce: U.S. Departm ent o f Labo r , Burea u o f Labor St atist ics
"Three Bud ge ts fo r a Re tired Co uple , A utumn 198 0 ," Aug ust
10 , 198 1.
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incorporated. A study of the income of newly entitled ben
eficiaries in 1970 estimated that social security amounted
to about 40 percent of the income of the median married
recipient and over 50 percent of the median income of
single recipients . Social security benefits account for over
80 percent of the income of the low-income aged, but that
percentage drops to less than 20 percent for the high
income aged. 7
The benefit structure of social security has been amended
numerous times since the program began in 1935. Since
1972 , postretirement benefits have been automatically
adjusted for inflation. The basic initial social security

From 1972 to 1977,
social security recipients·
were overcompensated
for the effects of inflation.
benefit is determined by past wages, indexed since 1972
for the growth in average wages, and length of employment.
The right to receive this benefit does not depend on need .
If the recipient has other sources of income his or her
right to receive benefits is unimpaired as long as the recipi
ent is not working for the income. The basic benefit for
those who retire at 65 is determined by a formula that
replaces the average indexed monthly earnings of the
recipient in declining percentages. For 65-year-old retirees
(persons 62 in 1979), their 1982 benefit is 90 percent of
the first $180 of average indexed monthly earnings, 32
percent of the next $905 , and 15 percent of the rest . These
break points are indexed to average wages in the economy
and change from year to year ; however, the percentages are
held constant. This formula causes the rates of return for
each dollar of social security tax to be higher for lower
income wage earners. Thus, although social security taxes
are generally considered regressive, the benefit structure is
progressive. Also , an individual's basic benefit is affected
by a number of factors including marital status, time of
retirement (before or after age 65), and earned postretire
ment income before age 70.
Although it is difficult to summarize the benefit struc
ture with one statistic, perhaps the most useful indicator
is the replacement rate, which is normally equal to average
monthly benefits divided by average monthly earnings for
a few years before retirement. The replacement rate de
clined during the 1940s and increased sharply until 1954;
between 1954 and 1972 the replacement rate fluctuated
between 30 percent and 35 percent (see figure). In 1972,
social security benefits were explicitly indexed for infla
tion for the first time. Unfortunately, the inflation adjust
ment mechanism was technically flawed and overcom
pensated newly retired people for inflation . In fact, under
certain conditions the adjustment was twice the rate of inTEXAS BUSINESS REVIEW

flation. The result was that by 1977, when the overadjust
ment was eliminated, the replacement rate had risen to 45
percent. Each percentage point represents billions of dollars
in current and future commitments. Much of the current
short-term financing difficulty of social security results
from the faulty 1972 inflation adjustment mechanism,
which was not corrected for five years .
Current Finances of Social Security

A pension fund can be funded in two ways: a trust fund
can be accumulated and the interest on the corpus of the
trust can be distributed as pension annuities, or it can be
financed on a pay-as-you-go basis with only a small trust.
Federal law requires private pensions to fund their pension
plans the first way, through a trust, and, even before the
federal requirements, this method of financing was com
mon. In a pay-as-you-go system, the trust is far less than
future obligations and is used to keep the system solvent
when unforeseen short-term contingencies arise. This meth
od is the way social security is funded. The basic source
of funds for the pensions of currently retired people is the
current work force .
When this pay-as-you-go system began in 1935 there
were few qualified beneficiaries and many workers, so
social security taxes were low (2 percent on the first
$3,000 of earned income with 1 percent paid directly by
the employer and 1 percent by the employee). As the
social security system has matured a number of trends have
caused higher taxes. The ratio of beneficiaries to taxpaying
employees has increased, economic growth has been slugReplacement Rate of Average Social Security Recipient
Percen tage
so ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

45

40

35

30

25

20

1940
1950
196 0
1970
1980
Note : The replacement rate equals average monthly benefits divided
by average monthly earnin gs for several years prior t o retirement.
Sou rce: Ali cia H. Mu nn ell , "The Fut ure of the U.S. Pensio n Sys
tem," in Financing S ocial Security, ed. Co lin D. Campbell (Wash
ington , D.C . : American Ent erprise Institute, 1979).
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gish recently, and the benefit structure has been liberalized ,
particularly from 1972 to 1977, when benefits were over
indexed for inflation. Consequently, the current social
security tax rate is 13.4 percent on an employee's first
$3 2,400. Half of the tax is explicitly borne by the em
ployee and half by the employer, but economists generally
believe most of the tax is borne by employees.
The postwar baby boom has created a huge demo
graphic bulge that is gradually aging. As this group ap
proaches retirement the ratio of beneficiaries to workers
will increase significantly, necessitating either a substantial
increase in taxes or reductions in the benefit structure . The
long-term financing difficulties will be accentuated if
fertility rates continue to decline.
Economic Rationale

Most analysts view social security as a mechanism for
social insurance. Certain variables , such as longevity, health,
economic growth, and inflation, can significantly affect a
person's income needs during retirement but are largely
outside of individual control. Even though the average life
span is generally known, it is of little value in determining
how much to save for retirement because of the large indi
vidual variance. By pooling their risks (living too long may
represent a risk if savings are exhausted) through social
security, people can create social insurance for unpredict
able contingencies involving longevity, health, or inflation.
Of course the private sector offers opportunities to re
duce these same risks through variable annuities, health
insurance, and various investments that historically have
been good hedges against inflation. It may be debated
whether the private sector is more efficient at reducing the
risk of uncontrollable events, but there is no debate that
one of the major functions of social security is to provide
social insurance.
Social security is also viewed as a means of redistribu
tion. In order to finance a pay-as-you-go system, of neces
sity , intergenerational redistribution occurs; current work
ers pay for the social security benefits of the currently
retired . As the U.S. age distribution becomes older, inter
generational redistribution will have to be increased if the
current benefit structure is maintained. The progressive
nature of social security also redistributes income among
individuals of the same age group. The rate of return on
each dollar of social security taxes for low-income retired
workers far exceeds that of high-income retired workers.
Perhaps the main justification for mandatory social
security originates directly from the fundamental principles
of public finance and externality .8 In essence the argu
ments are simple. The presence of utterly destitute old
people distresses the nonpoor to the extent that they are
willing to pay for a social safety net . The existence of this
safety net, however, lowers elderly indigents' costs of inade
quate savings for retirement . People who are unlucky,
unwise, or opportunistic are aware of and can make use
of this safety net . By imposing mandatory social security
"contributions" through taxes, all people, including the un
lucky , unwise, and opportunistic, are forced to contribute
195

to the financing of the retirement portion of the social
safety net .
Social Security Alternatives

Alternative policies for social security include maintain
ing the benefit structure as it now exists or reducing it by
making specific cuts, by making across-the-board cuts, or
by raising the retirement age. The criteria for evaluating
alternative policies should include consideration of whether
a policy promotes social insurance or the reduction of un
certainty, whether intergenerational redistribution is in
creased, and its effect on the poverty of the aged .
Maintain Current Benefit Structure
If the current benefit structure is maintained with auto
matic adjustments for inflation, social security taxes will
have to be raised . The Social Security Administration is
required by statute to make seventy-five-year cost projec
tions on the Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance .
The principal force for higher social security taxes in the
future is unfavorable demographic trends. As the popula
tion ages the number of workers for each retired person
declines . The most important demographic variable is the
fertility rate . Optimistically, the fertility rate can be as
sumed to increase 30 percent between 1981 and 2055 ,
while the most pessimistic assumptions see fertility rates
over the same period falling slightly relative to 1980 levels .
Even if rates are assumed to be somewhere in between these
extremes, Old Age Survivors and Disability taxes alone will
rise by over 40 percent between 1981 and 2030 (the
current rate is 5 .35 percent for both employer and em
ployee and is scheduled to rise to 6.2 percent by 1990).
The implied payroll rate would rise to about 8 percent each
for employee and employer under the less extreme alterna
tives, but if current fertility rates remain low the combined
Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance tax rate will
be 28 percent by 205 5. Since the health insurance program
that is part of social security is also funded by a payroll
tax, that tax will have to be raised to 6 percent by 2005
under the less extreme alternatives.9 The required tax in
creases for the hospital insurance program are even greater
under the most pessimistic assumption (declining fertility
rates).
By sustaining the current level of benefits, the social
insurance objective of social security is maintained, but
substantially higher tax rates result . Under the most pessi
mistic alternative, total social security taxes alone could
top 30 percent. If the marginal tax rates of all other federal
and local taxes were 40 percent for the median taxpayer,
marginal tax rates could zoom to 70 percent for middle
class taxpayers in the next century. Such high marginal
rates could depress economic growth and make the social
security program politically vulnerable . Even in the short
run the scheduled rises in social security taxes to about
I 5 percent in I 990 may not be sufficient to maintain the
current benefit structure. As the baby boom cohorts grow
older, additional tax increases will be necessary . Already
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some politicians are searching for acceptable ways to cut
benefits.
Reduce Benefits

The other method of alleviating short-term and long
term financing problems facing the social security system is
to reduce the benefits. The obvious drawback of benefit
reductions is that the plans and expectations of current and
future beneficiaries are undermined . Politically, proposed
benefit cuts are apt to invite united opposition among the
aged.

Specific Cuts. One way to cut benefits is to eliminate
specific programs ; for example, the minimum benefit could
simply be eliminated . Advocates of eliminating the mini
mum benefit contend that the welfare role of this benefit
has been supplanted by the Supplemental Security Income
program of 1974 and that elimination would save several
billion dollars. Other proposed cuts in the benefit structure
have aimed at eliminating or reducing specific programs
that affect a relatively small number of beneficiaries.
Politically, the advantage of making specific cuts is that
they do not inspire such united opposition as do across
the-board cuts, but the economic burdens of such benefit
reductions are concentrated . The income and expectations
of some recipients are radically affected when specific
cuts are made. Since social security benefits for everyone
depend on a number of variables that could be affected by
abrupt rule changes, one effect of reducing the overall
benefit structure through specific cuts is to create un
certainty for all. For those affected by the specific cuts
the effect is similar to suffering a windfall loss. Some may
actually become destitute. If social insurance is a major
objective of social security, then the policy of reducing
benefits by making specific cuts does not receive a favor
able rating.
Across-the-Board Reductions. As an alternative to specific
cuts , social security benefits could be reduced across the
board. Although the dollar value of the current benefits
could be cut, most proposals call for suspending or reducing
the automatic adjustments for inflation. Under these pro
posals, a freeze of dollar benefits while inflation was
occurring would lower real benefits. The reduction of the
inflation adjustment would allocate the burdens of the
social security cuts to all beneficiaries. While all bene
ficiaries may suffer moderate income losses, none will be
utterly devastated as would occur with specific cuts.
There is, however, a real question as to whether such an
option is politically feasible . Such a policy will negatively
affect the wealth of current and future beneficiaries in a
manner that is apparent to all. Few politicians can survive
very long by advocating measures that negatively and un
ambiguously affect a significant portion of their constitu
ency. Relative to specific cuts, this option seems preferable
economically but may inspire more political opposition.
Another method of reducing benefits across the board
is to lower the replacement ratio for future retirees. This
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reduction could be accomplished over a number of years
and could begin some years in the future to allow people
the opportunity to plan for reduced benefits. A gradual
lowering of the benefit structure could significantly moder
ate the long-run financial problems of the social security
system.

Raising Age of Retirement. Raising the retirement age is
not necessarily viewed negatively by the aged, who sup
ported congressional raising of the mandatory retirement
age from 65 to 70. In some cases, of course, especially
where physical labor is involved, raised retirement ages may
impose undue hardships on elderly workers. In recognition
of this problem, raised retirement ages need not be manda
tory. The reward under Social Security for postponing re
tirement until after 65 is now relatively meager, as is the
cost to the recipient of early retirement . Later retirements
could be encouraged by reducing more severely (but not
eliminating) the benefits received upon early retirement
and by rewarding later retirements more. In general, it can
be argued that raising the retirement age is politically more
palatable than across-the-board reductions and is superior
economically to specific cuts because the burden of the
cuts would be distributed more widely .
Regional Implications

Proposals to raise the retirement age from 65 to 70 may
have regionally dissimilar effects. In both the South and
Texas the proportion of those 65 and over that are younger
than 70 (the group most affected by a change in retirement
age) was greater than the proportion throughout the
country in 1970 (see table 3). A policy of reducing bene
fits through higher retirement ages could affect a relatively
higher number of the elderly in the South and Texas if
the 1970 figures are still an accurate representation of the
age distribution.
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No regional data exist to determine how reduced bene
fits would affect various regions and states. If the current
benefit structure is maintained and tax increases are neces
sary, then places with a low proportion of elderly residents,
such as Texas, will be relatively more adversely affected.
For the entire Sunbelt there would be no significant re
gional difference.
Social Security benefits are currently adjusted for infla
tion nationally with no regional variations. Social security
beneficiaries in the South and Texas have historically bene
fited by the nationally uniform benefit levels under social
security because the cost of living in the South is lower
than the average cost of living across the country. If two
workers, one residing in Texas and one in New York , had
exactly the same wage history, the one retiring in Texas
would have a higher real income. On the other hand, wages
as well as prices have been
generally lower in the South
Table 3
and Texas. One of the most
commonly discussed methods
Elderly Population in United States, 1970
of reducing benefits across the
board calls for a temporary
South
United States
(including Texas)
Texas
cessation or partial freeze of the
inflation adjustor. To the extent
Number
Number
Number
Age
(in millions) Percentage (in millions) Percentage
(in millions) Percentage
that southern and Texan bene
ficiaries are overcompensated by Total population
203.21
100.0
62.80
100.0
11.20
100.0
8 .62
nationally uniform benefit levels, 60-64
4 .2
2 .65
4 .2
0.45
4.0
6 .99
3.4
2 .21
3.5
0.36
3 .2
a policy change that focuses on 65-69
70-74
5.44
2.7
1.64
2.6
0.27
2.4
the inflation adjuster will main 75 and over
7.63
3.8
2.19
3. 5
0.36
3.2
tain the relative attractiveness of
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population: General
low-cost regions, such as the Source:
Population Characteristics: United States Summary (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
South and Texas, to retirees.
Office, January 1972).
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BBR Publications on Latin America
Atlas of Central America
Arbingast, Stanley A., et. al . 1979 . 70 pp . 11 " x 14" spiral
bound. $18 .00. ISBN 87755-262-2.
An economic atlas with m aps of Central America and the
individual countries- Gu atemala, Belize, Honduras, El Salva·
dor, Nicaragu a, Costa Rica, and Panama.

Atlas of Mexico
Arbingast , tanley A., et. al . 1975 . 164 pp . 11 " x 14" spiral
bound . $20.00 . ISBN 87755-187-1.
An economic atlas of Mexico, including political , physical ,
social , and historical data.

Economic Integration in Latin America: The
Progress and Problems of LAFT A
Mathis, F . john. 1969. 112 pp. $4.00. ISBN 87755-076-X .
Studies in Latin American Business No. 8 . The study is con
cerned primarily with the Latin American Free Trade Asso
ciation as the organization expected to determine the suc
cess or failure of the common market in Latin America. A
Spanish edition is available from Editorial Diana, Mexico.

Industrial Polarization under Economic Inte
gration in Latin America
Garbacz, Christopher. 1971 . 101 pp . $4.00. ISBN 87755·
138-3.
Studies in Latin American Business No . 11. The focus is the
tendency for an economic union of countries with widely
divergent levels of development to result in further extreme
concentration of economic activity at a few industrial poles.

Industrialization and Employment in Puerto
Rico, 1950-1972
Holbik, Karel , and Philip L. Swan . 1975 . 82 pp . $4 .00. ISBN
87755-208-8 .
Studies in Latin American Business No. 16. Although de
velopment programs dating from the 1940s have made pos
sible the emergence of Puerto Rico as an industrialized
economy, the economic changes have resulted in certain
problems, problems that are a major focus in the book.

International Tourism and Latin American
Development
Krause, Walter, and G. Donald Jud. 1973 . 74 pp . $5.00.
ISB 87755-176-Q .
Studies in Latin American Business No. 15. The central ques
tions in th e work are (1) What is the potential for tourism
in Latin America? and (2) What must Latin Am erica do to
realize the potential?

Mexican Migration and the U.S. Labor Market:
A Mounting Issue for the Seventies
Briggs, Vernon M., Jr. 1975 . 37 pp . $4.00. ISBN 87755
214-2.
Studies in Human Resource Devel opm ent No . 3. An analysis
of th e effects of U.S. lab or , immigration , an d border poli
cies on employment and labor problems of the seventies.
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The Mexican Migration Numbers Game: An
Analysis of the Lesko Estimate of Undocu
mented Migration from Mexico to the United
States
Roberts, Kenneth, Michael E. Conroy, Allan G. King, and
Jorge Rizo-Patron. 1978. 33 pp. $4.00. ISBN 87755
228-2 .
Research Report 1978-1. A detailed account of methods used
to enumerate illegal aliens in this country and a critical
assessment of this approach.

The Mexico-United States Border: Public Poli
cy and Chicano Economic Welfare
Briggs, Vernon M., Jr. 1974. 28 pp. $4.00. ISBN 87755
200-2.
Studies in Human Resource Development No. 2. A dis
cussion of the effects of U.S. immigration policies.

Monetary Accommodation of Regional Inte
gration in Latin America
Ziegler, Lawrence F . 1971. 83 pp. $4.00. ISBN 87755
154-5.
Studies in Latin American Business No. 12. The author's
focus is the monetary side of the Latin American move
ment toward market integration.

Social Class and Consumption Behavior in Sio
Paulo, Brazil
Cunningham, Isabella C.M., et al. 1976. 177 pp. $4.00. ISBN
87755-258-4.
Studies in Marketing No. 23. The authors examined the
shopping and consumption behavior of individuals in vari
ous social classes in Sio Paulo.

Trade and Industrialization in the Central
American Common Market: The First Decade
Holbik, Karel, and Philip L. Swan. 1972. 67 pp. $4.00. ISBN
87755-167-7.
Studies in Latin American Business No. 13. The authors trace
the development of the Central American Common Market
and evaluate its results.

The United States and Latin America: The
Alliance for Progress Program
Krause, Walter. 1963. 35 pp. $4.00. ISBN 87755-070-0.
Studies in Latin American Business No. 2. A discussion of the
political and economic involvement of the United States
with Latin America through the Alliance for Progress.

Wage Differences between United States and
Guatemalan Industrial Firms in Guatemala
Maddox, Robert Casey. 1971. 57 pp. $4.00. ISBN 87755
143-X.
Studies in Latin American Business No. 10. The wage levels
and factors accounting for differences are analyzed.
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Rising Health-Care Costs
A Continuing Cause for National Concern
Kenneth W. Hollman
Joe H. Murrey, Jr.
From the 1960s to the 1980s health-care costs increased
far more rapidly than did the economy as a whole; health
expenditures as a portion of gross national product (GNP)
were only 6.2 percent in 1965 but had edged up to 8.8
percent by 1976 and to 9 .4 percent by 1980. 1 Per capita
expenditures on health care in the United States increased
from $569 in 1975 to $803 in 1978; in Texas the increase
was from $453 in 1975 to $681in1978 (see table 1). Over
all health-care expenditures tripled from 1967 to 1981,
while hospital costs increased fivefold during the same
period. Throughout the 1970s hospital care was by far the
largest item of expense in health care in Texas (see table 2).
The health-care industry is now the third largest employer
in the country, after civil service and retailing, and is the
fastest-growing industry in the nation. 2

Can Costs Be Controlled?

The problem in U.S . health care is primarily one of
accountability and organization. Accountability involves
four participants: patient-consumers, medical professionals,
third-party payers, and hospitals. Along with the govern
ment, these four are the keys to resolving issues of health
care costs.
Patients

The patient-consumer is at the center of the health-care
cost crisis and may at first glance seem to be the primary
victim of spiraling costs, but the ultimate consumer usually
does not pay directly for health care. The majority (64
percent) of physicians' payments are made by private third
party payers (prepaid group health plans, private insurance
companies, philanthropic organizations) or public third
party payers (federal, state, or local government).3 The per-

centage of hospital bills paid by insurers is even greater,
about 92 percent. Third-party payments-particularly
where there is no deductible or a low deductible-help to
create the illusion that health care is relatively free. Fur
thermore, tax breaks offer financial incentives to private
sector employers to provide generous health-care insurance
plans for their employees and equally attractive incentives
for employees to accept them in lieu of pay raises. Thus,
the nation's system of health-care insurance has undoubted
ly added to the patient-consumer's demand for health-care
services and to the rise in costs.
Patients are sometimes criticized for abusing their
health-care privileges through overconsumption of services.
Use is said to be directly related to third-party reimburse
ments . In other words health-care insurance is said to in
volve a "moral hazard" -consumers can purchase health
care services without concern over their costs. While many
consumers may disregard costs, the health-care system,
through perverse incentives provided by third-party inter
mediaries , must shoulder a part of the blame.4 Consumers
who use health-care services freely can hardly be blamed for
acting in their own self-interest. The system does not en
courage patients to question the need for , or the cost of,
a particular service or to shop around for a less expensive
provider. 5 Nor is the patient-consumer motivated to use
relatively inexpensive outpatient services in a doctor's
office, clinic, or at home rather than in-patient services in
a hospital. Since medical treatment in a hospital is covered
in most insurance policies while out-patient service is not ,
a patient's out-of-pocket cost is less for hospital treatment,
even though the hospital bill will be much larger. 6 If efforts
to control costs are to be successful, the health-care system
must be modified so that the ultimate consumer pays more
of the bill directly; the consumer must be made more aware
of the cost impact of unnecessary health services.
Medical Professionals

Kenneth W. Hollman holds the Tommy T. Martin Chair ofInsurance
at Middle Tennessee State University. Joe H. Muney, Jr., is Director
of the Insurance Excellence Program at the University ofMississippi.
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Any cost-containment program must consider the
44 7 ,000 physicians in the country. Control of health costs
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more medical services seems to be nearly insatiable. Among
other factors, the aging of the population and rising in
comes have dramatically increased the demand for medical
attention. 8
The physicians tend to concentrate in heavily populated
areas where the demand for their services is greatest and
where the latest equipment and technology are available.
This maldistribution of the physician population should
drive physicians' fees down, but research has shown that
the opposite is true. Areas with high physician-population
ratios generally have higher fees than those with lower
ratios.9
Other forces are reducing the favorable effect on medical
costs of a larger supply of physicians. Physicians have tradi
tionally put in Jong hours, but in recent years, as the num
ber of physicians has increased, the average number of
hours each works has tended to decline. Doctors have
simply shortened their work week and substituted leisure
time for the opportunity to earn more income. 10 Some ob
servers have argued that the health status of the country
will rise as the number of physicians increases and that
there will be a concomitant decline in costs, but the general
improvement in health-care services will probably tend to
speed recovery, save Jives, and prolong life, thereby creating
the need for more physicians and services. While extending
life expectancy is a salutary objective, it works against
hope for reducing health costs by increasing the number of
physicians. 11

depends strongly on their influence. As the determiners
of who will receive hospital care, when and where the pa
tient will be admitted, the duration of care, and the number
of tests that will be performed as well as of the type of
treatment and other services the patient will receive, doc
tors exert a major influence on both hospital decision
making and spending levels . In May of 1981 Business Week
estimated that physicians control 70 percent of total
medical-care expenditures and 93 percent of hospital
expenses.
Doctors quite likely do not have a basic incentive to
introduce efficiencies and help control health-care costs.
In fact, their incentives may be in the opposite direction.
Our fee-for-service system rewards doctors for providing
costly services whether or not such services are necessary or
beneficial to the patient-consumer. As a result, some ob
servers have claimed, billions of dollars are squandered each
year on unnecessary drugs, hospitalization, surgery, and
technology .7
In recent years doctors have faced a new problem-the
malpractice suit. With increased concern over liability for
malpractice, a doctor is likely to order more tests, and more
sophisticated tests, and to exercise defensive medicine in
other ways as a protection from prosecution. The typical
patient, with limited knowledge of medical practices and
facing the anxiety of a health problem or the urgency of
a major illness, can hardly object. Of course, in most cases
public or private insurance will pick up the tab for the
tests-meaning there is less "discounting" for persons who
are less able to pay-so that the cost burden is not borne
directly by the patient-consumer. One could hardly fault
the physician for exercising self-protection through the
purchase of malpractice insurance, but the fact remains that
such purchases diminish the physician's incentives to con
trol costs.
Consumer groups in the past have suggested that medical
associations have intentionally restricted entry into the
medical profession to keep physicians' incomes high. The
critics contended that an increase in the number of doctors
would drive doctors' fees down. There are, however, power
ful arguments against their position . The public's desire for

Third-Party Payers

Third-party payers also influence health-care costs.
These payers-private health insurers or government agen
cies acting as insurers or, in some cases, as providers of
care-may reimburse the provider for the cost of the ser
vice or may reimburse the customer for the expense. Some
beneficiaries may receive public funds through the private
insurance industry, with the relevant government agency
retaining financial control. In 1978 57 percent of the funds
spent on health care came from private sources and 43 per
cent came from federal, state, and local government sources

Table 1
Per Capita Health-care Expenditures in the United States and Texas, 1975-1978
(In dollars)
United States
Category

Texas

1975

1976

1977

1978

1975

1976

1977

1978

Hospital care
Physicians' services
Dentists' services
Other professional services
Drugs and drug sundries
Eyeglasses and appliances
Nursing home services
Prepayment and administration
Government public health activities
Other health services

239 .78
114.66
37.88
12.04
54.33
13.72
46.47
19.05
14.52
16.98

272.70
125 .69
43 .08
14.60
58.28
14.68
51.93
21.58
17.38
17.62

306.29
144.06
47 .65
16.13
63.26
15 .79
57 .94
38.49
19.52
18. 12

339.94
160.47
53.31
18.29
68.91
17.68
67 .69
32 .28
23.68
20.56

174.03
72.89
33.07
6 .79
66.47
13.71
32.48
22.58
17.42
13.57

219.46
79.39
36.15
9.19
73.59
14.60
38.69
28.03
21.11
17.16

247 . 13
95.21
39.63
11.28
81.11
15.62
35.91
37.38
21.82
18.93

280.01
104.36
43.37
12.66
91.40
17.40
44.16
44.14
23.87
19.58

Total

569.42

637 .53

727.23

802.81

453.00

537.37

604.01

680.95

Source : Texas Department of Health , "State Health Plan," in press.
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(see table 3). About 90 percent of the population in 1981
had some sort of health care coverage, relieving it of the im
mediate cost of most health-care services. 12
The incentives of third-party payers-particularly private
groups-to keep health costs low may also be weak. Doctors
usually sit on the boards of directors of private health plan
groups and sometimes constitute majorities. Further,
medical society approval is required for membership on
the board of many groups, and doctors may dominate the
critical fee-setting committees. The insurance carrier is,
thus, controlled by the group that stands to benefit most
from higher fee schedules-the providers of health care.
Doctors face a potential conflict of interest when they serve
on the boards of health-care groups and exercise fee-setting
dominance; there may be a financial disincentive for the
physician community to put a cap on costs. 13
Most insurance companies will pay for services provided
by high-cost and by low-cost physicians, thus removing all
incentives for doctors to compete in price. Also, the "usual
and customary" guidelines used by many payers for reim
bursement to physician providers induce them to adjust
their fee schedules upward . 14
In recent years, insurance carriers have tried to slow
down the rise in health-care costs. They have initiated many
programs with doctors and hospitals to fight rising costs
and have also adopted promotional programs to encourage
more healthful life styles and to educate the public about
other preventive medicine and health programs. In addition,
they have encouraged preadmission testing, second surgical
opinions, same-day surgery, and other programs that would
reduce hospitalization costs. While these kinds of activities
may not deal with the major areas of cost increases, they
should, in the long run, reduce some of the costs of health
care programs and facilities .

patients. Why do doctors come to hospitals? For good in
come and professional prestige. Most doctors are trained
in medical schools that have the latest and most sophisti
cated equipment. They naturally seek hospitals that offer
both the same work environment and possibilities for
specialization, for earning larger incomes, and for acquiring
greater peer recognition and prestige.
Hospitals are, therefore, on the spot. The hospital that
is not modern and is not technologically equipped to pro
vide the highest quality service cannot attract the best
doctors. Since hospitals are recognized by the quality of the

The health-care industry
is now the third
largest employer in
the country, after
civil service and retailing.

physicians on their medical staffs, pressure is on hospitals
to buy expensive equipment and to provide additional bed
capacity, even when they know the items and space will be
underused and may duplicate equipment offered at other
facilities in the area. Such overinvestment, duplication,
and redundancy mean higher costs to the patient (or a
payer).
The hospital industry is also not competitive because
there is little shopping around for cheaper services. The
patient-consumer uses the services recommended by the
Hospitals
doctor and is admitted to the hospital where the doctor
has staff privileges. Since the patient is likely to be insured
Hospitals treat patients, but their first task is not to at
and the hospital is, therefore, likely to be protected from
tract patients. Rather, they attract physicians who in turn
the consequences of overtreatment and overservice, the
provide patient care through their admitting privileges.
hospital has little incentive to provide services at lower
Therefore, hospitals are not in competition for patients
costs by trimming waste and eliminating superfluous tests
(there are plenty of those) but for doctors to treat those
and treatment . There is, in fact, a basic lack of incentives
to contain costs: our cost-based
reimbursement methods reward
Table 2
the hospital with more revenue
Percentage Distribution of Personal Health-Care Expenditures,
for providing more patient care
1975-1978
and for providing more expen
sive care. 15
Texas
United States

Ca t egory
Hospital care
Physicians' services
Den tis ts' services
Other professional services
Drugs and drug sundri es
Eyeglasses and appliances
Nursing home services
Prepayment and administ ration
Government public health activities
Other health services
So urce: Same as table I.
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1975

1976

19 77

1978

1978

38.4
16.1
7.3
1.5
14 .7
3.0
7.2
5.0
3.8
3.0

41.0
14 .8
6.8
I. 7
13.7
2.7
6.8
5.2
3.9
3.2

40.7
I 5.7
6.5
1.9
13.4
2 .6
6 .4
6.2
3.6
3.1

41.1
I 5.3
6.4
I. 9
13.4
2 .6
6.5
6.5
3.5
2 .9

40 .2
19 .0
6.3
2.2
8.2
2.1
8.0
3.8
2 .8
2.4

Solutions to Cost Problems
Government regulation and
nonregulatory incentives for
health-care organizations, busi
nesses, and individuals seem
to be the major choices for
containing health-care costs.
Both alternatives have major
advantages and disadvantages .
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same functions as those at the state level but for a more
defined geographic area.
The government has also attempted to regulate health·
care prices through wage and price controls. President
Richard M. Nixon imposed such controls in 1971 and lifted
them in 1972 for most sectors of the economy, but they
remained applicable for hospitals until 1974. When they
were lifted, hospital costs soared and have continued to
climb rapidly since.
Another step taken by the government to control costs,
particularly for unnecessary hospitalization and surgery,
was the establishment of professional standard review or
ganizations. The review organization monitors patient care
and certifies that the care received was required. Treatment
that is excessively long or requires a number of tests re·
ceives scrutiny. Patients in hospitals not meeting profes
sional review standards will not receive reimbursements
from third-party insurers or from Medicare or Medicaid. 17
State efforts to control rising health-care costs, like
those at the federal level, have not been overwhelmingly
successful. The question whether government regulation has
done anything to contain costs is still open to debate. Some
analysts of the health-care situation, while conceding that
federal regulation has curbed isolated gross excesses, con
tend that in the aggregate the opposite is true.

Government Regulation

Governments in the 1960s were primarily concerned
with providing quality medical care to all, but in the 1970s
they became concerned with rising health-care costs and
passed legislation regarding the organization and administra
tion of delivery systems. Governmental control has been
exercised largely through its power to control the amount
of money channeled to hospitals and individuals. When the
federal government provides funds to hospitals for con
struction or other purposes, it can stipulate that the recipi
ent hospital contain costs. Certain stipulations have also
been made when funds were provided to hospitals for ser
vices rendered to Medicare and Medicaid recipients. Reim
bursements of service costs to Medicare beneficiaries is
now the lesser of costs or charges ; this amendment is an
attempt to end hospital cross-subsidization of services
(charging more for one service to cover a deficit in an
other). The Social Security Administration is also testing
programs to encourage hospitals to control costs. 16
The federal government has also encouraged better state
and area planning of delivery of health-care services. Fed
eral legislation passed in 1965 was designed to avoid or
minimize duplication in the provision of health-care ser
vices and to reduce costs. In the same year, the Com
prehensive Health-Care Planning Law was passed to provide
for state and area health planning. Public Law 93-641,
passed in 1974, designed a system to control the purchase
of costly equipment and services by hospitals. This law, in
contrast to previous federal programs, was mandatory
rather than permissive. PL-93-641 established a network of
state and local health systems agencies with limited power
to shape local health systems in accordance with federally
established health priorities. The objective was to provide
equal health-care services to consumers all over the country.
These agencies are governed at the state level by a board
whose composition is representative of the various health
care interests in the community. They plan, allocate, and
regulate with the advice of committees appointed by state
governments. Locally these agencies perform basically the

Nonregulatory Incentives

Private insurers could be encouraged to offer coverage
that provides incentives for consumers to use services more
judiciously. In particular, higher deductibles and higher par·
ticipation rates would heighten consumer awareness about
the cost of health service. More cost-efficient health insur
ance packages could discourage the tendency to use insur·
ance for unnecessary services. At present, about 70 percent
of emergency-room visits are for nonemergency purposes
and could be handled more efficiently and economically
through a visit to a private physician's office. In addition,
patients sometimes spend time in acute-care facilities when
they could be treated as well in limited-care facilities or

Table 3
National Health Expenditures by Major Source of Funds and Percentage of Gross National Product,
Selected Calendar Years, 1929-1978
Category
National health expenditures (in billions
of dollars)
Percentage of GNP
Sources of funds (in billions of dollars)
Private
Public
Federal
State and local
Percentage distribution of funds
Private
Public
Federal
State and local

1929

1940

1950

1960

1970

1975

1976

1977

1978

3.6
3.5

4 .0
4 .0

12.7
4 .4

26.9
5.3

74 .9
7 .6

132.1
8.6

148.9
8.7

169.9
8.9

188.6
8.9

3.2
0 .5

3.2
0.8

n.a .
n.a.

n.a.
n.a .

9 .2
3.4
1.6
1.8

20.3
6.6
3.0
3.6

47.1
27.8
17.6
10.2

75.8
56.3
37.1
19.2

85.7
63.2
42.6
20.6

99.3
70.6
47.4
23.2

108.0
80.7
53.9
26.8

86.4
13 .6

79.7
20.3

n.a.
n.a .

n.a.
n.a .

72 .8
27.2
12.8
14.4

75 .3
24.7
11.2
13.5

62 .9
37.1
23.5
13.6

57.4
42.6
28.1
14.6

57.5
42.5
28.6
13.9

58.4
41.6
27.9
13.7

57.2
42 .8
28.6
14.2

Source : Sames as table I.
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in a domiciliary environment, though possibly with some
inconveniences.18

treatment. The doctor keeps a portion of the money if any
is left at the end of the year. 21

Health Maintenance Organisations. Another alternative
that offers significant hope for cost containment is the
Health Maintenance Organization (HMO). These compre
hensive, prepayment group medical plans typically include
a hospital and clinic and several physicians with various
specialities. HMOs encourage people to use cheap ambu
latory care instead of the more expensive hospital care by
insuring both kinds of care. The success of early HMO
programs and the availability of federal funds spurred the
creation of several such organizations in the early 1970s.
A participant in an HMO pays a fixed monthly premium
for all required medical services (medical, hospital, labora
tory, and x-ray services, plus most prescription drugs) with
out further charge. Since the HMO operates within a fixed
budget and realizes no gain from treating or curing diseases
or illnesses, it has a financial incentive to keep a member
healthy through preventive medicine and to promote re
covery from illness or injury as quickly and cheaply as pos
sible. There is every encouragement for the HMO to econo
mize on plant and equipment needs, to restrict treatment
and services to those necessary for the patient's recovery,
and to impose other constraints on use and cost. HMOs
also encourage outpatient care rather than more costly in
patient care. The HMO has obvious incentives to make sure
that subscriber-patients get only needed services delivered
in the least costly way-outside a hospital if possible. The
system has a built-in check, in that members may withdraw
if they become dissatisfied with the service provided and
make other arrangements for health-care needs. Under the
HMO concept, the decision about the quality and cost of
health care is returned to the individual consumer.
After some initial problems, the HMO concept in recent
years has become more widely accepted. Employers are
beginning to see it as an alternative method of providing
good medical care to employees at a lower cost than they
would pay under conventional health-care insurance. Also,
some third-party carriers are now investing in the develop
ment, acquisition, and servicing of HMOs. 19

Tbe Reagan Administration's Health-Care Plan. The Reagan
administration's plan for health-care cost control is still
being formed. The administration seems to want to shift
regulation from the medical infrastructure-doctors and
hospitals-to the providers and the businesses that purchase
group health insurance on behalf of their employees.
Among other provisions of the plan, states would get block
grants for providing certain medical and social services that
were previously provided by the federal government.
In addition to encouraging components of the health
care industry to broaden their base and develop less costly
methods of providing services, the new program would
raise the national consciousness about the cost of medical
care. A basic goal is to promote competition in price as
well as in quality and availability of health services. Pro
ponents of the plan recognize that price competition will
require major structural changes in the health-care market;
that businesses, as significant stockholders in the health
care system, must lend their support; and that a more com
petitive marketplace will result in some major economic
dislocations between hospitals, physicians, and other mem
bers of the medical community. The administration seems
to feel that the deleterious effects of these dislocations
would be more than offset by the resulting reduction in
waste, inefficiency, and misuse of the nation's health
resources.22
Critics of the Reagan plan question the efficiency of
shifting certain medical programs to states in a period of
fiscal austerity. They contend that the new national health
care strategy could become as complex as the old one and
that there are more efficient ways to save on health care.
Other cost-containment possibilities, such as promoting
health changes and providing alternatives to the hospital
or nursing home as the population ages, 23 also offer hope
of cost containment.

Shared Premiums. Another private plan is the shared
premium concept. Under such a program, the employer
offers employees a choice from three qualified health-care
plans, with the employer contributing the same amount for
each. If the employee selects a plan with a cost that is less
than the employer's contribution, the employee receives
the difference as a taxable rebate. Thus the shared-premium
concept would promote price competition among health
care providers while stimulating cost awareness among con
sumers. 20
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Foreign Direct Investment Trends
•

Ill

the Southwest

Donald L. Bumpass
During the last seven years, foreign direct investment
has been increasing rapidly in the Southwest, particularly
in Texas. Nevertheless, foreign-owned firms still make up a
relatively small part of the region's economy. Most of the
foreign investments originate from firms based in Western
Europe and are distributed among firms that are concen
trated in five manufacturing industries: chemicals, nonelec
trical machinery, petroleum, fabricated metals, and electri
cal equipment.
Foreign direct investment is defined as a foreigner
having an interest of IO percent or more in a United States
based firm. This enterprise is called a U.S. affiliate of the
foreign company. Ownership (or control) of less than l 0
percent is defined as indirect or portfolio investment. The
distinction between direct and portfolio investment centers
on control. A foreign firm with extensive portfolio interests
may have much greater investment commitments in the
United States than a firm controlling several U.S. affiliates,
but only the latter is a case of foreign direct investment.
The economic effects of direct investment are more com
plex than are those of portfolio investment.
Foreign investment has traditionally been explained as
a response to imperfections in the capital market. Accord
ing to theory, investors in countries with relatively abun
dant capital and relatively low interest rates will export
capital to countries with high interest rates and relatively
scarce capital. Such a strategy, however, does not ade
quately explain the rapid growth in foreign direct invest
ment after World War II. If interest rate differentials were
an important factor, establishment of control over the pro
duction facilities by the foreign firm would be unnecessary.
In fact, one could argue that the foreign control itself may
reduce profits if the foreign owner is unfamiliar with local
markets or business practices.

~d L. Bumpass is Associate Professor of Economics, Texas Tech
University.
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Foreign investment has also been characterized as a
response to various other market imperfections. Trade bar
riers, such as distance, tariffs, quotas, or import licensing,
can encourage foreign direct investment as a defensive reac
tion to high barriers in markets being served by exports or
as a positive response to profit opportunities in more
protected markets. 1 Empirical studies attempting to identi
fy the importance of trade barriers have reported mixed
findings. 2 Surveys and questionnaires, however, consistent
ly emphasize the importance of tariff policy in foreign di
rect investment. A survey of chief executives by the U.S.
Conference Board found that sixty-four of the seventy-six
respondents mentioned trade barrier policies as being im
portant, while another survey of thirty-eight European
companies operating in the United States found that the
existence (or threat) of trade barriers was an important
motive for these companies' moving into the U.S. market .3
Imperfections in international labor markets may cause
direct investment to move closer to sources of cheaper
labor. This eventuality appears to be particularly possible
in "mature" industries where technology has become
standardized. The movement of the assembly operations of
electronics components, textiles, and footwear to such
offshore locations as Korea, Taiwan, or Hong Kong suggest
that this phenomenon is at work . The importance of this
factor for luring foreign investment to the United States
appears to be limited, although a 197 8 comparison of wage
costs in Texas shows that over half of Texas counties have
wage costs below those in Sweden, the Netherlands, and
West Germany.4
Imperfections in technology markets are also seen as
major explanations of foreign direct investment. 5 This
transfer factor (also described as knowledge, information,
or intangible capital) arises from attempts to maximize the
rate of return on technology developed within the firm.
The development of new technology is costly, but its
transfer to other markets can occur without significant
205

additional cost to the parent company. A recent study
notes the importance of technology (measured by research
and development activity) as an explanation of inter
national investment by U.S. manufacturing. 6 Another
approach, called internalization or appropriability, em
phasizes identifying those functions that might be carried
out by market processes but have been taken over by
intrafirm transfers. Internalization applies not only to trans
fers of technology but also to transfers of management and
administrative skills. 7 These factors , together with other
locational factors (nearness to final consumers) and politi
cal factors (stability of government, attitudes toward for
eign investment, and taxation), affect a firm 's decisions to
engage in direct foreign investment.
In many instances, foreign direct investment can occur
without any capital movement between countries. The
parent company can borrow the initial financial capital in
the host country itself. In 1979 and 1980, for example ,
acquisitions and establishments of U.S . affiliates entailed
total investment expenditures of over $25 billion (see table
1). Of that total investment just over 40 percent came from
U.S. sources; the remainder ($14.25 billion or 56 percent)
came from foreign sources.
Foreign direct investment can be used to establish a new
enterprise or to acquire an existing U.S. enterprise. For
1979 and 1980, foreign direct investment in the United
States involved the establishment of l ,644 new firms and
the acquisition of 1,297 existing firms. When either costs
or employment are used as measures, however, acquisi
tions clearly predominate. During the same two years,
acquisitions accounted for nearly 85 percent of the dollar

value of foreign investments. The average investment out
lay on an acquisition was $16 million, while the average
outlay on a new establishment was just over $2 million.
Acquired firms employed over 575 ,300 workers (over 93
percent of total) , while new establishments generated over
21,000 jobs. Firms acquired during 1979 and 1980 had an
average of over 440 employees, while new establishments
had an average of 12 workers. Of the dollar outlays for new
establishments, 67 percent ($2.6 billion) was associated
with purchases of real estate (mostly purchases of un
improved land).

Importance of Foreign Direct Investment

The total value of U.S . assets owned by foreign com
panies exceeded $200 billion in 1979 ; total liabilities of
these U.S. affiliates were over $150 billion, leaving the net
value of assets at around $60 billion. The net value of
assets has increased nearly 25 percent (in constant dollars)
since 1977. Employment in U.S. affiliates increased from
1.1 million to 1.6 million persons between 1974 and 1979
(see table 2). The growth rate in employment in U.S.
affiliates of foreign companies is more than 10 percent a
year ; the overall growth rate of employment in the United
States is 2 percent a year.
U.S. affiliates of foreign companies in the Southwest
(Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas) account
for just over 0.1 percent of total U.S . employment. Most of
this employment occurs in Texas, which has more than 75
percent of the employment by U.S . affiliates in the region
and over 7 percent of all such
employment in the nation. Na
Table 1
tionally , Texas ranks fifth in em
ployment in U.S. affiliates (be
Foreign Direct Investment in United States, 1979 and 1980
hind California, New York, New
Source of funds
Jersey, and Illinois). Growth in
(in billions of dollars)
Number
Average investment Total number
employment in these four states
has been nearly twice the nation
T_ y_p_e_o_f_in_v_e_st_m_e_n_t _ _o_f_i_nv_e_st_m_e_n_ts_U_n_it_ed_S_ta_te
_
_ _s _F_o_r_ei::_gn_...:.(i_n_m_ill_·_io_ns_of_d.:...o.:.:
_ _
lla.:.:r..::
s):..__:_o.:_f.:.:em=.pl:..:o~y.:.ee:.:.s
al rate and five times the rate of
Acquisition
1,297
9. 34
11.94
16.4
575 ,356
Establishment
1,644
1.58
overall growth in employment.
2.31
2.4
21 ,195
Total
2,941
10 .92
14.25
596,S S 1
In relative terms, however, the
level
of employment in all U.S.
Source: U .S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of Current Business,
August 1981, p. 65.
affiliates makes up only 1.5 per
cent of all employment in the
southwestern region, with Texas
Table 2
having the largest employment
even in relative terms.
Employment of U.S. Affiliates in the Southwest, 1974 to 1979
The gross book value of all
Number
foreign direct investment in the
Average
annual
Percentage
of
Percentage
of
(in thousands)
percentage change
state
Southwest was over $12. 7 bil
U.S .
State
1974
1979
1974 to 1979
employment
employment
lion at the end of 1979, more
Arizona
than 13 percent of the gross
6.2
11.1
17 .7
1.12
0 .01
New Mexico
1.8
4. 3
27.8
0 .90
0.01
book value of all foreign direct
Oklahoma
6.5
13.6
21.8
1.23
0.02
investment
in t he United States
Texas
SO.I
96.8
18 .6
1.72
0 . 10
Southwestern total
64.7
126.4
19.1
(see table 3). Texas dominates
0.13
U.S. total
1,083.4
1,642 . 1
10.3
1.75
the Southwest region with over
$10 billion in gross book value,
Source : U.S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of Current Business
May 1981, p. 39, and May 1976, p . 48 .
'
11 percent of the U.S. total.
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Texas ranks second behind California in the nation. This
investment in the Southwest includes ownership of about
one million acres of land. Ownership of land by foreign
based companies is an emotionally charged issue. An
August 1981 poll of Texans showed 61 percent in favor of
"definitely" passing laws limiting foreign land ownership in
Texas, and another 11 percent agreed that such laws are
"probably" needed. 8
In spite of such beliefs, however, foreigners in 1981
owned only 819,000 acres of land in Texas, 0.59 percent

mate beneficial owner of the enterprise. The ultimate bene
ficial owner is the one in the ownership chain that is not
owned more than 50 percent by another. The country of
the ultimate beneficial owner may be the same as the for
eign parent, a different foreign country, or even the United
States. When the foreign parent is not owned more than
50 percent by another, then the foreign parent and the
ultimate beneficial owner are the same.
In 1979 and 1980, the Bureau of Economic Analysis
conducted additional studies that identified the ultimate

U.S. affiliates offoreign companies employed
about 1.6 million persons in 1979 and held
assets that had a total value in excess of $200 billion.
of the state's 139 million acres of agricultural land. 9 There
seems to be no economic reason to treat ownership of
natural resources (like land) differently from ownership
of other types of resources (like capital). Thus, when mar
ket processes are properly functioning, foreign direct invest
ment will generate economic gains to both home and host
countries.

Countries Active in Direct Investment in the Southwest
France, the United Kingdom, West Germany, Canada,
and Cura9ao (Netherlands Antilles) account for over 75
percent of the manufacturing foreign direct investment
in the Southwest (see table 4). The number of U.S. affiliate
manufacturing firms increased. sevenfold between 1974
and 1977. Classifying the foreign parent company on the
basis of the first foreign person in the ownership chain of
the U.S. affiliates may result in a limited misstatement of
the identities of those involved in foreign direct investment,
because the first foreign person named may not be an ultiTable 3
Gross Book Value of Land, Plant, and Equipment
of U .S. Affiliates in the Southwest, 1974 to 1979
(Billions of dollars)

1974

1979

Average annual
percentage change,
1974 t o 197 9
(constant 1974 dollar s)

0 .295
0 .311
0 .585
4 .016
5 .2 08
45.454

0.797
0 .343
1.084
10 .52 0
12.7 43
93.725

16.7
-5.0
5.2
15 .6
13 .2
8. 0

State
Arizo na
New Mexico
Okla ho ma
Texas
Southwestern total
U.S. tota l

Source : U.S. Department of Co mmerce , Bureau of Eco nom ic An aly
sis, Survey of Current Business, May 198 1, p . 54 , and May 1976 ,
p . 4 8.
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beneficial owner and his country for more than 90 percent
of the investment outlays. For this two-year period, 13 per
cent of the total outlays involved investment in which the
ultimate beneficial owner differed from the foreign parent
country. lO When classified by ultimate beneficial owner,
investment outlays from the Netherlands and Cura9ao
were reduced by over $1 billion each. The two major
countries of ultimate beneficial owners were Canada,
with a $1 billion increase, and members of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), with $400
million more. The Canadian differences reflect nearly one
hundred real estate investments made through Dutch hold
ing companies; most of the OPEC outlays, involving about
2 percent by all investors, were also in real estate. The ad
vantages to ultimate beneficial owners of holding their U.S.
investments indirectly include reduced tax liabilities,
avoidance of regulatory constraints, and protection of
investor privacy.
A. potential problem is illustrated by the fact that
recently nationalized French-based firms are now con
trolled by the French government. The Committee on
Foreign Investment, headed by Marc Leland, the assistant
secretary of the Treasury for international affairs, has re
cently studied the takeover by Elf Aquitaine, the national
ized French oil company, of Texas Gulf Inc. "No bank
here could own Texas Gulf but the French government
owns the outfit that owns Texas Gulf, and it also owns
banks," declares Leland. 11 He also notes that among other
advantages foreign governments pay no taxes on interest
and dividend income from their U.S. holdings. The House
Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and Monetary
Affairs has drafted a bill that would expand the authority
of the executive branch in halting foreign government take
overs of U.S. firms. The bill would prohibit a foreign gov
ernment from obtaining controlling interest in companies in
such specific industries as defense communications energy
high technology, and transporta~ion. One import~t con~
cern centers on the transfer of nuclear technology; the
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above (except petroleum) tended to be less profitable than
the average firm in the industry. The acquired firms may
lack some component (technology, management skill,
product line) that makes them less attractive than the
typical, or average, firm in the industry. To the extent that
these firms attract transfers of these components from the
foreign investors, these foreign acquisitions also confer
some benefits on the entire economy.

1981 purchase of Santa Fe International Corporation by
Kuwait involved nuclear engineering and construction
through the Santa Fe subsidiary, C. F . Braun and Company .

Industries Most Affected by Foreign Direct Investment
Of the 268 foreign-owned manufacturing firms in the
United States in 1977, over 50 percent were in five areas:
chemicals (52 firms). nonelectrical machinery (34), petro
leum (30), fabricated metals (26) , and electrical equipment
(22) (see table 5). Texas alone accounts for over 80 percent
of foreign dire ct investment in manufacturing in the South
west region; over 130 facilities in the state are concentrated
in the five main manufacturing areas. The scant empirical
evidence available suggests that firms acquired by foreigners
are not necessarily the strongest in an industry group but
vary across a broad spectrum of financial health. 12 In 1979,
for example, acquired firms in the industries mentioned
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Table 4
Number of Foreign-Owned U.S. Manufacturing
Firms in the Southwest, 1977
Country

Arizona

Belgium
Canada

the United States: Opportunities and
Impediments (London: British-North
Southwestern
total

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Texas

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0

0
2
1
4
1
2
0
1
10
3
1
25
3

5

5

26
23
44
8
15
7
10
35
32
10
215
24

31
24
54
10
20
8
11
52
41
12
268
37

0
3
0
6
1
2
1
0
7

Cura~ao

France
Japan
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
West Germany
Other
Total for 1977
Total for 1974
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Table 5
Number of Foreign-Owned U.S. Affiliates in the Southwest
by Standard Industrial Classification, 1977
Category
Mining
Food
Pulp and paper
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Stone, clay, glass
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Nonelectrical machinery
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Instruments
AJI other
Total
Source : See table 4.
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0
3
1
1
1
2
5
0
0
2
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0
0
0
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1
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
2
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1
2
0
2
3
2
3
2
5

3
0
1
0
1
25

Texas

Total

12
11
6
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26
8
8
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6
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7
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7

8

11
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8
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Barometers of Texas Business
(All figures are for Texas unless otherwise indicated.)

All graphs except the one for nonagricultural employment are adjusted for seasonal variation. Data were compiled from the
following sources: U.S. Department of Labor, Texas Employment Commission, Texas Railroad Commission, and Federal
Reserve Bank. Data on oil refining and total industrial production are current through March 1982; data on consumer prices
in Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth are current through April 1982; all other data are current through May 1982.
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